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ABSTRACT 

 

This study investigates the Involvement Load Hypothesis proposed by 

Laufer and Hulstijn (2001). The involvement load hypothesis posits that vocabulary 

learning is determined by involvement load or mental effort. Involvement load has 

three components, need, search, and evaluation and each component is scored for 

three levels: index 2 for the strongest, index 1 for a moderate degree, and index 0 

for none. 

Each participant learned six words with graphic organizers at the high 

involvement load (need index 1, search index 1, evaluation index 2, total index 4) 

and six at the low involvement load (need index 1, search index 1, and evaluation 

index 0, total index 2). Immediately and one week after completing the graphic 

organizer task, vocabulary knowledge was measured using three vocabulary tests 

that tested different levels of vocabulary knowledge: a translation test, a difficult 

multiple-choice test, and an easy multiple-choice test. Quantitative analyses of data 

from 291 university and college students in Japan were conducted, and audio-

recordings from five pairs were analyzed to examine learning processes.   

Repeated measures MANOVA and ANOVAs revealed significant 

differences between the conditions of the two involvement loads in the translation 

test and the easy multiple-choice test, but not in the difficult multiple-choice test. 

The effects of Task and Time were statistically significant, but there was no 

interaction. There were significant differences between the immediate test and 

delayed test observed in the translation test and the easy multiple-choice test, but 
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not with the difficult multiple-choice test.  

The current study supports the involvement load hypothesis, but caution is 

advised. Even though the high involvement load graphic organizers yielded more 

vocabulary retention than those with less involvement load in two out of the three 

vocabulary tests, the differences in mean scores were small and extensive 

differences were not observed in the participants’ discussions. Additional statistical 

analysis indicated that the three vocabulary tests measured three levels of 

vocabulary knowledge. Determining the effectiveness of graphic organizers for 

vocabulary learning was only mildly successful as forcing greater involvement load 

proved to be challenging. 
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CHAPTER 1 

INTRODUCTION 

 

Background of the Issue 

Vocabulary development plays a crucial role in all types of language 

learning and use, and as a result, language learners must learn a vast number of 

words to be able to function effectively in foreign and second language settings. 

Second language (L2) learners struggle with this demanding task, and they 

sometimes are at loss regarding how to acquire the large numbers of words needed 

for real-world communicative tasks. Although many foreign language teachers 

attempt to support their students’ efforts in this area, they are limited in their ability 

to do so because the question of which teaching techniques, tasks, and strategies are 

most effective in facilitating vocabulary learning has not been sufficiently answered. 

The challenge of acquiring a large foreign language vocabulary is 

particularly difficult for foreign language learners who have limited exposure to the 

target language. Because learners in foreign language contexts such as Japan do not 

have many opportunities to the foreign language communicatively outside of class, 
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they have to rely primarily on formal language classes to increase their foreign 

language skills, including their lexical knowledge. As a result, the quality of the 

classroom activities is more important for such learners than for those who have 

frequent contact with the target language outside of the classroom. To make well-

informed decisions about what tasks to use, teachers need theoretical and empirical 

evidence regarding the effectiveness of various vocabulary learning tasks. Indeed, 

one of the most critical pedagogical challenges for second language vocabulary 

researchers is to determine what factors facilitate vocabulary development during 

language learning tasks. 

 

Statement of the Problem 

The first problem addressed in this study concerns the involvement load 

hypothesis (Laufer & Hulstijn, 2001), which was developed to account for the 

causes of vocabulary learning and systematically predict the degree of vocabulary 

retention resulting from various vocabulary learning tasks. In spite of the potential 

value of the involvement load hypothesis as a guideline for designing effective 

vocabulary learning activities, little research directly testing the hypothesis has 
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been carried out and the findings from these few studies are inconsistent. Further 

research will help clarify the status and usefulness of the hypothesis. 

The second problem addressed in this study is embedded in Laufer and 

Hulstijn’s (2001) involvement load hypothesis, which leaves a number of questions 

concerning vocabulary retention unanswered. Do activities based on the 

involvement load hypothesis result in successful lexical acquisition for learners at 

different levels of proficiency and in different contexts (e.g., English as a Second 

Language [ESL] vs. English as a Foreign Language [EFL])? To what extent do the 

learners’ discussions differ when they engage in speaking tasks designed to 

embody different levels of involvement load? What other factors determine 

vocabulary retention? This question concerns the identification of a more 

comprehensive model than that provided by the involvement load hypothesis. 

The third problem involves the direct study of learning processes during 

vocabulary learning tasks. Quantitative analyses shed light on the effectiveness of 

learning tasks, yet they reveal little about learners’ internal processes during 

vocabulary learning tasks. Thus, it is important that researchers verify their 

assumptions about these internal processes, as this adds another dimension to our 
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ability to engage students in effective tasks. 

The fourth problem concerns the dearth of studies examining the 

effectiveness of graphic organizers in L2 learning. Even though graphic organizers 

have been used in many first language (L1) educational contexts and research 

confirms their effectiveness (Bromley, Irwin-DeVitis, & Modlo, 1999; Darch, 

Carnine, & Kameenui, 1986; Moore & Readence, 1984), the degree to which they 

are useful for second language vocabulary development and how various types of 

graphic organizers differ in their effectiveness is unclear because few researchers 

(Ayala, 1984; Bahr & Dansereau, 2001, 2005; Svenconis, 1994) have conducted 

research designed to explore the effectiveness of graphic organizers for L2 

vocabulary learning. 

 

Purposes and Significance of the Study 

The main purpose of this study is to critically and empirically examine the 

effectiveness of two graphic organizers designed to compare different degrees of 

involvement load during small group work. If the involvement load hypothesis is 

supported, it provides language teaching professionals and language learners with 
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one framework for selecting and designing vocabulary learning tasks. This purpose 

is also important because further clarifying the effectiveness of the involvement 

load hypothesis would help teachers and materials designers to more accurately 

predict the effectiveness of different types of vocabulary tasks. 

The second purpose is to contribute to the development of the theory 

underlying the involvement load hypothesis. The evaluation of tasks and the 

development of the involvement load hypothesis will potentially lead to more 

sophisticated approaches to assessing task efficiency. This is important given how 

little is currently known about characteristics of more and less effective vocabulary 

tasks. 

The third purpose is to explore the cognitive processing engaged in by the 

participants when they engage in the graphic organizer tasks. This purpose involves 

analyzing the participants’ discussions while using graphic organizers in order to 

arrive at insights into the degree to which they process the target lexis deeply. This 

purpose is significant because it sheds light on why learning does or does not occur 

when second language learners engage with graphic organizers. The direct 

observation of the vocabulary learning processes learners engage in can reaffirm 
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and clarify the statistical results. The qualitative study adds an additional 

perspective to this study because the four previous investigations of the 

involvement load hypothesis (Folse, 2006; Hulstijn & Laufer, 2001; Keating, 2008; 

Kim, 2008) used only quantitative analyses. 

The fourth purpose concerns the effectiveness of graphic organizers. 

Graphic organizers have long been used to help students’ learn, especially in first-

language academic settings. It is worth researching how and to what degree graphic 

organizers can be employed in L2 vocabulary learning contexts given that graphic 

organizers have found theoretical support (Robinson, 1998), and partly for this 

reason, they are used in L1 learning environments frequently. Indeed, graphic 

organizers are attractive in terms of their flexibility and their suitability for explicit 

learning. Investigating their effectiveness can also suggest ways make them more 

productive tools for vocabulary teaching and learning. 

The fifth purpose of the study is to examine the degree to which assessing 

three levels of vocabulary knowledge is successful. By measuring vocabulary 

knowledge gains in terms of partial knowledge, researchers can determine the 

effectiveness of vocabulary learning tasks more precisely compared with assessing 
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vocabulary dichotomously (e.g., knowing a word vs. not knowing a word). 

Measuring three levels of vocabulary knowledge also reveals the effectiveness of 

the tasks more clearly. 

 

Theoretical Perspective 

Craik and Lockhart (1972) proposed that retaining new information in long-

term memory is determined not by the length of time that it stays in short-term 

memory but by how deeply it is processed. This theory, referred to as the levels of 

processing theory, is well known in the field of psychology, but there are criticisms 

of the theory. One of the problems is that the idea of “depth” is not easily defined, 

and it is difficult to measure (Eysenck, 1978). To explore and define the depth of 

processing the involvement load hypothesis was created. 

In 2001, Laufer and Hulstijn developed the involvement load hypothesis, 

based on the levels of processing model, and they introduced the idea of task-

induced involvement load to mean the mental effort that learners must make to 

complete tasks when engaging in particular learning tasks. The hypothesis is a 

means for analyzing vocabulary-teaching techniques. Indeed, Nation (2009) 
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described the involvement load hypothesis as the most recognized and best 

researched approach for analyzing vocabulary-teaching techniques. The hypothesis 

has promise in that it is an attempt to analyze vocabulary-learning techniques 

comprehensively and it quantifies the levels hypothesized to lead to vocabulary 

learning. 

The hypothesis is made up of three factors hypothesized to influence 

vocabulary learning: need, search, and evaluation. The first factor, need, is the 

motivational dimension and is concerned with what encourages learners to engage 

with vocabulary learning tasks. Unlike the need factor, search and evaluation are 

cognitive aspects. Search occurs when learners need to learn the form or meaning 

of the target word while engaging in a task. Evaluation occurs when learners 

compare words and the particular linguistic context in which they are found and 

decide on the most appropriate word to use in that context. 

Not only is the involvement load hypothesis comprehensive, as it includes 

both motivational and cognitive aspects, but it also necessarily involves rating the 

magnitude of each factor’s effectiveness. Each of the three factors is given a score 

of 2 (strong degree), 1 (moderate degree), and 0 (not present). The degree of a 
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task’s effectiveness is reflected in the total score obtained by adding the three 

scores. 

The factors that make up the involvement load hypothesis are deliberately 

simple (Nation, 2009), as this allows language teachers to analyze the usefulness of 

particular tasks easily. Rather than considering a baffling array of factors affecting 

lexical acquisition, the involvement load hypothesis concerns only the three factors 

mentioned above. Curriculum developers and language learners alike can 

potentially benefit from using the hypothesis. 

 

The Audience for the Study 

Researchers who have an interest in vocabulary learning tasks, especially 

those who would like to better understand the determinants of vocabulary task 

effectiveness, can profit from this study because they will better understand the 

efficacy of the involvement load hypothesis. The current study provides researchers 

with information concerning what factors and processes facilitate vocabulary 

learning and help them plan further studies of the involvement load hypothesis. 
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Educators will also benefit from the results of this study because tasks that 

can be implemented easily in second language classrooms are investigated. 

Teachers can better know the effectiveness of graphic organizers and how to 

increase vocabulary acquisition by manipulating the design of graphic organizers. 

Language learners can benefit from the results of the current study in two 

ways. First, classroom vocabulary learning tasks can be improved based on the 

results of the current study, so learners will be able to benefit from more effective 

vocabulary learning tasks. More rapid and efficient learning can plausibly have 

affective benefits in terms of increased self-efficacy and reduced levels of 

vocabulary learning anxiety. 

 

Delimitations 

The participants in the current study are Japanese university and college 

students, and the focus is primarily on solving educational problems in this context. 

Although all second and foreign language learners share a number of factors in 

common, and some theories and hypotheses can potentially be applied to all of 

them, learner differences such as first language, culture, educational experiences, 
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linguistic strengths and weaknesses, and exposure to the second language, can 

create significant differences in terms of how learners react to the same learning 

tasks. For this reason, generalizing the results of this study to populations that differ 

in terms of the above variables should be done with caution. 

The second delimitation concerns cooperative learning. The participants 

worked on vocabulary learning graphic organizers with one or two other students. 

Naturally, their small group work differed from individual work in many respects. 

Thus, even if the same tasks are used in future studies, the results might differ 

substantially if learners engage in those tasks individually or if the tasks are 

implemented with a type of pair or group work that differs substantially from that 

used in this study. 

 

An Overview of the Study 

Chapter 2, The Review of the Literature, is divided into five major sections: 

psychological factors in vocabulary learning, vocabulary learning in the classroom, 

the involvement load hypothesis, the use of graphic organizers, and assessing 

vocabulary knowledge. At the end of the chapter, I describe the gaps in the 

literature, the purposes of the study, and the three research questions that guide the 
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study. In Chapter 3, Methods, I present information about the participants, 

instruments, research design, procedures, and analyses. The qualitative and 

quantitative results of the three main research questions and two secondary research 

questions are reported in Chapter 4. In Chapter 5, Discussion, I discuss the results 

of the study in regards to learning processes, the differences between the two 

involvement load conditions, the three levels of vocabulary knowledge, and then I 

present the theoretical and pedagogical implications. A summary of the findings, 

limitations, suggestions for further research, and final conclusions are presented in 

Chapter 6, Conclusion. 
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CHAPTER 2 

REVIEW OF THE LITERATURE 

 

Psychological Factors in Vocabulary Learning 

Levels of Processing Theory 

In 1972, Craik and Lockhart suggested that the retention of new information 

in long-term memory is determined not by the amount of time the information stays 

in short-term memory, but by the degree of mental processing. Another way of 

describing this phenomenon is that when a person engages in deeper processing, 

the information is more likely to stay in memory than when the person engages in 

shallower processing. For example, if a person only needs to discriminate whether 

words are written in upper or lower case letters, only visual information is 

processed; as a result, shallow non-semantic processing is employed. However, if a 

person hears the sound of the word they will likely engage in deeper processing by 

recognizing the semantic meaning of the word, and semantic processing is believed 

to create a more durable trace in memory. Craik and Lockhart emphasized the 

importance of the semantic properties of words, which are processed at a deeper 
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level than the visual and phonological aspects of the word. 

Craik and Lockhart’s (1972) depth of processing theory is not without its 

critics. The two major criticisms of the levels of processing theory are that the 

definition of levels of processing is not entirely clear, and that it is difficult to know 

if a person has actually processed at a shallow or deep level (Baddeley, 1978; 

Eysenck, 1978; Nelson, 1977). These ambiguities of the theory prevented it from 

being widely accepted (Hulstijn, 2001). Although there has been no consensus 

about the operationalized definition of deep processing and its levels among 

psychologists, it is generally agreed that more elaborate processing of new lexical 

information results in better retention than less elaborate processing (Baddeley, 

1990; Baddeley, Eysenck, & Anderson, 2009; Hulstijn, 2001), as elaborate 

processing makes words more retrievable (Baddeley, et al., 2009, Craik & Tulving, 

1975) (e.g., via phonology, orthography, semantic meaning, associations with 

related words). 

Craik and Tulving (1975) asserted, with their notion of elaboration, that 

richness of information influences retention positively. This notion has found 

support in the work of researchers in the field of psychology and cognitive science, 
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who have reported that when new lexical information (e.g., spelling, pronunciation, 

meaning, and grammar) is processed and encoded more elaborately, it is retained 

better than information that has been encoded less elaborately. The more types of 

information the learner attends to, the more likely the word will be remembered. 

The problem with the concept of elaboration is the ambiguity of the operationalized 

definition (Hulstijn, 2001). 

 

Cognitive Processes Underlying Foreign Language Vocabulary Learning 

In this section I focus on the three cognitive processes of vocabulary 

learning that many second language acquisition researchers agree play important 

roles in acquisition: noticing, retrieval, and creative or generative use. The concept 

of noticing was explored by Schmidt (1990). Noticing occurs for lexis when a 

language learning activity forces learners to notice or attend to a word consciously. 

This is a form of temporary decontextualization, in which learners see the target 

word not as a part of the message, but as a discrete part of the foreign language. For 

example, a teacher writes a new word on the board and explains its meanings and 

usage, or learners attempt to negotiate the meaning(s) of the word. Yet another 
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example is when learners use glosses of words in the margin of a reading text to 

comprehend the text and answer questions about it. Indeed, there is considerable 

empirical support for the idea that negotiating lexical meaning and considering 

definitions of words cause noticing (Nation, 2001). 

Retrieval is the second major process that can lead to the retention of a word. 

Retrieval occurs when the meaning or form of a previously met word is retrieved, 

receptively or productively; this causes the memory of the word to be strengthened 

(Baddeley, 1990). In receptive retrieval, learners encounter a word through 

listening or reading. In this case, they are provided with the phonological or 

orthographic form of the word and then retrieve its meaning. Productive retrieval 

takes place when learners think of the meaning they wish to convey and retrieve the 

spoken or written word form of the word (Nation, 2001). 

Generative use involves using a word in a different sense, in a different 

context, or with different properties than in previous uses. Generative use changes 

the learners’ word knowledge. Like retrieval, generative use can be receptive or 

productive. Receptive generative use occurs when learners encounter a target item 

used in a new way when listening or reading. This applies both to the meaning and 
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the form of the word (Nation, 2001). As an example, receptive generative use 

increases when learners extrapolate from given information. For instance, when 

encountering the word flew in a reading passage, they recognize that it is the past 

tense of fly. In productive generative use, learners have to use a word in a new 

context while completing a speaking or writing activity. Productive generative use 

occurs when learners use a word to express something in speech or in writing that 

varies from the form, meaning, or context in which it was learned (Nation, 2001). 

Productive retrieval should not be confused with productive generative use. 

The distinction is that in productive generative use the form or context has been 

changed. Retrieval is a part of generation, but retrieval without generation is simply 

the repetition of previously met material. In productive retrieval, learners do not 

always need to change the concept of a word before using it. On the other hand, if 

learners reconceptualize the word by using it differently, then it is productive 

generative use (Nation, 2001). Joe (1995, 1998) found that the stronger the degree 

of generativeness, the more likely it was for words to stay in memory. 
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Observable Signs of Learning 

During learning activities, learners’ cognitive processes are sometimes 

reflected in their behavior. To put it another way, language professionals can 

determine whether learning is occurring, by observing the learners’ behavior 

carefully. Indeed, Nation (2001) asked, “What are the observable signs that 

learning might occur?” (p. 72) as one of four questions that language teachers 

should try to ask observing teaching and learning activities. (The other three 

questions concern learning goals, the psychological conditions that might be 

occurring during the activity, and the design features of the activity that can lead to 

learning conditions.) Examples of observable signs of learning are finding 

meanings of new words in reading material, opening a dictionary, reading the 

explanations of each meaning (sometimes putting a finger on each set of meanings), 

and looking at the reading material again. Observable signs of learning can serve as 

immediate feedback in the classroom. 

Language teaching professionals and researchers should also keep in mind 

that observable signs of learning do not always indicate that learning is taking place 

(Nation, 2001). In fact, teachers and researchers can only speculate about learners’ 
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cognitive processes and attempt to find signs of learning from a variety of 

behaviors that learners manifest during an activity. Balanced language assessment 

should include, in addition to testing, an attempt to identify observable signs of 

learning. To address this issue, concurrent and retrospective, and formal or 

informal interviews can be conducted. 

 

Motivation and Vocabulary Learning 

Motivation for Language Learning 

In this section, I consider three motivational factors, need, interest, and 

enjoyment, as these factors bear directly on this study. Motivation is a critical 

factor in language learning, and the research on motivation and variables related to 

motivation by Gardner and Lambert (1972) fostered extensive interest among SLA 

researchers. One related construct was linguistic self-confidence, which was added 

to Gardner’s model of integrative and instrumental motivation early in the history 

of L2 motivation research (Clément, Gardner, & Smythe, 1977; Clément, Major, 

Gardner, & Smythe, 1977). In the 1990s, other factors were included by other 

researchers (Dörnyei, 1994, 2001). For instance, Dörnyei’s framework of 
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motivation was made up of three main aspects, the language level, the learner level, 

and the learning situation. Of particular relevance here is Dörnyei’s need for 

achievement as a learner level specific characteristic. 

Elley (1989) investigated the relationships between word learning and 

motivational needs. The main purpose of his study was to investigate whether 7- 

and 8-year old students acquire vocabulary from listening to stories. In the second 

part of the study, he added word-learning variables by asking teachers to rate the 

importance of the target words to the development of the plot as well as other 

factors, on a 3-point scale. The results showed that there was a moderate correlation 

between the perceived importance of words and word retention (r = .42, p < .01). 

The question remains, however, whether different degrees of perceived need to 

learn target words are related to their vocabulary learning. 

Enjoyment is defined as “one’s inherent pleasure and interest in an activity” 

(Noels, 2001, p. 45), described in Noels’s (2001) account of intrinsic motivation. 

Ushioda (2001) used open-ended and semi-structured interviews to investigate the 

motivation of Irish university students who were learning French. She identified 

eight descriptive dimensions. Two features particularly relevant to this study are 
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academic interest and language-related enjoyment. Language-related enjoyment 

might be related to the need factor in Laufer and Hulstijn’s (2001) involvement 

load hypothesis, although they do not explicitly mention this. 

Enjoyment, which is “behavior performed for its own sake in order to 

experience pleasure and satisfaction, such as the joy of doing a particular activity or 

satisfying one’s curiosity” (Dörnyei, 2001, p. 27), is part of intrinsic motivation. It 

is commonly contrasted with extrinsic motivation, which concerns behavior that 

seeks a reward (e.g., good grades) or avoids punishment. 

 

Vocabulary Learning in the Classroom 

Explicit and Incidental Learning 

In second language acquisition research, a distinction between learning and 

acquisition has been generally accepted (Ellis, 1994; Krashen, 1981, 1985). In the 

same vein, Schmitt (2000) distinguished between explicit learning and incidental 

learning. He stated that explicit learning is the focused study of words and that 

incidental learning occurs through exposure when one’s attention is focused on the 

use of language, rather than the learning itself” (p. 116). In the L2 vocabulary 
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acquisition research literature, it is commonly believed that learners increase their 

vocabulary knowledge primarily through incidental learning, and intentional 

learning plays a smaller role (Nation, 2001). Therefore, some educators have 

encouraged the exclusive use of activities that lead to incidental learning (Hulstijn, 

2001). 

However, there are at least three reasons to believe that tasks designed to 

promote explicit intentional learning are valuable. First, much of the second 

language vocabulary acquisition literature justifies the effectiveness of the explicit 

approach for teaching (Ellis, 1994). For instance, the keyword method, which uses 

the L1 and imagery, has been shown to be one effective means of acquiring the 

basic meaning of target vocabulary (Beaton, Gruneberg, & Ellis, 1995). According 

to Milton (2009), it is wrong to assume that even if most words are learned 

incidentally, that they should not be taught explicitly. He also stated “successful 

learners acquire large volumes of vocabulary from the words explicitly taught in 

the classroom and supplement their learning by targeting vocabulary in activities” 

(p. 2). A second reason explicit learning is valuable is that, unlike in the L1 

language environment, English as a foreign language (EFL) learners have limited 
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exposure to English and they therefore do not usually engage in extensive 

incidental learning. Therefore, explicit learning is useful, provided that important 

words (e.g., high-frequency lexis) are the focus of learning (Nation, 2001). 

The third reason is that intentional learning also raises learners’ awareness 

and facilitates incidental learning (Nation, 2001). Learners can attend to various 

aspects of target vocabulary, such as grammatical information, collocations, and the 

connotations, when processing listening and reading texts. That type of awareness 

can eventually be reflected in incidental learning. For example, some of my 

students pay attention only to the translation of unfamiliar words when reading, but 

this explicit attempt at learning does not necessarily support implicit learning. At a 

minimum, it serves as an encounter of the word, and if the word is encountered 

repeatedly in meaningful contexts, implicit learning processes can be engaged. The 

notions of implicit and explicit learning make of parts of Nation’s four strands of 

vocabulary learning: meaning-focused input, meaning-focused output, language-

focused learning, and fluency development. The language-focused learning strand, 

which concerns explicit learning, is the strand that is the primary focus of this study. 

Although explicit learning is somewhat controversial, Nation has stated that if it is 
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applied to the learning of high frequency vocabulary, it increases the probability of 

learners acquiring the target language and helps create a balanced program of 

instruction. 

 

Rich Instruction 

There are times when foreign language teachers should provide 

opportunities for students to learn words through rich instruction, which involves 

going beyond a direct, brief explanation, such as a short translation and a definition 

using synonyms (Nation, 2001). Beck, McKeown, and Kucan (2008) explained that 

“rich instruction was specifically designed to provide explicit explanations of word 

meanings, multiple exposures to word meanings and uses, and opportunities for 

students to interact with the word meanings by discussing uses for them, making 

decisions about whether a word fits a context, and the like” (p. 4). During rich 

instruction, language learners are involved in “active thinking about word meanings, 

about how they might use the words in different situations, and about the 

relationships among words” (McKeown & Beck, 2004, p. 18). There are many 

possible learning activities for rich instruction, but the key lies in having students 
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think in multiple ways about words by providing a wide variety of information 

about them. This information should be provided to the students with the goal of 

inspiring active thinking, elaboration, and deep processing. Rich instruction 

typically involves focusing on a range of aspects of what is involved in knowing a 

word, covering various aspects of form, meaning, and use (McKeown & Beck, 

2004). 

Teachers should decide which words should receive rich instruction. When 

a class encounters important words (e.g., academic lexis) that are difficult to learn, 

rich instruction is recommended (Nation, 2001). However, rich instruction is not 

necessary for words that are acquired quickly or for low-frequency words that do 

not need to be fully familiar to students (McKeown & Beck, 2004). 

 

The Involvement Load Hypothesis 

What Is the Involvement Load Hypothesis? 

Laufer and Hulstijn (2001) introduced the task-induced involvement 

construct, grounded in the levels of processing theory. They took traditional and 

commonly accepted components of effective tasks (noticing, attention, elaboration, 
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and motivation) and proposed a new formula for vocabulary instruction. They 

asserted that the retention of new words is determined by the amount of task-

induced involvement load, or the mental effort exerted when the new words are 

processed. Further, they proposed three components, need, search, and evaluation, 

from the motivational and cognitive dimensions, which can be quantified and can 

help predict word retention. 

The involvement load hypothesis has several strengths. First, it includes 

need, which is a motivational factor. Some learners are able to increase their 

vocabulary knowledge quickly even in suboptimal learning environments when 

they are highly motivated. Indeed, almost all language teaching professionals and 

researchers agree that motivation is a major factor in achievement. However, the 

idea of motivation has not been researched extensively in the study of vocabulary 

learning, and for this reason, the involvement load hypothesis has the potential to 

make a contribution to vocabulary learning theory from a motivational perspective. 

A second strength of this hypothesis is that it includes two cognitive 

dimensions, search and evaluation. Both concepts deserve attention, especially in 

vocabulary learning (see the explanation of search and evaluation below). With 
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both a motivational and cognitive component, this hypothesis covers the two major 

factors affecting vocabulary acquisition. 

The quantification of each component is a third strength of the involvement 

load hypothesis. Having a scale of strength for each factor allows for finer 

distinctions to be made between learning activities compared with dichotomous 

approaches (i.e., the factor is present or not present). This makes the involvement 

load hypothesis a potentially effective operationalization of the levels of processing 

theory as it relates to vocabulary learning. Therefore, it is promising not only for 

vocabulary learning but also for language learning and teaching in general. It 

should stimulate ideas concerning the factors that facilitate vocabulary learning and 

lead to the development of more detailed concepts, ideas, theories, and hypotheses. 

 

Three Components of the Involvement Load Hypothesis 

According to Laufer and Hulstijn (2001) and Hulstijn and Laufer (2001), 

the amount of the task-induced involvement varies according to the degree that 

each of the three dimensions—need, search, and evaluation—is present. Degree is 

measured using three levels of involvement: none, moderate, and strong. Laufer 
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and Hulstijn and Hulstijn and Laufer described these levels with the term index. 

When the component is not present, the index level is zero (0), the moderate level 

is rated at index one (1), and the strong level is index two (2). The total of the three 

components is the amount of the task-induced involvement load. 

Need, from the motivational dimension, is concerned with “the need to 

achieve” (Laufer & Hulstijn, 2001, p. 14), and it provides learners with the drive to 

complete tasks whether they are imposed internally or externally. Need has three 

degrees: none, moderate, and strong. When knowledge of the target vocabulary is 

not needed to complete the task, the level of need is none (index 0). Moderate need 

(index 1) occurs when learners are required to engage with the target words by 

external forces, such as class activities selected by the teacher. In such cases, the 

target word is a part of the externally imposed task. Need is strong (index 2) when 

learners autonomously decide to learn and use the word (Hulstijn & Laufer, 2001; 

Laufer & Hulstijn, 2001). 

Search and evaluation, each with three levels, are cognitive dimensions that 

plausibly include the concepts of noticing and attention. Search exists when 

learners attempt to find the meaning or the form of an unfamiliar word. Both are 
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common in vocabulary learning situations when learners encounter unfamiliar 

words or want to express concepts but they do not know the needed word form. 

Search can be categorized into levels like the need component. 

When learners do not have to search for either the meaning or the form of a 

target word, search does not exist (index 0). This occurs when both the meaning 

and the form are already provided in the activity. When search exits, it can be 

receptive or productive, and productive search is considered more demanding (and 

is hypothesized to involve deeper processing) than receptive search. There is 

considerable evidence that receptive learning is easier than productive learning (see 

Nation, 2001, for a review). For instance, when learners listen to or read the foreign 

language, they need to understand the meaning of the words, but much of the time 

they can access L1 concepts and achieve a reasonable degree of success. Recalling 

a foreign word form when speaking or writing is much more difficult, as it involves 

more new learning. 

The magnitude of the involvement load is reflected in the indexes of the 

search. Search level one occurs when language learners find the meaning of a word 

they do not know. For instance, an example of receptive search (index 1) is when 
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students encounter an unknown target word in a reading passage and the gist eludes 

them. They then look up the word in a dictionary and find the meaning. An 

example of productive search (index 2) is when the search for a word form occurs. 

For example, this occurs when Japanese students enrolled in a beginning Thai 

language course need to know how to greet someone in the morning and they look 

up the needed expression in a phrasebook, or ask their teachers. 

Evaluation involves “some kind of selective decision based on a criterion of 

semantic and formal appropriateness (fit) for the word and its context” (Laufer & 

Hulstijn, p. 14). Nation (2001) stated that evaluation involves “deciding if a word 

choice is appropriate or not” (p. 71). When learners do not make such decisions, 

they are not engaged in evaluation (evaluation index 0). Sometimes, language 

learners do not need to think of word choice. An example is when copying a 

sentence. 

Laufer and Hulstijn (2001) considered “recognizing differences between 

several senses of a word in a given context” (p. 14) as moderate evaluation load 

(index 1) while deciding on additional words that can be used with the target word 

in the learner’s original sentence or text as strong evaluation index (index 2). In 
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other words, when language learners have to decide on the appropriate target word 

in the provided context, they perform moderate evaluation. This is seen when 

language learners choose a word from several choices to fill in a blank in a 

sentence. When they have to write an essay, they are involved in a strong 

evaluation because they must use the words in a context they have created. 

Typical activities using the three dimensions (need, search, and evaluation) 

in the involvement load hypothesis and their involvement indexes (zero, moderate, 

and strong) are shown in Table 1. 

Laufer and Hulstijn (2001) listed several typical vocabulary learning tasks 

and the ways that target words were presented with indexes for the three 

components. Learners do not have any involvement load in the areas of need, 

search, and evaluation when they read texts containing word glosses that have 

nothing to do with understanding or answering comprehension questions. High 

involvement occurs when learners write a composition for which the teacher and 

learner negotiate the topic. 
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Previous Research on the Involvement Load Hypothesis 

Few studies have been conducted to investigate the involvement load 

hypothesis directly (see Table 1 for a list). In this section I review this research 

because of its relevance to the present study. In first part of this section, I introduce 

the research and the task conditions along with the ways the indexes of need, search, 

and evaluation were applied and the various involvement load contrasts  

 

Table 1. Involvement Load of Vocabulary Learning Tasks 

Task Status of target words Need Search Evaluation 

Reading and comprehension 

questions 

Glossed words are not 

relevant to task 

 

0 0 0 

Reading and comprehension 

questions 

Glossed words are 

relevant to task 

 

1 0 0 

Reading and comprehension 

questions and filling the 

gaps 

Target words are glossed 

at the end of the text 

and relevant to task 

1 0 1 

Writing original sentences Target words are listed 

with glosses 

 

1 0 2 

Writing a composition Content is given in the L1 

and students look up 

word meanings 

1 1 2 

Writing a composition Students write a 

composition and find 

needed words 

2 2 2 

Note. The degrees of involvement load are: 0 = zero; 1 = moderate; 2 = strong. The 

activities and ratings are from Laufer and Hulstijn (2001). 
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were used. After dealing with when and how vocabulary learning was assessed, I 

looked at the results. Finally, the studies are critiqued with a view to informing the 

research design of the present study. 

 

Hulstijn and Laufer (2001). Hulstijn and Laufer (2001) conducted the 

same experiment in Israel and the Netherlands using advanced proficiency English 

learners enrolled in universities in the two countries. The target words were ten 

low-frequency words and expressions the researchers selected and assumed that the 

participants did not know: rigmarole, wrath, grist, not one whit, sanitise, privy to, 

morally derelict, curb, inflammatory, and deeply ingrained. They were taken from 

a reading text used in the study. The students learned the target words in one of 

three task conditions, each with a different involvement load. Thus, the information 

given about the target words and the class activities, task 1, task 2, and task 3, 

differed from one task group to another. 

To complete task 1, the participants read a 621-word letter to the editor of a 

British newspaper and answered ten comprehension questions. The ten target words 

in the text were written in bold and glossed in the learners’ first language (L1) in 

the margin. Knowledge of the target words was necessary to answer the ten 
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multiple-choice comprehension questions correctly. This task did not require the 

students to look for the meaning or the form of the target words (because the words 

were in the text and the meanings were in the accompanying glossary); nor they did 

need to choose between them and others, or fit them into a context. Thus, this task 

involved zero search and zero evaluation, but moderate need because the learners 

had to engage with the vocabulary learning task in a class activity to answer the 

comprehension questions (need = 1, search = 0, evaluation = 0, total = 1). 

The participants who engaged in task 2 were asked to read the same text and 

answer the same comprehension questions as those assigned to the participants in 

task 1. However, in this case, the ten target words in the reading passage were 

replaced by blanks. The students received a separate page with a list of words along 

with their L1 translations and explanations in the L2. The list contained the ten 

target words from the text and an additional five words that did not appear in the 

reading text in random order. The learners had to fit the words into the text. Task 2 

involved moderate need (1) and evaluation (1) because the students had to evaluate 

the words in the given context as a class assignment when they filled in the blanks 

with the target words. The need and search index were one (1) and zero (0) 
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respectively, which are the same ratings as in the first task for the same reason. As 

in task 1, the participants did not have to search for the meaning or the form of the 

target words, so the search index was zero (0). Because they did the task as a class 

activity, the task was rated as need index one (1), which is the same as in task 1. 

The difference resided in the amount of effort in the evaluation component. In the 

second task, the participants evaluated the target words in a provided context, 

which made the task evaluation index 1. Task 2 had an evaluation rating of one (1), 

and accordingly the total index was higher than that of task 1 (need = 1, search = 0, 

evaluation = 1, total = 2). 

In the third task, which had the highest involvement load, the students wrote 

a composition in the format of a letter to the editor of a British newspaper on the 

same topic as the first two groups, using the 10 target words. Task 3 had the same 

involvement levels of need and search as the other two tasks, but the evaluation 

level was strong because the students wrote their own text with the target words 

(need = 1, search = 0, evaluation = 2, total = 3). 

Instead of a pretest of the target words, Hulstijn and Laufer (2001) asked 

students in both countries with the same or higher language proficiency as the 
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participants whether they knew the ten target words. The mean score indicated that 

less than one of the ten words was known. The participants were also asked about 

their prior knowledge of the target words after completing the task. Their answers 

indicated that they were unfamiliar with most of the target words. For words known 

prior to the experiment, they received zero for the target word item on the 

translation test. Correct answers received full points and a “semantically 

appropriate” (p. 547) answer received half a point. 

 

Table 2. The Involvement Load of the Three Conditions 

 
Task 

Learning activities 
(time on task) 

 
Need 

 
Search 

 
Evaluation 

 
Total 

1 Reading 
comprehension 
with marginal 
glosses (40-50 
minutes) 

1 = 
Target 
words 
given 

0 = The meanings 
and forms of the 
target words were 
provided 
 

0 = Words were 
not evaluated at 
all 

1 

2 Reading 
comprehension 
plus fill in 10 gaps 
with the missing 
words from the list 
of 15 words (50-55 
minutes) 
 

1 = 
Target 
words 
given 

0 = The meanings 
and forms of the 
target words were 
provided 

1= Words 
evaluated in the 
provided context. 

2 

3 Writing a 
composition using 
the target words 
(70-80 minutes) 

1 = 
Target 
words 
given 

0 = The meanings 
and forms of the 
target words were 
provided 
 

2 = Words 
specified to be 
used in the 
participants’ 
original sentences 

3 

Note. Total = the total of the involvement load. Involvement index was the sum of 

the three indexes for each component. 
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After the vocabulary worksheets were taken away, the participants received 

the list of the target words and were asked to write either L1 translations or English 

explanations of the words. The Dutch participants took the same test one week later 

and the Israeli participants two weeks after completing the task. 

The vocabulary test scores were submitted to a two-way mixed ANOVA 

with Task (reading, reading plus fill-in-blanks, writing) as the between-subjects 

factor and Time (immediate and delayed) as the within-subjects factor. The Dutch 

data revealed significant main effects of Task and Time and an interaction effect 

between Task and Time. A post hoc Tukey’s analysis revealed that tasks 2 and 3 

produced better results than task 1, but the difference between tasks 2 and 3 was 

not significant. The data from the Israeli students did not yield identical results to 

that of the Dutch students, but there were similarities. According to the analysis of 

the Israeli students’ vocabulary test scores, there were statistically significant 

differences in Task and Time, and the interaction between the two. However, a post 

hoc Student Newman-Keuls test showed that the mean scores of the task 1 group 

and task 2 group in the immediate and delayed tests were significantly different. 

Likewise, the comparison between tasks 2 and 3 showed a significant effect. 
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The researchers concluded that the highest involvement load task resulted in 

the highest means for both the Dutch and Israeli students. The difference between 

the two groups was that the Dutch groups who studied with the second highest 

involvement load did not perform better than the group with the lowest 

involvement load, while a difference between the two appeared among the Hebrew-

speaking students. The results of the Dutch group partially supported the 

involvement load hypothesis, and the results of the Israeli group fully supported it. 

The study of the involvement load hypothesis by Hulstijn and Laufer (2001) 

was the first piece of research that directly tested the involvement load hypothesis. 

The same experiment was conducted in two countries, which largely eliminated the 

possibility that the results were caused by characteristics of specific groups of 

participants. 

However, there were drawbacks to this study that can be avoided in future 

studies. One problem lies in differences in time spent on the three tasks, each of 

which required considerably different amounts of time as described in Folse (2006), 

Keating (2008), and Kim (2008). As shown in Table 2, task 1 took 40-50 minutes, 

task 2 took 50-55 minutes, and task 3 took 70-80 minutes. Thus, the participants 
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assigned to task 3 spent almost twice as much time learning words as the Task 1 

students did. This is problematic because the time spent on the learning activity can 

affect the amount of information learned. Although the researchers stated that time-

on-task is not an important issue, the differences are too big to ignore. 

Another potentially important difference is that the vocabulary learning 

condition in task 3 differed from those in task 1 and task 2. Not only does task 3 

need more mental effort or task-induced involvement load but also more 

information about the target words was given: a sample sentence, an English 

explanation, the part of speech, whether the words were countable or non-countable, 

and the meaning in the learners’ L1. It is true that one needs more information to 

write an original sentence with a target word, but the differences in the amount of 

information provided might have influenced the results. 

Hulstijn and Laufer’s (2001) experiment was able to partially test the 

involvement load hypothesis because they compared three tasks differing only in 

their evaluation index. For all three tasks, the degree of the involvement load 

altered in the evaluation component while need and search index remained the 

same (need 1 and search 0). Different involvement loads in evaluation seemed to be 
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the only cause of the different retention rates, as the effect of the three levels of 

need and search were not examined. Additionally, potential differences among 

students in intact groups need to be considered. The conclusions, intended to 

demonstrate the effectiveness of the involvement load hypothesis, are uncertain 

even for students of the same levels. 

The third point is that the vocabulary posttests administered in both 

countries did not appear to be sensitive to partial learning. The participants were 

asked to write either the L1 translation or explanation in the L2. Such a test is more 

demanding to answer than a multiple-choice test, as students must know the word 

reasonably well to be able to write the translation or an explanation of the target 

word. Existing differences in the treatments might not have been detected by the 

dichotomously scored tests. 

The fourth issue concerns the proficiency of the participants in Laufer and 

Hulstijn’s study. They were advanced proficiency students; thus, it is essential to 

test the hypothesis with lower proficiency learners as well. Because of the 

weaknesses in this initial study, further research examining the involvement load 

hypothesis is needed. 
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Folse (2006). Folse (2006) described a process to assess vocabulary gains 

accurately. Even more revealing though, Folse’s work raises questions about what 

the involvement load hypothesis predicts. For these reasons I examine Folse’s 

study in some detail. 

In a study of intensive English program students in American universities, 

Folse (2006) investigated how vocabulary retention is influenced by three types of 

written exercises: filling in the blanks once for each word, filling in the blanks three 

times for each word, and writing original sentences. In condition 1, the participants 

filled in a blank by selecting a response from six choices that included the target 

words and one distracter. This exercise was done once for each target word. 

Condition 2 involved the same task except the participants were required to 

complete three fill-in-the-blank exercises for each word. In condition 3, they wrote 

an original sentence using the target words. For all three conditions the participants 

used a mini-dictionary the researcher made, which identified the part of speech, 

gave the meaning, and supplied two sample sentences. 

Vocabulary knowledge gain was measured more meticulously than in 

Hulstijn and Laufer’s (2001) study. Folse (2006) modified the vocabulary 
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knowledge scale (VKS) (Paribakht & Wesche, 1997) and assessed three degrees of 

vocabulary level as follows: 

1. I don’t know what this word means. 

2. I know this word. It means ________________. 

(provide an English synonym or a translation in your native language) 

 

3. I can use this word in a good example sentence. Write your sentence 

here:                          

(If you do #3, you must do #2 also.) 

 

Folse (2006) administered the modified test once as a pretest and twice as a 

posttest. On the first day, the participants completed a vocabulary test with 15 

target words and 3 distracters, and a filler activity. On the next day, after 

completing another filler activity and the vocabulary exercises that were the focus 

of the study, a surprise vocabulary test was administered immediately and then 

again two weeks after the task was completed. 

The answers were scored both leniently and strictly. The format of the 

modified VKS test and this scoring method allowed Folse (2006) to assess 

vocabulary gains in a detailed manner. Additionally, he asked the participants to 

write whether they discovered the meanings of the target words between the time of 

the pretest and that of the tasks, and if they did, what words they learned. 
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Folse (2006) dealt with the difference in the length of time among the three 

conditions in two ways. First, because it took one third less time to finish condition 

1 (filling in a blank exercise once for each word) than to finish condition 3 (writing 

an original sentence), he controlled for the time difference by trebling the condition 

1 task in condition 2 (filling in a blank exercise three times for each word) and thus 

setting the amount of time for the condition 2 and condition 3 sufficiently close to 

each other to allow for equitable comparisons. The students were then asked to 

write the length of time they spent completing the exercise. The vocabulary 

retention of the two conditions with equivalent times was then analyzed. 

Another strength of this study was that Folse (2006) minimized the order 

effect and the effects of differences in the tests. The participants worked on the 

three task conditions as well as the three word groups (5 target words and 1 

distracter in each group; 18 words total). There were 36 combinations of the task 

conditions and target word groups and they were administered so as to decrease the 

primacy effect, which is “a tendency for the first few items in a sequence to be 

better recalled than most of the following items” (Baddeley, Eysenck, & Anderson, 

2009, p. 24), and the recency effect, which is “a tendency for the last few items in a 
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list to be well recalled” (Baddeley, et al, 2009, p. 24). In this way the order effect 

and the effects of test differences were minimized. 

The repeated-measures ANOVA result demonstrated that there was a 

significant difference among the means of the three task conditions when scored 

leniently, F(2, 306) = 87.01, p < .0001. The means of each condition were 2.18, 

4.78, and 2.39 out of 10 points. There was no significant difference between 

condition 1 and 3 while there was a significant difference between conditions 1 and 

2 and conditions 2 and 3. This indicated that the activity in which the participants 

filled in the blank three times was more effective than sentence writing or the one 

time fill-in-the-blank activity. The effect size for paired comparisons of conditions 

1 and 2 and that of conditions 2 and 3 were large. The strictly scored tests produced 

similar results. 

The results of Folse’s (2006) study contradict the predictions of the 

involvement load hypothesis. Condition 1 and 2 had a lower evaluation index, and, 

thus, a lower involvement load, compared with condition 3; the involvement load 

hypothesis predicts that condition 3, as it had the highest involvement load, will 

provide the highest scores, and conditions 1 and 2 lower scores. However, the 
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expected result was not obtained. 

Folse’s (2006) contribution to the examination of the involvement load 

hypothesis and levels of processing lies in controlling a number of issues that 

Hulstijn and Laufer (2001) did not control, such as time-on-task and the precise 

measurement of vocabulary gains. Furthermore, his conclusion that the multiple 

retrieval of target words is a more influential factor than depth of processing, 

suggests that further research into the involvement load hypothesis is needed. 

One concern about Folse’s (2006) study is whether it is replicable with 

students from different backgrounds. It is unclear that the same results would be 

obtained with EFL students with lower levels of English proficiency and less 

exposure to English. There is room for more research here. 

 

Keating (2008). In 2008, Keating investigated the involvement load 

hypothesis and provided further evidence in its favor. One of the aims of his study 

was to study the efficacy of the involvement load hypothesis with low proficiency 

learners. The participants were 79 American university students enrolled in third-

semester Spanish language courses. The vocabulary learning tasks differed in the 
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degree of involvement load according to the amount of mental effort related to the 

evaluation component. Three conditions were investigated in the study. Arranged 

from the lowest involvement level to the highest, they were condition 1, condition 2, 

and condition 3. Unlike Hulstijn and Laufer’s (2001) experiment, the students were 

randomly assigned to one of the three experimental conditions. In condition 1, the 

participants read a 299-word description of tigers from an encyclopedia in Spanish, 

and then completed comprehension questions without referring to the text. Eight 

target words were bold-faced in the text, and the marginal gloss had the L1 

(English language) translation. The task was set in class, so the need index was 1. 

The participants were required neither to search for the meanings of the target 

words nor to compare the words with others; therefore, the search and evaluation 

indexes were 0. The total index of the condition 1 task was 1 point (need = 1, 

search = 0, evaluation = 0, total index = 1). 

The second condition required more mental effort in terms of evaluation. 

The participants read the same text, but the target words in bold in condition 1 were 

removed and replaced with blanks. On a separate sheet of paper, the participants 

received the list of the eight target words and four additional words that did not 
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appear in the text, along with short definitions and illustrative phrases in the 

Spanish language. After the fill-in-a-blank exercise, they completed comprehension 

questions like the participants assigned to condition 1. This condition involved 

moderate evaluation because the participants compared and evaluated words that 

were provided in the text. The need and search indexes in condition 2 were the 

same as those in condition 1. The total task-induced index was 2 (need = 1, search 

= 0, evaluation = 1, total index = 2). 

Unlike in conditions 1 or 2, the participants in condition 3 neither read the 

text nor filled in the blanks. Instead, they received the same list as in condition 2. 

After they spent 10 minutes reviewing the 12 words, they wrote original sentences 

using eight of the target words. This task was rated as the highest total involvement 

load due to the strong evaluation index. Because this task was set in the class, the 

need index was 1. The students did not need to look for the meanings or forms of 

the target words, so the search index was 0. The evaluation index however was 2 

because the learners had to create a context for the words. The three components 

resulted in a total involvement load of 3 (need = 1, search = 0, evaluation = 2, total 

index = 3). 
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Keating’s (2008) vocabulary assessment was one of the strengths of his 

research. He used a passive vocabulary recall test and an active vocabulary recall 

test. The passive recall test was a translation test of the eight target words whereas 

the active recall test asked the learners to translate English sentences; doing so 

required the translation of the target words into Spanish. The order of the active 

recall test and the passive recall test were counterbalanced. Similarly, the order of 

target words in the passive recall test and the eight sentences in the active recall test 

were altered. In the passive recall test, answers were scored at three levels; 0 for no 

knowledge, .5 for partial learning, and 1 for a fully correct answer. The active recall 

test employed an even more detailed scoring rubric in an attempt to make the test 

more sensitive to partial learning. 

Keating (2008) conducted a mixed ANOVA to determine the main effects 

of Condition (reading, reading and fill in the blanks, and sentence writing) as a 

between-subjects factor and Time (immediate and delayed) as a within-subjects 

factor on the passive test. The same statistical procedure was repeated for the active 

recall test results. The statistical test showed significant main effects for Condition, 

F(2, 76), =17.229, p < .001, η = .31, a main effect for Time, F(1,76) = 19.541, p 
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< .001, η = .21, and no interaction between Time and Condition. A post hoc 

Tukey’s analysis of the passive recall vocabulary test scores revealed that the 

participants assigned to condition 2 and condition 3 performed better than those 

assigned to condition 1, but there was no significant difference between conditions 

2 and 3. 

For the active recall test, the repeated-measures ANOVA indicated a main 

effect of Condition, F(2, 76) = 12.481, p < .001, η = .25. The effect of Time did not 

show a significant main effect, F(1, 76) = 3.593, p = .062, η = .05. There was an 

interaction between Condition and Time, F(2, 76) = 5,460, p = .006, η = .13. The 

immediate and delayed tests were analyzed with separate ANOVAs. Main effects 

were found for the immediate test, F(2, 76) = 15.472, p < .001, η = .29 and the post 

hoc analysis indicated that condition 2 and condition 3 were superior to condition 1, 

and the scores of condition 3 were significantly higher than those of condition 2. 

Similarly, there was a main effect of Condition in the delayed test, F (2, 76) = 

4.069, p = .021, η = .10. The mean scores of condition 2 were significantly higher 

than those of condition 1. Keating’s (2008) research supported the involvement 

load hypothesis. However, when he considered how many words were learned per 
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minute, the effects of the tasks requiring more mental effect were diminished. 

The contribution of Keating’s (2008) work has been to widen the 

examination of the involvement load hypothesis with regard to learner proficiency, 

the use of two vocabulary tests, and an analysis that considered the amount of time 

taken in each condition. He investigated differences in time by dividing the amount 

of time used by the number of words learned. While this is not the same as 

controlling for time as Kim (2008) and Folse (2006) did, it is an attempt to take 

time into account in the comparative assessment of the three learning conditions. It 

should be noted that Keating’s approach for controlling for the amount of the time 

by performing a mathematical calculation should be implemented carefully, for in 

this approach, researchers assume that information is processed evenly during the 

time of task engagement. 

 

Kim (2008). Kim (2008) examined the involvement load hypothesis in two 

experiments. Participants at two English proficiency levels (university students, as 

the higher proficient group, and students at the Intensive English programs, as the 

lower proficient group) in an ESL context were selected for the study so that both 
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the influence of differences in the involvement load and English proficiency could 

be examined. The participants in the first experiment were 64 students (34 

undergraduate students in an American university and 30 students enrolled in 

Intensive English Programs in the United States). The second experiment included 

20 participants studying at the same university and in the Intensive English 

Programs (ten undergraduate students and ten Intensive English Program students) 

who did not join the first experiment. 

In the first experiment, three tasks that differed in relation to the evaluation 

index and total index were compared. Unlike in Hulstijn and Laufer’s (2001) study, 

it took about the same time (approximately 40 minutes) to complete the three tasks. 

The groups of students assigned to the task group with the lowest involvement load 

read the text, answered multiple-choice questions, and filled in information in a 

graphic organizer. The ten target vocabulary words in the text were printed in bold, 

and they were glossed in the margin of the text. Knowledge of the target words was 

needed in order to answer the comprehension questions. According to the 

involvement load hypothesis standard, the reading group had a need index of 1, a 

search index of 0, and an evaluation index of 0, yielding a total index of 1. 
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The second group, the gap-fill group, read the same text and answered the 

same multiple-choice questions. However, the target words in the text were deleted 

and replaced with blanks. Instead of marginal glosses, these participants received a 

separate paper on which ten target words, five distracters, and English explanations 

of the 15 words were written. Based on Hulstijn and Laufer’s (2001) rubric, this 

task differed from the reading task in terms of the evaluation index; thus, the gap-

fill task had a need index of 1, a search index of 0, and an evaluation index of 2. 

The evaluation index was 1 because the participants had to compare and evaluate 

words to fill in the blanks correctly, and the learning context was provided. The 

total index was 2 (need = 1, search = 0, evaluation = 1, total index = 2). 

The highest task-induced involvement load group wrote an essay with a list 

of ten target words and their definitions. Again, the task had the same need and 

search index, but the evaluation index was 2 because the participants were required 

to evaluate words in a self-provided context. Thus, essay writing had a need index 

of 1, a search index of 0, and an evaluation index of 2, with a total index of 3; this 

was the highest index in this and other experiments testing the involvement load 

hypothesis. 
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In contrast to Experiment 1, Experiment 2 investigated the efficacy of two 

tasks of the same involvement load index on vocabulary learning and retention. 

After the other group of students wrote their original sentences with the target 

words, the data were compared with the scores from the composition-writing group 

in experiment 1. Both tasks had a total index of 3 (need = 1, search = 0, evaluation 

= 2), as in the highest evaluation index, and, thus, the highest involvement load in 

the first experiment as both groups wrote sentences in self-provided contexts. 

Kim (2008) assessed vocabulary knowledge using the Vocabulary 

Knowledge Scale immediately and two weeks after the experiment. The first 

experiment showed the effects of the three levels of involvement load (total 

involvement load 1, 2, and 3) and two proficiency levels (students enrolled at 

Intensive English Programs versus university students) on the immediate test scores 

(to measure initial learning) and delayed test scores (to measure retention). The 

two-way ANOVA results revealed a significant main effect for the levels of the 

involvement load on the immediate test scores, F(2,58) = 68.17, p < .05. There was 

neither a significant main effect for proficiency level, nor an interaction between 

the task types and proficiency levels. According to the Bonferroni post hoc 
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comparisons, the composition groups outperformed the gap-fill groups and reading 

groups, but there were no differences between the gap-fill groups and reading 

groups. 

Like that of the intermediate test, the ANOVA for the delayed posttest 

showed a main effect for task type (three levels of involvement load), but there 

were no differences between the two proficiency levels and no interaction of the 

task type and proficiency levels. On the other hand, the results differed from those 

of the intermediate test in that the Bonferroni post hoc comparison revealed that the 

composition groups scored the highest, the gap-fill groups the second highest, and 

the reading groups the lowest, which was as the order predicted by involvement 

load hypothesis. In Experiment 2, the results of the two-way ANOVA revealed that 

there were no differences between the two tasks with the same index of 

involvement load, nor was there a difference between the two proficiency groups. 

Kim’s (2008) study is valuable in that it supported the involvement load 

hypothesis regardless of the proficiency levels of the learners when time-on-task 

was the same. The three levels of involvement load basically yielded the predicted 

results, and the two tasks with the same amount of involvement load resulted in the 
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same amount of vocabulary retention. One of the limitations of Kim’s study was 

that the tasks were similar to those in Hulstijn and Laufer (2001). It would be 

useful to examine the involvement load hypothesis across a variety of tasks. 

Another point to consider is that the participants’ proficiency was higher than that 

of many language learners studying in EFL contexts; obtaining data for lower 

proficiency English speakers will be a welcome addition to the research. 

 

Use of Graphic Organizers in Vocabulary Learning 

What is a Graphic Organizer? 

A graphic organizer is “a visual representation of knowledge that structures 

information by arranging important aspects of a concept or topic into a pattern 

using labels” (Bromley, Irwin-DeVitis, & Modlo, 1999, p. 14). Graphic organizers 

have been called by a variety of other names, such as semantic map, visual 

organizer, structured overview, story web, mind map (Bromley et al., 1999), 

semantic feature analysis, cognitive map, framed outline, semantic feature analysis 

(Kim, Vaughn, Wanzek, & Wei, 2004), semantic web, spider map, Venn diagram, 

timeline, T-List, flow chart, story map, and charts of various kinds (Chamot, 
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Barnhardt, El-Dinary, & Robbins, 1998). The terms word maps and graphic 

organizers for vocabulary learning are used interchangeably in this study. 

Examples of graphic organizers are shown in Figures 1 and 2. The definition, 

contents, other names, and usages of the graphic organizers are presented in Figure 

1 (from Bromley, et al., 1999). 

	

Figure 1. What are graphic organizers? Adapted from Bromley, et al. (1999). 

 

The use of graphic organizers is supported by schema theory, which posits 

that new information must be linked to ideas in existing schema, or preexisting 
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knowledge (Novak, 1998). In 1963, Ausubel speculated about the role of prior 

knowledge in learning (Kim, Vaughn, Wanzek, & Wei, 2004), and he was one of 

the first people who proposed the concept of meaningful learning (Novak, 1998; 

Robinson, 1998). Ausubel (1963, 1968) advocated that meaningful learning is an 

essential factor that occurs when new information is connected to the learners’ prior 

knowledge structures. His statement that “the most important single factor 

influencing learning is what the learner already knows” (Ausubel, 1968, p. iv) 

demonstrates how important preexisting knowledge is for meaningful learning. 

Based on this belief, Ausubel (1968) developed the idea of advance organizers to 

promote meaningful learning through the better integration of new knowledge with 

prior knowledge. In his experiments, the advance organizer was a very short piece 

of reading material related to the topic the participants were going to read about 

later. It was used to help students who had problems with reading skills by 

connecting prior and new knowledge. However, some critics pointed out that it 

would not make sense to give reading material as preparation for those who are not 

good at reading. As a result, the idea of graphic organizers was introduced, as they 

consist of a visual display and students do not need to read much compared with 
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the advance organizers that Ausubel developed. Thus, graphic organizers can be 

useful tools in relating new knowledge to pre-existing knowledge, and learners can 

take advantage of processing both written and visual information. 

Robinson (1998) outlined the cognitive underpinnings of the use of graphic 

organizers: 

1. Selective attention: Students pay attention to the information in the 

graphic organizer. 

2. Schema theory: A graphic organizer activates the pre-existing knowledge 

of the learner. 

3. Conjoint retention: Information is encoded both verbally and spatially for 

retention. 

4. Visual argument/computational efficiency: Seeing ideas and concepts 

especially helps with the retention of words. 

Graphic organizers are thus considered theoretically effective instructional devices. 

 

Graphic Organizer as a Learning Strategy Device 

Graphic organizers are a promising device for meaningful learning, and they 

can also be the basis of an effective learning strategy. Oxford (1990) defined 

learning strategies as follows: 
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Learning strategies are steps taken by students to enhance their own 

learning. Strategies are especially important for language learning 

because they are tools for active, self-directed involvement, which 

is essential for developing communicative competence. Appropriate 

language learning strategies result in improved proficiency and 

greater self-confidence. (p. 1) 

Language learning is time-consuming, and as most language learners have limited 

time to study English, they should be able to learn the language efficiently and 

learn to manage their active learning in and outside of class with effective strategies. 

The use of graphic organizers supports learning according to learning theory, as 

learners construct knowledge by integrating new knowledge with previous 

knowledge when using graphic organizers (e.g., Monroe, 1998). 

Although most of the studies of graphic organizers have been focused on L1 

learning in the L1 environment, a few studies have been carried out with English 

learners in EFL or ESL environments (Jiang & Grabe, 2007). Tang (1992) found 

that graphic organizers improved reading comprehension of seventh grade ESL 

students, and Ruhe (1996) demonstrated the effectiveness of graphic organizers 

with listening activities when he conducted research with ESL students in Canadian 

university. Jiang (2007) found significant improvement of reading comprehension 

in her study of 340 Chinese L1 university EFL students after instruction with 
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graphic organizers. The three researchers showed that graphic organizers help L2 

language learners increase their comprehension of visual and aural input. 

 

Vocabulary Instruction and Graphic Organizers 

When considering the mechanics of how words are retained, the use of 

graphic organizers for vocabulary instruction deserves attention as an alternative or 

an additional method to complement more traditional methods. A variety of ways 

of learning vocabulary are practiced in and outside of classrooms. For instance, in 

Japan secondary school students try to remember thousands of words listed in 

books, usually by repeatedly copying or looking at lists. Graphic organizers might 

provide an effective alternative to the use of lists. 

Using graphic organizers for vocabulary learning has received support from 

various theoretical perspectives. For instance, according to the theory of 

meaningful learning (Ausubel, 1963, 1968), information linked to preexisting 

schema is learned and retained better than information processed using rote 

learning. Learners do not always engage in meaningful learning or retain new 

words in long-term memory when they memorize word lists because they are less 
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likely to link the new knowledge to pre-existing knowledge. In contrast, learners 

use concepts from their schema when completing graphic organizers, and they thus 

make meaningful connections that enrich their memory of the target words. 

Graphic organizers create a suitable platform for rich instruction and deep 

processing (Sökmen, 1997) by making linguistic information available as 

interactive schema. Graphic organizers typically include a variety of information 

displayed in nodes (such as boxes, and ovals); this can allow learners to encounter 

and process various types of information, including the properties of words (i.e., 

meaning, usage, part of speech, and associations) without being overwhelmed 

cognitively. Key information is isolated in graphic organizers and the relationships 

among each piece of information are clearly shown with a visual display and text; 

this approach can facilitate comprehension as the organization of the information is 

clear (Bromley, Irwin-DeVitis, & Modlo, 1995). In sum, graphic organizers can 

help learners process information effectively and possibly in a deeply semantic way. 

Words are assumed to be better retained in long-term memory after such processing. 
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Previous Research on Graphic Organizers in Vocabulary Learning 

Few researchers have investigated graphic organizers as an approach to 

vocabulary instruction. Ayala (1984) examined the effects of a semantic map on 

bilingual memory and the learning of new vocabulary items. His participants were 

352 fourth grade bilingual children, either Spanish dominant or English dominant, 

from Texas, who were divided into three groups: bilingual semantic mapping 

(group 1), monolingual semantic mapping (group 2), and control group (group 3). 

Ayala predicted that bilingual semantic mapping would be more effective than 

monolingual mapping, but he found that the effectiveness of the treatments was tied 

to the dominant language of his participants. Although a one-way ANOVA using 

the gain scores as the dependent variable revealed that both the monolingual and 

semantic map groups did not differ significantly from each other, a subsequent t-

test revealed that the dominant language of the students influenced the 

effectiveness of the semantic maps. Bilingual semantic maps were more effective 

for the Spanish dominant students whereas monolingual English-language semantic 

maps were more effective for English dominant learners. Based on this finding, 

Ayala concluded that selecting appropriate materials for a particular group of 
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students is important when using semantic mapping. 

Svenconis (1994) investigated the effects of instructional method (semantic 

mapping versus word listing), sound condition (word pronunciation/sound versus 

no pronunciation/no sound), and the semantic structures of target words (tightly 

related, moderately related, and loosely related) when hypertext (i.e., hypermedia) 

was used. The participants in the word listing conditions were shown the target 

words in alphabetical order while those in semantic map groups saw the target 

words in semantic maps. The semantic structures differed in the closeness in their 

relations. The participants were 48 novice American high school students 

unfamiliar with Spanish. He compared semantic mapping with word listing. The 

participants were randomly assigned to one of four groups: (a) semantic map and 

pronunciation of the words, (b) semantic map and no pronunciation of the words, 

(c) word listing and pronunciation, and (d) word listing and no pronunciation. 

Posttests were administered immediately and approximately two to four weeks 

after the participants worked on the interactional program with the hypertext. 

A MANCOVA and ANOVA revealed no significant main effects for 

method or for semantic structures. There was no multivariate main effect for the 
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sound factor, but a significant univariate effect was found. When pronunciation was 

provided, the semantic map group performed better than the word-listing group. On 

the other hand, without pronouncing the words, the mean of the word-listing group 

was higher than that of the semantic mapping group. 

The best results were for the semantic mapping with sound and word listing 

without sound conditions. Svenconis (1994) thus suggested that semantic mapping 

in itself does not produce better results but that particular attention needs to be paid 

to creating a richly interactive learning environment. Svenconis stated that 

somewhat loosely associated words appear to be more productive in this respect. 

Svenconis concluded that semantic mapping did not produce better results than the 

traditional word-listing method. Unlike the investigation by Ayala (1984), the 

students did not construct graphic organizers, although they interacted with the 

hypertext in the graphic organizers. 

Bahr and Dansereau (2001) investigated whether learning vocabulary would 

be more effective with Bilingual Knowledge Maps (BiK-Maps) or with word 

listing. Bik Maps are a type of graphic organizer that appear similar to semantic 

maps; however, unlike semantic maps, Bik-Maps have nine link types, and target 
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words in the bubbles are written in both the learners’ first and second languages. 

These nine links are labeled to describe the relationships between nodes: C 

(characteristic of), T (type), P (part of), N (next), I (influences), L (leads to), Ex 

(example), A (analogous to), and Co (comment). The participants were 77 

undergraduate students who did not have any prior knowledge of German enrolled 

in psychology classes. They were randomly assigned to one of the four groups: (a) 

learning words on bilingual lists with a semantic emphasis word list, which was a 

list of the English translation of the target words, (b) learning words with bilingual 

lists only (c) learning words with BiK-Maps with a semantic emphasis map, which 

is the same feature of the Bik-K map only with an English translation of the target 

words (d) learning words with BiK-Maps only. The students in the conditions with 

semantic emphasis received the same list or map without the target words, as it was 

hypothesized that it would help them learn the semantic features of the target words. 

Vocabulary knowledge was assessed with free-recall, cued-recall, and multiple-

choice tests. The results showed that the BiK-Map conditions produced higher 

scores than the list learning conditions on the three tests, whereas the semantic 

condition did not have any effect on the vocabulary test scores. 
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Bahr and Dansereau (2005) examined the effects of BiK-Maps and BiK-

Map training on word retention. The participants were 82 students recruited from 

psychology classes; they were assigned to one of four conditions: (a) word learning 

with a BiK-Map and BiK-Map training session, (b) learning with a BiK-Map and 

list-learning training session, (c) list-learning and BiK-Map training session, (d) list 

learning with list-learning training session. The statistical analysis revealed that 

there were significant effects of BiK-Maps on vocabulary learning of the 

participants, but no main effect of the training on vocabulary retention was found. 

However, the participants with the BiK-Map training showed more interest in 

theme-based and imaginary strategies and less interest in rote memorization 

strategies for future vocabulary learning. 

Stahl and Vancil (1986) investigated the role of discussion in vocabulary 

instruction using semantic maps. The participants were 54 sixth graders from three 

intact classes. Each group read short passages about weather and learned six words. 

The first group, which was in the full treatment condition, used semantic maps and 

engaged in extensive in-class discussion. The second group, the discussion only 

group, discussed the relations among the target vocabulary words but did not use 
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the semantic map. The third class, the map only class, worked on a semantic map 

similar to the one used in the full treatment condition, but they did not discuss the 

relationships of the target words. The time the three groups spent on their 

respective tasks was approximately the same. Posttests were administered one week 

after the task. The researchers conducted an ANOVA to detect the differences 

among the three groups. The results indicated that the full treatment group and 

discussion only group outperformed the semantic map only group; there was no 

significant difference between the full treatment group and discussion only group. 

The researchers concluded that the presence of the semantic map did not influence 

the results and that the crucial factor that promoted vocabulary learning was 

discussion. They concluded that all or most students anticipated being called on by 

the teacher and that this created active thinking, which can be viewed as deep 

processing. 

Stahl and Clark (1987) employed semantic maps to aid L1 learners with the 

acquisition of scientific vocabulary, and they examined the effects of classroom 

discussion and the anticipation of participating in discussions in terms of 

vocabulary instruction. This study was based on the generative model of learning in 
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which learners are hypothesized to improve their retention of information by 

generating a novel product; classroom discussions are viewed as promoting 

generative processes. 

The researchers divided 69 fifth graders into three treatment groups (n = 38) 

and two control groups (n = 31). The learners’ task was to learn six words using 

semantic mapping. A counter-balanced design was used to avoid order effects. The 

first group was told that they would not be called on to contribute to the discussion, 

and they would learn just by listening (listening only group). It was implied that the 

second group and the third group would both be called on for discussion, yet only 

the second group took part in a group discussion (called-upon group), and the third 

group did not have a chance to participate in the discussion (ignored group). The 

fourth group in the comparison condition only read the same material and the fifth 

group was given only prior knowledge materials. The students from the five groups 

took immediate and delayed vocabulary posttests. 

The vocabulary test results showed that the learners in the three treatment 

groups all outperformed the two control groups. No significant differences between 

the three treatment groups were found in the two immediate tests. However, the 
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delayed multiple-choice test indicated that the students in the called-on and ignored 

groups who had participatory expectations, learned more target words than those 

who did not have those expectations and that there were no significant differences 

between the two groups of children who anticipated being called on. The results 

confirmed and extended the conclusion of Stahl and Vancil (1986), who asserted 

that discussion plays an important role in lexical acquisition. They found that 

semantic mapping with classroom discussion contributed to vocabulary learning, 

and the effects was the same whether the students participated in classroom 

discussion or they were only anticipated participating. 

In sum, Stahl and Vancil (1986) and Stahl and Clark (1987) demonstrated 

the effectiveness of discussion and anticipated accountability coupled with graphic 

organizers. Although the use of discussion is not as widespread in EFL contexts as 

in most ESL contexts, pair work and group work appear to play a role in successful 

lexical acquisition. 
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Assessing Vocabulary Knowledge 

Dimensions of Vocabulary Knowledge 

Sensitive vocabulary assessment instruments are essential to researchers 

investigating the acquisition of second and foreign language vocabulary. Typically, 

researchers measure vocabulary size and the breadth of vocabulary knowledge; 

however, it is sometimes important to focus on other aspects of vocabulary 

development, such as collocations and grammatical functions, and they should be 

measured according to the specific sensitivity desired. Henriksen (1999) proposed 

three dimensions of vocabulary knowledge: (a) partial and precise knowledge, (b) 

depth of knowledge, and (c) receptive and productive knowledge. Precise 

knowledge concerns knowing accurately while partial knowledge can be imprecise 

and incomplete. Richards (1976) and Nation (1990) have described depth of 

knowledge as how well items are known. The receptive-productive dimension is 

related to the receptive skills of reading and listening and the productive skills of 

writing and speaking. Language researchers and language teaching professionals 

should consider what knowing a word means, and determine what type of 

knowledge learners stand to gain through particular class activities. 
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Taxonomy of Word Lexical Knowledge 

Different types of word knowledge exist (Richards, 1976), and different 

qualities of word knowledge are related to depth of vocabulary knowledge. 

Richards noted that vocabulary knowledge involves more than knowing a 

definition of a word. In his analysis of what is involved in knowing words, 

Richards suggested that knowing a word includes knowledge of the associations of 

words and syntactic knowledge. His taxonomy of lexical knowledge demonstrates 

the complex nature of vocabulary acquisition, and vocabulary knowledge. 

Nation (2001) proposed a taxonomy of word knowledge comprised of three 

main components and three subcategories (see Table 3). Word knowledge is 

divided into three parts: form, meaning, and use. Word form, for example, is 

described as involving spoken form, written form, and word parts, and each area 

has receptive and productive components. Meaning and use are divided in the same 

way.  

When assessing vocabulary knowledge, it is important to consider the types 

of word knowledge identified by Nation (2001) and Richards (1976). 
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Gaps in the Literature 

The first gap concerns the fact that only four studies have been carried out 

investigating the involvement load hypothesis. As a result, relatively little is known 

about the plausibility of the hypothesis, particularly with lower proficiency learners 

of English studying in an EFL environment. 

The second gap is that the four previous investigations of the involvement 

load hypothesis were quantitative. They, therefore, did not include observations of 

the learning activity and the process the learners engaged in. Folse (2006) 

retrospectively interviewed students to ask them what they did and thought about 

during the learning activities, but he did not directly observe the participants while 

they engaged in the learning tasks. 

A third gap in the literature concerns the types of tests used to measure 

acquisition. Hulstijn and Laufer (2001) used a translation test and Folse (2006) and 

Kim (2008) measured the depth of vocabulary knowledge with the VKS or a 

modified version of the VKS. Keating (2008) measured active knowledge by having 

the participants translate English sentences in which the target words were 

embedded into Spanish. Although productive knowledge is not assessed in this  
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Table 3. Aspects of Lexical Knowledge 

Category  Subcategory  Description 

Form spoken R What does the word sound like? 

  P How is the word pronounced? 

 written R What does the work look like? 

  P How is the word written and spelled? 

 word parts R What word parts are recognized in this word? 

  P What word parts are needed to express the meaning? 

Meaning form and 

meaning 

R What meaning does this word form signal? 

  P What word form can be used to express this 

meaning? 

 concept and 

references 

R What is included in the concept of the word? 

  P What items can the concept refer to? 

 associations R What other words does this make us think of? 

 

  P What other words could we use instead of this one? 

Use grammar 

functions 

R 

 

In what patterns does the word occur? 

  P In what patters must we use this word? 

 collocations R What words or types of words occur with this one? 

  P What words or types of words must we use with this 

one? 

 constraints on 

use (register, 

frequency…) 

R 

 

Where, when, and how often would we expect to 

meet this word? 

 

  P Where, when, and how often can we use this word? 

Note. The first question in each category concerns R (receptive knowledge) and the 

second question concerns P (productive knowledge). Adapted from Nation (2001, p. 

27). 
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study, I measure three levels of receptive knowledge with two multiple-choice tests 

designed to measure two degrees of depth and a translation test. The prediction is 

that the more difficult tests should produce lower scores. The predicted order of 

difficulty, from the most to least difficult, is the translation test, the difficult 

multiple-choice test, and the easy multiple-choice test. 

The research participants in the previous studies represent different English 

language proficiencies and language learning experiences than the participants in 

the present study. Hulstijn and Laufer (2001) used advanced learners of the English 

language. The language proficiency levels of the students in Folse’s (2006) study 

were intermediate or higher and were studying in an ESL environment. Half of the 

participants in Kim’s (2008) study were similar proficiency students as in the Folse 

study, while the others were university students. The participants in Keating’s 

(2008) study were university level elementary learners of Spanish who had been 

enrolled in the courses for three semesters in a foreign language environment. The 

participants in the current study are false beginners and intermediate proficiency 

learners of English who have studied in an EFL context for a minimum of six years. 

The performance of such learners on tasks based on the involvement load 
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hypothesis has not been reported previously. 

These participants also differ from those in the studies by Hulstijn and 

Laufer (2001) and Keating (2008) in terms of L1-L2 differences. English (the L2 of 

the participants of the current study) and Japanese (L1 of the participants in the 

current study) are genetically unrelated languages, while English, Dutch (as in 

Hulstijn and Laufer’s study), and Spanish (as in Keating’s study) are genetically 

related languages. 

Further, few second language vocabulary researchers have carried out 

experiments examining the effect of graphic organizers on vocabulary learning in 

cooperative learning environments. Although graphic organizers are more 

commonly researched in L1 learning environments, they are used in both L1 and L2 

classrooms. It is not wise to believe the results from L1 studies can be transferred to 

L2 learning situations. Furthermore, the current study also involves learners using 

graphic organizers in a cooperative learning environment. To the best of my 

knowledge, none of the previous research on graphic organizers in the field of 

foreign language acquisition has involved pair or small group work. 
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Purposes of the Study 

The primary purpose of this study is to examine Laufer and Hulstijn’s 

(2001) involvement load hypothesis by comparing a high involvement load 

condition (need index = 1, search index = 1, evaluation index = 2, total index = 4) 

and a low involvement load condition (need index = 1, search index = 1, evaluation 

index = 0, total index = 2) using graphic organizer vocabulary worksheets. 

Both qualitative and quantitative data are gathered in this concurrent mixed-

method study. The data for qualitative part of study were audio-taped discussions 

gathered from five pairs of language learners. The qualitative study was designed to 

investigate the cognitive processes used by the participants, discover qualitative 

differences caused by the two degrees of task-induced involvement load, and 

determine the effectiveness of graphic organizers for vocabulary learning. The 

standards for this examination were the involvement load hypothesis and levels of 

processing theory. 

In the quantitative part of the study lexical acquisition was measured with 

three vocabulary tests, one translation test and two multiple-choice tests. The first 

objective was to ascertain if there were statistically significant differences between 
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tasks with high and low involvement loads. The second purpose was to determine if 

the three vocabulary tests measured the three levels of vocabulary knowledge 

effectively. Assessing different levels of lexical knowledge is important because 

acquisition is not dichotomous (knowing vs. not knowing), but incremental 

(Schmitt, 2010). 

 

Research Questions 

This study concerns three main research questions and two 

secondary research questions (see Figure 2). 

1a. What learning processes do the participants engage in when engaging in the 

graphic organizer tasks? 

1b. Are there differences in learning processes between the high and low 

involvement load graphic organizer conditions? 

1c. Are graphic organizers a useful tool for vocabulary learning? 

2. To what degree do the vocabulary test scores between the high and low 

involvement load graphic organizer condition differ? 

3. Do the three vocabulary tests measure different degrees of vocabulary 

knowledge? 
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Figure 2. Three research questions and two secondary questions. 
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CHAPTER 3 

METHODS 

 

Participants 

The participants in this study were first- and second-year Japanese 

university and college students whose English reading proficiency ranged from 

beginner to intermediate. All had taken required English classes for six years in 

junior and senior high school. Because English is not spoken frequently outside of 

the foreign language classroom in Japan, many of the participants studied English 

primarily to pass entrance examinations and to meet the graduation requirements 

set by their high schools. Although some of them have studied for English 

certification tests, such as the Test of English for International Communication 

(TOEIC), many do not have a specific purpose for taking their university English 

courses, other than the fact that they are required to pass these English courses to 

graduate. 

Although the participants can read texts at an intermediate English level, 

their listening and speaking skills are typically limited to basic conversation, and 
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their knowledge of colloquial English is limited. The participants were taking two 

90-minute English classes, once a week at the time of the study. 

Initially, 14 students (seven pairs) volunteered to serve as participants in the 

qualitative study outside of their regular English classes. However, in the second 

session, two participants, one person from two pairs, were absent and were 

therefore dropped from the study. Thus, the data for ten female participants were 

used in this part of the study. 

In the quantitative study, 372 students attending six universities and 

colleges completed the required tasks and the three vocabulary tests in the first 

week of testing. In the second week, 65 of the 372 students did not complete one or 

more of the three delayed vocabulary tests because they arrived late to class or were 

absent on that day. An additional 16 students in one university class did not take 

the three delayed posttests due to scheduling conflicts. These 81 participants were 

dropped from the study, leaving 291 participants (177 female and 114 male 

students) in the quantitative study. 

Two hundred thirty-eight participants (119 pairs) worked in pairs and six 

students worked in two groups of three. All of them attended the second day and 
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completed the three vocabulary tests. The data for 47 students who did pair work 

on the first day and whose partners were unable to complete one or more of the 

vocabulary posttests in the second week are also included in the study. 

Some concerns were identified for the peer interaction portion of the 

research protocols. My teaching experience as well as interviews and observations 

suggested that some Japanese university students find it difficult to work with 

people they do not know, and in such situations, they minimize their verbal 

interactions. Additionally, some students were concerned that aggressive students 

might dominate the discussions and that quiet students might therefore participate 

little or not at all. These tendencies were observed during the preliminary graphic 

organizer activities. To address these concerns, I had the participants choose their 

own partners. The participants stated that this allowed them not only to feel 

comfortable but it also enhanced their sense of enjoyment during the group work. 

This approach also minimized situations in which one person did not dominate the 

discussion. 
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Instruments 

Informed Consent Form 

The participants signed informed consent forms after reading the 

explanation about the study (see Appendix A). I emphasized that I would answer 

any relevant questions about the tests and that their personal information would be 

kept strictly confidential. I asked the participants for a contact phone number and 

email address; these were for internal use only. 

 

Background Questionnaire 

The purpose of the background questionnaire (see Appendix B) was to elicit 

information about the participants’ language learning experiences in Japan and 

overseas. The participants were asked how many English class hours they had 

taken, whether they used English outside of their classes at school, and if they had 

resided in an English-speaking country for more than four weeks. The responses 

indicated that none of the participants had been overseas longer than four months, 

nor did any of them have extensive exposure to the English language. 
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Target Words 

In order to select target words unknown to the students, I constructed a yes-

no vocabulary checklist, which was made up of target word candidates of various 

difficulty levels (see Appendix C). The yes-no checklist is the simplest vocabulary 

test format, as test takers simply indicate whether they know the word or not by 

making a check mark beside the words they know (Anderson & Freebody, 1983). 

Wesche and Paribakht (1996) consider the simplicity of this type of test a virtue, as 

this type of test avoids the difficulties created by more complex tests. Unlike the 

Eurocentres 10K Vocabulary Size Test (EVST) (Meara & Jones, 1987, 1990), the 

checklist test did not include non-words. Target word candidates were selected 

from the list, which included the first high frequency 2,000 words of English (West 

1953), and items from the Academic Word List (Coxhead, 2000). High frequency 

words were included for two reasons. A list with too many low-frequency words 

would have discouraged the participants, so only a limited number of those words 

were included (Laufer & Yano, 2001). In addition, if participants did not rate an 

easy word, such as book, as being familiar, they could be identified as not 

responding seriously and their responses could be omitted. 
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In developing the prototype test, 109 students with comparable or higher 

English proficiency to the participants in the main study were asked to indicate 

which words in the list were familiar or somewhat familiar. They were also asked 

to furnish their names and background information so that they would be 

responsible for their responses. This information also allowed me to identify 

individuals who had been in English-speaking countries for an extended period. 

Based on the results of the vocabulary checklists, I chose target words based 

on their familiarity rating, and also by their suitability for the current study. As the 

first criterion, I selected the 40 most unfamiliar words; they were rated as 

unfamiliar by 102 or more out of 109 students. Students tend to overestimate their 

vocabulary knowledge, regardless of their nationality (Laufer & Yano, 2001), 

words rated as unfamiliar are likely to be accurate, and, therefore, I could safely use 

their ratings to select the target words. 

The reason for not choosing completely unknown words is related to 

motivational and cognitive factors. I selected words that have concrete meanings 

and that are relatively easy to use, as this was assumed to increase the participants’ 

motivation to learn them. Abstract low-frequency words were avoided because they 
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are relatively difficult to acquire, they might be cognitively overwhelming for the 

low proficiency learners who participated in this study, and they are relatively 

unlikely to be encountered by learners in EFL contexts. I thus attempted to select 

words that were cognitively appropriate and that the participants would be 

motivated to learn. 

The second criterion concerned Japanese students’ English learning 

background. Japanese university and college students know some academic words, 

in part because they are required to read academic texts when studying for 

university entrance examinations. For instance, Nonaka (2004) found that more 

than 70% of Japanese university students were familiar with the words inspector 

and restoration, both of which are on the Academic Word List (Coxhead, 2000). 

Therefore, many colloquial words were selected. The third criterion concerned 

words whose meanings are concrete or easy to visualize because it is easier to write 

an original sentence for such words, which was a required task for one of the 

graphic organizers in the study. The fourth criterion concerned the part of speech, 

the number of syllables, and the number of letters in the word. Because the target 

words were divided into two groups to create a counter-balanced design for word 
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groups, as well as to balance conditions, the two groups of words had to be as 

similar as possible. The 12 target words are listed in Table 4. Two verbs, two nouns, 

and two adjectives are included in each group. The mean number of syllables was 

1.83 and the average number of letters in each word was six. 

 

Table 4. Target Words in Two Word Groups 

Word Group A  Word Group B 

 

Word 

Part of 

speech 

Number of 

syllables 

Number 

of letters 

  

Word 

Part of 

speech 

Number of 

syllables 

Number 

of letters 

sulk Verb 1 4  nag Verb 1 3 

fret Verb 1 4  gulp Verb 1 4 

detour Noun 2 6  wicket Noun 2 6 

nitpicker Noun 3 9  downpour Noun 2 8 

robust Adjective 2 6  nimble Adjective 2 6 

jittery Adjective 2 7  appalling Adjective 3 9 

Average  1.83 6  Average  1.83 6 

 

Prior Knowledge of the Target Words Questionnaire 

The participants completed the questionnaire concerning their prior 

knowledge of the target words (see Appendix D) by rating each word on a 5-point 

scale (0 = Do not know the word at all; 1 = Know the word a little; 2 = Know the 

word somewhat; 3 = Know the word reasonably well; 4 = Know the word well). A 

sample item is as follows: 

appalling 0 1 2 3 4  
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A pretest to determine prior knowledge of the target words was not administered, 

as exposing the participants to the target words on a pretest could result in learning. 

 

Graphic Organizers 

Construction of the Graphic Organizers. Harmon (1998) described eight 

techniques that can be used to teach the meanings of words: synonyms, brief 

descriptions, examples, non-examples, rephrasing, repetition, associations, and 

unique expressions. Based on Harmon’s techniques and Schwartz’s model (cited in 

Rosenbaum, 2001), Rosenbaum created a word map template with eight bubbles. I 

adapted Harmon (1998) and Rosenbaum’s (2001) model and employed two types 

of information, associated words and sample sentences. Unlike the L1 learning 

setting in Harmon and Rosenbaum’s models, the participants’ L1 and L2 were used 

in this study. Therefore, the original graphic organizers had a target word, its L1 

meaning, two associated English words, two associated Japanese words, and two 

sample sentences. Correct answers and a distracter were placed in each node for the 

meaning of the target word and the associated words. Students also wrote original 

sentences, as this was hypothesized to bring about generative use. Thus, the graphic 
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organizers were designed to lead to the deep processing or elaboration of the target 

words. 

Upon the completion of the first graphic organizer, Japanese university 

students with equivalent English proficiency and learning experience as the 

participants in the current study worked on prototypical graphic organizers so that I 

could improve them based on the students’ feedback. To make the original graphic 

organizers more effective, four changes were made after reviewing the results of 

preliminary studies for graphic organizer construction. 

First, some of the English words and sentences and some of the Japanese 

words were changed because the participants had difficulty understanding them. 

Creating greater clarity on the test was important as I did not give the students 

feedback or corrections when they completed the graphic organizers. Second, the 

two associated Japanese words were eliminated from the original graphic organizer. 

The amount of information in the original graphic organizer seemed to overwhelm 

the learners and some students said that the Japanese words stayed in their memory 

and often supplanted the memory of the target English word. Third, I made the task 

easier by making the meaning of the distracters relatively distant from that of the 
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target vocabulary and adding a sample sentence. A number of students in the 

preliminary sessions said that they tended to remember the distracters. Likewise, 

sentences that the participants perceived as difficult did not help the participants 

learn the target words because they spent too much time figuring out the meanings 

of the sentences. Fourth, I had students write information on the graphic organizer. 

Informal interviews with the students revealed that they felt more comfortable 

writing the information outside a node, rather than circling a correct answer within 

a node. 

After improving the graphic organizers, I replaced the target words with 

non-words in the 12 graphic organizers and examined the feasibility of the task. I 

asked native and advanced proficiency non-native speakers of English to complete 

the graphic organizers requiring the highest involvement load, as this was the most 

difficult task in the study. This allowed me to avoid making tasks that were too 

difficult and I confirmed that the mechanics of the graphic organizer task were 

comprehensible. 
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Graphic Organizers and the Involvement Load Hypothesis. I selected 

the tasks for the graphic organizer by considering the three involvement load 

hypothesis indexes of need, search, and evaluation. The graphic organizers that I 

designed permit one level of the need index, two levels of the search index, and 

three levels of the evaluation index to be used. The graphic organizers of the 

current experiment required the participants to do the tasks of the need index 1 and 

the search index 1 regardless of the conditions. 

Only one need index, index 1, exists because the students are required to do 

the tasks as class activities, and thus cannot choose what words to learn. For search, 

indexes 0 and 1 can be applied because the target words were pre-selected, so the 

participants could search for the forms of the words in this study, as this would 

have entailed producing L2 words after their Japanese translation was given. The 

participants could either determine the meanings of the target words (search index 

= 1) or the meanings could be given to the participants (search index = 0), but I 

designed the graphic organizer tasks to be in search index 1. 

Evaluation is the only component in which the full 3-point index can be 

applied. For evaluation index 2, the participants can compare and evaluate words in 
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a context they provide, while for evaluation index 1 they can do the same in a 

context provided in the materials. For the current experiment, the high involvement 

load task asked the participants to write their original sentence in Japanese which 

includes a target word, although language learners wrote their sentences in the L2 

in the previous studies. I did not provide graphic organizers to bring about  

 

Table 5. Conditions for Task-Induced Involvement with Graphic Organizers 

Component Index Task  
Selected 

Task 
Need 0 No need to learn a word. No 
 1 Need to learn a word as required for a 

classroom activity. 
Yes 

 2 Choose a word to learn. No 
 

Search 0 The meaning and associations for a word are 
provided. 

No 

 1 Choose the meaning of a target word from a 
pair of choices.  

Yes 

 2 Find a form of a word to learn. No 
 

Evaluation 0 Do not need to evaluate a target word. Yes for 
LIL 

 1 Need to choose one of two sentences 
provided. 

No 

 2 Use an L2 target word in an original L1 
sentence. 

Yes for 
HIL 

Note. Component = components in the involvement load hypothesis; Index = the 

levels for the involvement load (0 = none; 1 = moderate; 2 = strong); Selected 

Tasks = Selected for construction of graphic organizers in the current experiment (yes = 

selected; no = not selected); LIL: the low involvement load graphic organizer; HIL: 

the high involvement load graphic organizer.  
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evaluation index 1. Table 5 shows the four conditions and its involvement load 

indexes in the graphic organizer used in the present research.  

 

Graphic Organizer Worksheets. A sample graphic organizer worksheet is 

shown in Figure 3. Each worksheet had one graphic organizer in the bottom half 

and the instructions in the top half. The graphic organizers were constructed with 

the computer software Zukai Master (Hisatsune, 2005). All graphic organizers had 

the same features: one cloud-shaped bubble for a target word in the center, two 

oval-shaped bubbles for associated words, one rectangular box for the meaning of 

the target word, and another rectangular box in which to write one sample sentence 

and one original sentence for the high involvement load condition (see Appendix 

E), or two sample sentences for the low involvement load condition (see Appendix 

F). 

Table 6 displays the tasks used with the graphic organizer. Two kinds of 

graphic organizers were created. The first type was for the high involvement load 

task (see Figure 4). The directions written in Japanese is in the top half and the 

.
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Figure 3. Features of a complete graphic organizer of the high involvement load. 

The labels of nodes in the Japanese language are translated into English. The 

meaning in #3 and the sample sentence in #6 are translated and written in the 

parenthesis. The second sample sentence in the graphic organizer of the high 

involvement load was an original sentence produced by the participants; an English 

sentence was provided for the low involvement load. The translations as included 

in this figure are not provided in the graphic organizer used for the experiment. 

 

graphic organizer is bottom half. It was designed that the participants look at a 

target word and a sample sentence with the target word, and they chose a correct 

meaning and associated words. 
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Table 6. Tasks in the Graphic Organizer 

Number Content  Task 
1 Target word Copy  
2 Sample sentence Copy 
3 Meaning Choose one from two choices 
4 Associated word Choose one from two choices 
5 Associated word Choose one from two choices 
6 for HIL Sample sentence Write an original sentence in L1 with a target 

word 
6 for LIL Sample sentence Copy  

Note. Number = number in the graphic organizer; Task = task required; HIL = the 

high involvement load; LIL = the low involvement load. 

 

In the sixth and last task, the participants wrote an original sentence in L1 

using the target word, which resulted in the graphic organizer rating for the 

evaluation index to rise to 2 (strong evaluation). 

The second type was for the low involvement load (see Figure 5). This 

graphic organizer is the same except for the 6th task, which asked the participants 

to copy a sample sentence with a target word, which made the graphic organizer 

low involvement load because the copying is considered no evaluation or the 

evaluation index 0.  

The graphic organizer worksheets included a place where the participants 

had to produce two words associated with each target word. Even though the 

involvement load hypothesis does not directly deal with associated words, and they 
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do not commonly appear in vocabulary tasks, associated words were included for 

four reasons. First, the associated words give participants clues that can help them 

determine the meaning of the target word. Second, associated words can help with 

writing because they are part of target word’s meaning as shown in Nation’s (2001) 

taxonomy. Third, in preliminary conversations with the participants, they stated 

that they enjoyed thinking of associated words and believe that associated words 

help them recall the target words. Fourth, including several pieces of information in 

graphic organizers can enhance motivation by making the graphic organizer appear 

innovative and more visually attractive to the participants. 

An example sentence was provided in the bottom rectangle in each graphic 

organizer. These sentences allow the participants to guess the meaning of the target 

word and select one of the two to fill in. Even though it is possible to provide more 

than one sentence to help students guess the meaning of the target words, I limited 

it to one sentence because providing more contexts, such as a short reading passage, 

would take longer to read and be more cognitively demanding than reading a single 

example sentence. 
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1. ここで学ぶ単語をこのまま１に書いてください。 

（Write the word to be learned in 1.） lengthy 

2. この例文を２に書いてください。(Please copy this sample sentence in 2.) 

  I was so tired while listening to the lengthy speech at John’s wedding. 

3. 1の単語の意味を１つ選んで３に書いてください。 

(Choose one of the meanings below and write it in 3.) 

非常に長い (translation of lengthy) OR かなり明るい (very bright) 

4. １の単語に関係ある英語の語（句）を１つ選んで４に書いてください。 

(Choose one of the associated words or phrases below and write it in 4.) 

boring OR delicious 

5. １の単語に関係ある英語の語（句）を１つ選んで５に書いてください。 

(Choose one of the associated words or phrases below and write it in 5.) 

    discussion OR clock 

6.1の単語を日本文の中に入れて文を作って６に書いてください。 

(Write a Japanese sentence with the word in 1 and write it in 6.)  

 

Figure 4. Graphic organizer for the high involvement load task (need = 1, search = 

1, evaluation = 2, total = 4). The English translations in parentheses were not 

provided in the graphic organizers in the experiment. 
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1.ここで学ぶ単語をこのまま１に書いてください。 

（Write the word to be learned in 1.） lengthy 

2. この例文を２に書いてください。(Copy this sample sentence in 2.) 

  I was so tired while listening to the lengthy speech at John’s wedding.  

3. 1の単語の意味を１つ選んで３に書いてください。 

(Choose one of the meanings below and write it in 3.) 

非常に長い (translation of lengthy) OR かなり明るい (very bright) 

4. １の単語に関係ある英語の語(句)を１つ選んで４に書いてください。 

(Choose one of the associated words below and write it in 4.) 

boring OR delicious 

5. １の単語に関係ある英語の語(句)を１つ選んで５に書いてください。 

(Choose one of the associated words below and write it in 5.) 

    discussion OR clock 

6. 1の単語を使った以下の例文を６に書いてください。 

(Copy the sample sentence with the target word in 6.) 

Ken drinks coffee before his teacher’s lengthy talk. 

 

Figure 5. Graphic organizer for the low involvement load task (need = 1, search = 1, 

evaluation = 0, total = 2). The English translations in parentheses were not provided 

in the graphic organizers in the experiment. 
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The second sentence immediately below the first sentence in the bottom box 

varies depending on the evaluation conditions. For the low involvement load 

condition (evaluation = 0), the participants were asked to read and copy an English 

sentence with the target word provided. For the high involvement load condition, 

the participants wrote an original Japanese sentence with each English target word; 

ideally this promotes deeper processing (evaluation = 1). However, not all 

sentences promote deep processing. For instance, if the participants were to learn 

the target word mean (unkind), they might write the sentence They are mean. 

However, this will not likely promote deep processing because it does not clearly 

show an understanding of the target word. Instead, sentences that more clearly 

communicate the meaning of the target word are more likely to promote deep 

processing, as shown in the example sentences with the target words mean and 

lengthy below: 

Yuki san wa itsumo arasagashi wo suru kara mean da. 

This can be literally translated as: 

Yuki Ms. <subject marker> usually find faults <object marker> because mean is. 

Using standard English lexis and grammar, the sentence reads: 
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Yuki always finds other people’s faults, so she is mean. 

If learners are learning the word lengthy the sentence written below is hypothesized 

to bring about deeper processing. 

(Japanese sentence with a target word) 

Watashi wa lengthy na kaigi ni unzarishiteiru. 

This can be literally translated as: 

I <subject marker> lengthy <particle> meeting to get tired. 

Using standard English lexis and grammar, the sentence reads: 

I was very tired at the lengthy meeting. 

 

After I felt confident about the features and content of the graphic 

organizers, I made the graphic organizer booklets, which had 12 graphic organizer 

sheets with one target word on each sheet (see the combination of the involvement 

load conditions and word groups in Tables 7, 8, 9, and 10). The sequence of words 

to be learned varied, and graphic organizers with the two involvement load 

conditions were needed for every other word to avoid any influence from the order 

of target words, compensate for the practice effect, and avoid the fatigue factor. 
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The six graphic organizers with the high involvement load condition were on six 

sheets of paper from each group (three from each word group [word group A and 

word group B]) and the six graphic organizers with low involvement load 

conditions were also six sheets from each group (three from each word group). 

These 12 graphic organizer worksheets were randomized. Then, sheets of paper for 

word group A and word group B were combined so that the two word groups 

alternated with each other. 

 

Training Booklet. The participants received one stapled training booklet 

with the explanation of the activity and an L1 writing exercise (see Appendix G), 

and graphic organizers for the practice session. Words hypothesized to be easily 

learnable were selected for the practice task. 

Two rules were described in the explanation of the activity in order to 

increase the amount of cognitive load and attention given to the material. First, the 

use of dictionaries was banned. In their English classes, Japanese students 

commonly use a dictionary to look up the meaning of unfamiliar words; however, 

the participants were not permitted to use a dictionary during the graphic organizer 
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activity because it would not only have introduced another variable into the study, 

but also would have taken time away from the task and extended the amount of 

time that the students were not speaking. Moreover, when students look up words 

in a dictionary, they lose opportunities for deep processing that can occur if they 

guess the meanings of the target words. Instead of using a dictionary, the 

participants were furnished with two choices for each item. 

In the training session, the participants were told to write information in the 

boxes and ovals provided in the graphic organizers. I chose this approach because 

the participants in the preliminary studies indicated that they felt comfortable 

writing information and they believed it helped them concentrate on the activity 

and learn the target words. The students did not perceive copying to be a waste of 

time, perhaps because they had copied extensively when memorizing English 

vocabulary in secondary school and Chinese characters in primary and secondary 

school. In addition, writing seemed to force the participants to process the 

information with more attention. They might not look at words if they were already 

written in the graphic organizer. When completing the graphic organizers, there 

were four or five types of tasks in which the participants had to fill in boxes and 
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bubbles: writing an original sentence (for the high involvement load graphic 

organizer), copying a word, a phrase, or one or two sentences, and choosing one of 

two choices. For the low involvement load graphic organizer, the participants 

copied a target word and a sample sentence, and chose the correct meaning of the 

target word and two associated words, and copied a second sample sentence in the 

last task. The high involvement load graphic organizers in the first through the fifth 

tasks were the same, but in the sixth task the participants wrote an original sentence 

using the target word. 

 

Questionnaire About the Two Graphic Organizer Worksheets. The 

participants rated the high and low involvement graphic organizers in terms of the 

degree of usefulness and enjoyment they felt on a 5-point Likert scale (see 

Appendix H). 

 

Vocabulary Tests 

In general, vocabulary learning does not occur only after the initial 

encounter with the word; learners initially gain partial knowledge of a word and 
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potentially increase their knowledge each time they meet the word. Schmitt (2010) 

argued that vocabulary knowledge develops incrementally and vocabulary 

knowledge needs to be measured accordingly. Even though there are also a variety 

of categories of knowledge Nation (2001) and Richards (1976) listed, it is 

impractical to measure all the components, so researchers compromise and assess 

particular aspects of lexical knowledge. 

In the present study three levels of vocabulary knowledge were measured. 

The translation test administered first required the most knowledge. Knowledge of 

a word had to be highest in order to write an answer for the translation test because 

participants had to produce the form of the word in the target language (i.e., 

English). The difficult multiple-choice test was administered next to identify partial 

word knowledge. Finally, the easy multiple-choice test, which required the least 

knowledge, was administered. This order meant that the participants were unable to 

use knowledge gained on a previous test on a following test. 

 

Translation Test. The translation test (see Appendix I) provided an 

efficient way to measure the participants’ vocabulary knowledge. When the target 
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language is used, as in a multiple-choice item with a correct answer and distracters, 

other types of knowledge in addition to vocabulary knowledge are also tested; thus, 

such tests can include construct irrelevant variance. In the translation test, the target 

word was provided in isolation and the participants were asked to write a Japanese 

translation. For instance, the target word nimble would appear as follows: 

 

nimble (                            ) 

The test items were presented in alphabetical order. 

 

Multiple-Choice Tests. Two multiple-choice tests were administered. Each 

target word was presented in isolation, and for each entry one correct answer and 

four distracters were provided. The meanings of the target word were used not only 

as the correct answers, but also as distracters for other target words. Including the 

meanings of the other target words decreased the probability that the participants 

would choose a correct answer only because they recognized the meaning as being 

associated with one of the target words, without actually knowing the target word. 

Correct answers and distracters were written in Japanese, the participants’ 

L1. One concern was that the learners might answer incorrectly not because they 
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did not know the target word, but because they could not understand the meanings 

of the correct answers or the distracters when the items are written in English 

(Waring & Takaki, 2003). As an alternative, the learners’ first language can be used 

when writing correct answers and distracters to avoid these problems, as suggested 

in Nation (1990). 

Two versions of the multiple-choice tests were administered: a difficult 

version (see Appendix J) and an easy version (see Appendix K). Both the easy and 

difficult versions of the multiple-choice test were designed to be sensitive to partial 

word knowledge. The participants needed more detailed knowledge of the target 

words to correctly answer the questions on the difficult version, as all the 

distracters were the same part of speech as the target word, and they were 

semantically closer to the correct answer than their counterparts in the easy version. 

An example from the difficult multiple-choice is (The English translations in 

parentheses were not shown to the participants): 

Nimble 

1. びくびくした気持ちの (feeling nervous: the answer of another target word) 

2. すばやい (the correct answer) 

3. 愚かな (stupid) 

4. わずかな (little) 

5. がっしりとした (robust: the answer of another target word) 
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In contrast, the distracters on the easy version were a different part of 

speech than the correct answer and were more semantically distinct. An example of 

an easy multiple-choice is (The English translations in parentheses were not shown 

to the participants): 

Nimble 

The order of word items differed on the difficult multiple-choice test and the easy 

multiple-choice test. 

1. 動きの速い (moving quickly: the correct answer) 

2. 競争 (competition) 

3. 公式に (officially) 

4. 嫌いになる (come to hate) 

5. 遠回りの道 (detour: the answer for another target word) 

 

Research Design 

Mixed-Method Research 

A mixed-method approach, which is defined as an “approach to inquiry that 

combines or associates both qualitative and quantitative forms” (Creswell, 2009, p. 

4), was used in the current study. When conducting mixed-method research, the 

researcher “collects and analyzes persuasively and rigorously both qualitative and 

quantitative data based on research questions” (Creswell & Plano Clark, 2011, p. 5). 
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In this approach, the best tools for answering a particular research question are 

selected (Tashakkori & Teddlie, 2010). 

Mixed-method studies benefit researchers by overcoming the weaknesses of 

using only qualitative or quantitative methodologies alone. While quantitative 

approaches do not generally reveal details about the surrounding context and the 

content of the participants’ behavior and talk, qualitative approaches generally 

involve few participants, so the results are not easily generalizable. The weaknesses 

of each approach are addressed by the other research approach, as using both 

approaches results in “…complementary and mutually enhancing ways of reaching 

richer interpretations of observed phenomena that may not be possible from [either] 

a quantitative or qualitative approach alone” (Calfee & Sperling, 2010, p. 5). I 

chose a concurrent embedded strategy, one of six common strategies of mixed-

methods research (Creswell, 2009). In the concurrent embedded strategy, a 

secondary method is embedded within a primary method. In the current study the 

primary emphasis was on the quantitative study; thus, the qualitative approach is 

embedded in the quantitative approach. 
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There are four criteria that must be considered when using the concurrent 

embedded strategy: timing, weighing, mixing, and theorizing. In terms of timing, 

the data for this study were collected concurrently. The quantitative research results 

weigh more than the qualitative data. The data were not mixed to any great degree, 

as the quantitative and qualitative data are used to answer different research 

questions. Finally, the current study is based on an explicit theory of lexical 

acquisition, the involvement load hypothesis. 

In the current study, a quantitative approach was used for the statistical 

analysis of test results while a qualitative approach was used to investigate the 

process the participants engaged in when using the graphic organizers by observing 

five pairs of participants as they engaged in the tasks. Even though priority was 

given to the quantitative data, the two methods were integrated in the data 

interpretation phase. The same instruments and procedures were used in both 

studies. The primary difference between the quantitative and qualitative parts of the 

study was that in the qualitative study, the participants worked on the worksheets at 

their own pace and the discussions they had with their partners were audio-recorded. 
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Latin-Square Design 

A Latin-square design was employed in the current study. The Latin-square 

design is a multifactor design “in which only a fraction of the potential treatment 

conditions are included in an experiment, providing some useful information about 

additional independent variables but not as much as one obtains from a completely 

balanced factorial experiment” (Keppel, 1982, p. 357). The factorial design can 

become difficult to use when the levels or the number of factors is increased. The 

Latin-square design solves this problem, for it is more economical in terms of 

conditions. With the Latin-square design, researchers can investigate the effects of 

independent variables without increasing the number of conditions, as is necessary 

when using a factorial design. Another benefit of the Latin-square design is its 

control of nuisance factors (Keppel, 1982). 

In the present study, involvement load conditions (the high involvement 

load versus the low involvement load) and word group conditions (word group A 

versus word group B) are the independent variables hypothesized to influence 

vocabulary retention. Therefore, in a factorial design, where participants experience 

one of two levels in each condition, there would be four conditions required for the 
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comparisons. Using the Latin-square design, it is possible to compare two 

conditions as shown in Table 7. 

 

Table 7. The Two Conditions in the Current Experiment 

 Word group A Word group B 
Group 1 High involvement load condition Low involvement load condition 
Group 2 Low involvement load condition High involvement load condition 

Note. Each group of participants learned both groups of words using the graphic 

organizers designed to operationalize the two involvement load conditions. 

 

In the Latin-square design, the participants engage with both types of 

graphic organizers and both word groups; hence, only two groups of conditions 

were needed. The participants in group 1 studied word group A using the high 

involvement graphic organizer, and they studied word group B with the low 

involvement graphic organizer. The participants in group 2 studied word group B 

using the high involvement graphic organizer, and they studied word group A with 

the low involvement graphic organizer. 

The Latin-square design reduced the influence of individual differences, 

such as language proficiency, language learning experiences, and motivation, 

because all of the participants engaged in both levels of the involvement load 

conditions when learning the two groups of words. 
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The design controlled for the word order effect while balancing the 

involvement load conditions. Table 8 shows the four combinations of word group 

A and word group B, and the word learning conditions (the high involvement load 

condition versus the low involvement load conditions), and their order of 

presentation. 

 

Table 8. Four Combinations of Involvement Load Conditions and Word Groups 

with Order 

  Group 1  Group 2 
  Comb I Comb II  Comb III Comb IV 

Odd IL condition HIL LIL  HIL LIL 
 Word group WG-A WG-B  WG-B WG-A 
Even IL condition LIL HIL  LIL HIL 
 Word group WG-B WG-A  WG-A WG-B 

Note. Comb = combination; Odd = odd-numbered worksheets; Even = even-

numbered worksheets; IL = involvement load; HIL = the high involvement load; 

LIL = the low involvement load; WG-A = word group A; WG-B = word group B. 

 

The first sheet had one group of words and one kind of graphic organizer, 

and the second sheet had one of the other groups of words and the other kind of 

graphic organizer. This alternating order of the involvement load conditions and 

word groups was continued up to the twelfth sheet. Table 9 provides a more 

detailed breakdown of my efforts to eliminate nuisance factors. 
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Table 9. Combination of Involvement Load Conditions and Groups of Target 

Words 

 Group 1  Group 2 

 
Combination  

I 
Combination 

II  
Combination 

III 
Combination 

IV 
Pair Pair 1, 5, 9, 

13, 17, … 
Pair 2, 6, 10, 
14, 18, … 

 Pair 3, 7, 11, 
15, 19, … 

Pair 4, 8, 12, 
16, 20, … 

Order of 
involvement load 
condition 

H, L, H, L, H, 
L, … 

L, H, L, H, L, 
H, … 

 H, L, H, L, H, 
L, … 

L, H, L, H, L, 
H, … 

Order of word group A, B, A, B, A, 
B, … 

B, A, B, A, B, 
A, … 

 A, B, A, B, 
A, B, … 

B, A, B, A, 
B, A, … 

Note. H = the high involvement load; L = the low involvement load; A = word 

group A; B = word group B. The order of the target words is randomly listed for 

each pair. 

 

Each pair was engaged in one of the four possible learning conditions. For 

example, for the same combination, as in combination I in Table 9, one fourth of 

the pairs could be assigned to work on the high involvement load graphic organizer 

in order to learn the first six words in word group A, and then they could learn the 

words in word group B with the low involvement load graphic organizers. In the 

same vein, the remaining pairs could learn words in the other three combinations. 

The participants were exposed to one of the two involvement load conditions and 

one of the same word groups alternatively. Table 10 illustrates one example of the 

four combinations. 
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Table 10. One Example From Each Combination of Graphic Organizer Types and 

Word Groups 

 Group 1  Group 2 
 Combination I  Combination II  Combination III  Combination IV 

Order Cond Word  Cond Word  Cond Word  Cond Word 

1 HIL A-2  LIL B-3  HIL B-1  LIL A-5 
2 LIL B-1  HIL A-3  LIL A-5  HIL B-3 
3 HIL A-6  LIL B-4  HIL B-4  LIL A-1 
4 LIL B-4  HIL A-2  LIL A-2  HIL B-5 
5 HIL A-3  LIL B-2  HIL B-3  LIL A-4 
6 LIL B-5  HIL A-1  LIL A-1  HIL B-2 
7 HIL A-4  LIL B-5  HIL B-2  LIL A-3 
8 LIL B-3  HIL A-4  LIL A-4  HIL B-6 
9 HIL A-1  LIL B-1  HIL B-6  LIL A-2 

10 LIL B-6  HIL A-6  LIL A-6  HIL B-4 
11 HIL A-5  LIL B-6  HIL B-5  LIL A-6 
12 LIL B-2  HIL A-5  LIL A-3  HIL B-1 

Note. Cond = condition; HIL = the high involvement load; LIL = the low 

involvement load; A = word group A; B = word group B. 

Numerals correspond to target words.  

 

Words in word group A are labeled word A-1, A-2, A-3, A-4, A-5, and A-6 

and those in word group B are labeled B-1, B-2, B-3, B-4, B-5, and B-6 (see 

Appendix E & F for the actual target words). The 12 target words, which are 

divided into two groups, are assigned to each graphic organizer: group A (labeled 

word A-1, word A-2, word A-3, word A-4, word A-5, and A-6) and group B 

(labeled word B-1, word B-2, word B-3, word B-4, word B-5, and B-6). A pair 

could work on the high involvement load graphic organizer for word group A-2 for 

the first session, and the low involvement load graphic organizer for word group B-

1. Thus, in the second session, the other pairs in the same and other combinations 
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assigned could follow the order as written. The order was designed to minimize the 

influences of presentation order. 

 

Procedures 

The participants in the qualitative study volunteered to take part in the study 

outside of class. The quantitative study was implemented during regular English 

classes. The qualitative study and the quantitative study were carried out in the 

following three stages. 

The qualitative and quantitative studies had basically parallel procedures. 

The differences between the two are described below. Figure 6 shows the process 

in the form of a graphic organizer. 

 

Experiment 

Day 1 

On the day of the experiment, the teachers explained the purpose of the 

study to the participants, and asked the participants to complete the consent form 

and the background questionnaire to ascertain their past and present English 

learning backgrounds. The participants in the quantitative study chose their partners 
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immediately after completing the questionnaire. If the class had an odd number of 

students, one group of three people was formed. As with the learning process study, 

I asked all the participants to bring their friend who they would like to work with. 

The next step was to train the participants to complete the graphic 

organizers. First, they were told that they were not permitted to use a dictionary or 

to talk to people outside of their own group. They were told how to work on the 

graphic organizer and write a Japanese sentence using a target word. This second 

activity was part of the high involvement load graphic organizer task. After the 

training session, the participants received a booklet of vocabulary learning 

worksheets. Those in the learning process study were told that they could spend as 

much as they needed to complete the worksheets. Their interactions were recorded 

with two IC recorders. 

The participants in the quantitative study were given 2.5 minutes to 

complete each worksheet, regardless of the degree of involvement load. They were 

not permitted to go on to the next worksheet before the time allotted for the current 

worksheet had elapsed. The instructor had a timer and stopped the participants at  
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the designated time whether or not they had completed the worksheet and 

instructed them to move on to the next worksheet. 

Upon completing the 12 graphic organizer worksheets, the participants 

handed in the booklets containing the explanation of the graphic organizer activity, 

the practice worksheet of L1 sentence construction with target words, and the 

graphic organizer worksheets. All the participants then received two questionnaires: 

One concerned their prior knowledge of the target words and the other asked them 

to rate the perceived degree of usefulness and enjoyment of the two graphic 

organizer tasks. The three surprise vocabulary posttests (i.e., the translation test, the 

difficult multiple-choice test, and the easy multiple-choice test) were administered 

immediately after the participants had completed the questionnaire. 

Day 2 

One week after completing the immediate posttests, the participants 

completed the follow-up posttests, which were identical to the immediate posttests. 
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Figure 6. Procedure of the graphic organizer vocabulary learning activity and 

assessment. 
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Analysis 

Qualitative Analysis 

A protocol analysis was employed in the qualitative study to investigate 

what the participants were thinking while engaged in the graphic organizer 

activities. Protocol analysis is a learning process methodology that allows 

researchers to investigate cognitive processes involved as directly as possible, 

based on the assumption that an individual’s verbalization reveals their cognitive 

processes to a degree. Protocol analysis has been utilized for more than a century in 

the field of psychology to investigate problem-solving and memory skills. The 

three types of verbal protocol reports are retrospective, introspective, and think-

aloud (Jourdenais, 2001). 

I used a modified version of a think-aloud protocol when the participants in 

the qualitative study engaged in pair work during the graphic organizer vocabulary 

learning tasks. In the present study, the participants were asked to verbalize their 

thoughts as much as possible during the pair work. This was different from a usual 

think-aloud protocol, in which participants are trained to say whatever comes to 

their mind while performing the task alone. This modified version of the think-

aloud protocol has three advantages. First, it reflects a classroom activity, so the 
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research results are more generalizable to other classrooms. Second, this approach 

does not require as much training as other forms of think-aloud protocols do, as it is 

natural for two or three people working together on a task to express their thoughts. 

Verbal reports from two participants working together on a task served as a 

protocol report, as this allowed me to explore the learning processes they engaged 

in as well as motivational factors. One issue associated with protocols conducted 

with pairs of learners concerns the interaction between two individuals; one 

individual can modify the way the other individual approaches the task. However, 

the benefits of observing the discussion of the two people override these 

disadvantages for three reasons. First, learning vocabulary using graphic organizers 

is likely to be carried out in pairs and groups in most classrooms; thus, conducting 

this part of the study with pairs of students lends the study a degree of ecological 

validity. Second, pair work provides the participants with encouragement to be 

more completely involved with the task. Third, the participants’ thoughts were 

expressed naturally during the discussions. They were not forced to verbalize their 

thoughts as in much think-aloud protocol research. 
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I listened to the participants’ talk to investigate the following issues and 

then examined it to shed light on the involvement load hypothesis. 

1. To what degree do the participants engage in the tasks properly? 

2. What is the quality of the talk in terms of deep processing? What aspects of the 

talk indicate that deep processing is occurring? 

3. What aspects of lexical knowledge are discussed (e.g., word parts and part of 

speech)? 

4. What behavior shows that the participants might be learning? 

5. How much discussion is needed for the participants to reach solutions at the two 

levels of involvement? 

6. To what degree does the time needed to reach solutions at the different 

involvement load levels vary? 

7. Do the participants react to each target word differently? 

8. How evenly is the work shared in each pair? 

9. How much of the discussion is conducted in Japanese? How much is conducted 

in English? Does the choice of language matter? 
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Quantitative Analyses 

Prior Knowledge of the Target Words. Immediately after finishing the 

graphic organizer tasks, the participants rated their prior knowledge of the 12 target 

words from 0 (Do not knowing the word at all) to 4 (Know the word very well). 

 

Translation Test. I and another English teacher who has a Master’s degree 

in Teaching English to Speakers of Other Languages (TESOL) and extensive 

teaching experience rated the answers for the translation test items. Each item was 

scored as follows: full knowledge = 2; partial knowledge = 1; no knowledge = 0. I 

made a list of answers that were considered to display full or partial knowledge, 

and we referred to the list when rating the responses. Each time one of us 

encountered a new response, we consulted with one another to determine how 

many points the response would be awarded. The full and partial knowledge on 

each word item were analyzed to investigate whether there were differences among 

the target words. 
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Multiple-Choice Tests. The responses to the 12 items on each multiple-

choice vocabulary test were recorded on standardized machine-readable answer 

sheets and then scored by machine. Cronbach alpha reliability estimates were 

calculated for the two multiple-choice tests. Interrater reliability was not calculated 

because the two raters talked to each other until they reached agreement. 

 

Comparisons of the Effects of Two Degrees of Involvement Load. The 

scores of the two word groups learned in the high involvement load were compared 

with those learned in the low involvement load. In order to investigate the effect of 

the high and low involvement load tasks, I ignored which group of words the 

participants learned and conducted a statistical test to compare the high 

involvement and the low involvement load (see Table 11). 

The quantitative data were analyzed with a MANOVA, as there were three 

dependent variables in the analysis. The independent variable was the involvement 

load condition (two levels: high and low), while the dependent variables were the 

three test scores (i.e., the translation test, the difficult multiple-choice test, and the 

easy multiple-choice test). The MANOVA results show when differences between 
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the groups on the independent variables (IV) across different dependent variables 

are due to chance (Henriksen, 1999). 

 

Table 11. Scores Added for the Statistical Analysis 

 Combination I Combination II 
Scores of HIL condition Word group A learned in 

the HIL condition 
Word group B learned in 
the HIL condition 

 
Scores of LIL condition 

 
Word group B learned in 
the LIL condition 

 
Word group A learned in 
the LIL condition 

Note. HIL = the high involvement load; LIL = the low involvement load. 

Combination I indicates the words and the two involvement load conditions that 

one experimental group experienced. Combination II indicates what the other 

experimental group experienced. The scores of the HIL condition were obtained by 

adding scores in word group A and B learned in the HIL condition. The scores of 

the LIL condition were obtained by adding scores in word group A and B in the 

LIL condition. 

 

 

Comparing the Three Vocabulary Test Scores 

In order to explore how well the three vocabulary tests measure different 

degree of vocabulary knowledge, I compared the individual participants’ raw test 

scores for each target word and labeled them as either expected or unexpected score 

combinations. Next, the number of each combination on each word item for the 

immediate and delayed posttest was counted and the percentage was calculated. I 

repeated the same procedure for each target word. 
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Taking wicket as an example target words and a particular participant’s 

responses, it was hypothesized that the easy multiple-choice test score for wicket 

would be the highest among the three tests as the least knowledge was needed to 

answer that test item correctly. The difficult multiple-choice test score, which 

required more knowledge than the easy multiple-choice test, should be the same as 

or lower than the easy multiple-choice test score. The translation test score, for 

which the greatest amount of lexical knowledge is required to answer correctly, 

was expected to be lower or the same as the difficult multiple-choice test score. I 

labeled the combination of the three test scores for each target word as either 

expected, when a particular participant responded as expected, or unexpected, when 

an alternative response pattern was observed. 
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CHAPTER 4 

RESULTS 

 

In this chapter, the results of the qualitative and quantitative studies are 

presented. 

 

Research Question 1: The Learning Processes 

The first research question regarding the learning processes is answered 

based on the audio-recorded data from five pairs of participants. Afterwards, the 

secondary questions concerning the differences between the high and low 

involvement conditions and the graphic organizers are described. 

 

Learning Processes During the Graphic Organizer Tasks 

The Six Tasks in the Graphic Organizers. Research question 1a asked, 

“What learning processes do the participants experience during the graphic 

organizer vocabulary learning task?” As Table 6 shows, both the high involvement 

load and low involvement load conditions had six tasks. Tasks 1 through 5 were 
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identical for both groups. The sixth task for the high involvement load was writing 

a sample sentence while that for the low involvement load was copying a second 

sample sentence. 

Task 1. In the first task, each pair of students copied a target word. The 

participants generally spent little time on this task. During this task, they paid 

attention to three aspects of the target words: pronunciation, word parts, and their 

familiarity with the word. Most of them wondered about the pronunciation of the 

word and they sometimes tried to pronounce the word several times. (Stressed 

phonemes are capitalized.) 

(After looking at appalling) 

Miki: Kore wa apalling apolling (This is pronounced appalling or apolling.) 

 

(After looking at detour) 

Haru: Ditowa DItour detowa (Is this pronounced ditowa DItour detowa?) 

 

One of the participants wondered about the accent of the word. 

 (After looking at nitpicker) 

Aiko: NITTOpicker and nittoPIKker 

 

The participants sometimes showed interest in the phonology of the target 

word, which seemed to help them remember it. 
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(After looking at jittery) 

Aiko: Funniki dake demo omoshiroi (The word sounds funny.) 

One pair compared the target word with other words they knew. This might have 

facilitated retention of the word. 

(After looking at appalling) 

Noriko: Appuru mitai (This sounds like apple.) 

 

The participants sometimes analyzed the word parts of the target word and 

this helped them understand the word at times. For instance, four out of five pairs 

analyzed downpour by separating the word into down and pour as shown below. 

They sometimes stated the meaning of each word part. 

Chiharu: Down wa sagaru (down means go below.) 

Aiko: Pour sosogu dayano (Doesn’t pour mean going down?) 

Maki: Downpour down (pause) pour (Maki read the words, and did not say 

anything else in Japanese, but it appeared that she was thinking about the two 

parts of the word.) 

 

Also in the first task, the participants occasionally discussed their previous 

knowledge of the target word. They asked their partner whether they had 

previously encountered it, or they mentioned their own previous encounter with the 

word. However, it was also not unusual for the participants to state that they were 

unfamiliar with the target words. 
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Tasks 2 and 3. After writing the target word, the participants read a sample 

sentence that included the target word. This was intended to help them choose the 

correct meaning from two choices provided in a box on the word map. They 

usually analyzed the word together. Their first task was reading, or writing the 

sentence while reading. Sometimes one student read the sentence aloud and the 

other copied the sentence. At other times, the same person read and wrote while the 

other person watched. They looked at the two choices and translated the sample 

sentence. In about half of the cases, they talked about the possible background of 

the sentence, or related the ideas in the sentence to their personal experience. 

 

(After looking at His haircut is appalling.) 

Aiko: Odoroku hodotte kawaiso dayone (I feel sorry for this guy.) 

 

The sample sentence, He is such a nitpicker that he is slow to write, was 

difficult for the participants to comprehend, so two of the pairs did not readily 

understand and they searched for a solution, however, they were sometimes 

sidetracked by phonologically associated words or general associations. 

 

Miki: Komakai kara itsumo nonbiri kaiteiru? (Does he write slowly because he is 

worried about unimportant things?) 
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Haru: Naze komakai koto kinishite iruto to kakenai nokana? (I wonder why he 

can’t write since he worries about small things.) 

Two pairs often talked about unrelated ideas. In one case, a pair started 

talking about the movie Constantine because the word c o n st a n t l y  reminded 

them of the movie’s name. 

(After looking at She nagged her husband constantly.) 

Aiko: Constantine mita (Have you seen Constantine the movie?) 

 

(After reading the sentence She gulped her coffee and left a room in a hurry.) 

Noriko: Koohi ni satou wo ireru to karada ni warui datte (I heard coffee with sugar 

is bad for you.) 

 

Both pairs continued talking about the topic for a while before they moved on to 

the next part. 

The correct meaning and distracters were made so that the participants 

could identify the correct answers easily. Therefore, the participants were usually 

certain about their choices. Sometimes one person talked about the correct answer, 

and the other person assented without commenting because the answer was obvious 

to them. 
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(While working on word map of detour.) 

Aiko: Mawari michi (It’s detour.) 

Maki: Un (Yes.) 

 

(While choosing a correct meaning of downpour) 

Miki: Doshaburi na zettai (I’m sure this is doshaburi [Japanese translation of 

downpour.) 

Haru: Un (Yes.) 

 

Some distracters were so obviously incorrect and the participants were so 

certain of the correct meaning that they laughed together about the incongruity of 

the distracter. The obviously incorrect answers did not facilitate discussion. 

 

Tasks 4 and 5. The fourth and fifth tasks involved words associated with 

the target word, so they are analyzed together. There were 120 instances of 

facilitating discussions for the fourth and fifth tasks; however, the discussions 

occurred mainly with the fourth task. In 82 instances, one person chose the correct 

associated words and the other person agreed with little discussion. When they 

talked about associated words their discussions were short. The greatest amount of 

interaction occurred when the participants chose sign as an associate of detour. 

They discussed this because this association was difficult for them to understand. 
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Aiko: Sign jyan hyoshiki de (It is sign, a sign showing where to go.) 

 

When the choices were unfamiliar words, the participants discussed the choices. 

 

Aiko: Job interviews tte nandakke (What does job interview mean?) 

Maki: Wakaranai. Kiita koto nai (I don’t know) 

Aiko: Nandakke (What is it?) 

Maki: Shushoku no toki (Yes, this word is related to job hunting) 

Aiko: Souda mensetsu da (It’s a job interview, isn’t it?) 

 

Here the participants processed the target word and an associated phrase, 

job interview. Thus, not only were they learning the target word by reading a 

sample sentence and choosing the correct meaning, but also they attempted to 

determine what job interview meant. Focusing on non-target words or phrases 

seemed to take time and energy away from concentrating on the target word. 

 

Task 6 for the High Involvement Load Task. The participants used the 

majority of their time on the sixth task when completing the high involvement load 

graphic organizers. Their behavior on this task can be categorized into three types 

depending on the hypothesized involvement load. In the first type, the participants 

spent minimal time and effort completing the task; therefore, there appeared to be 
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little task-induced involvement load. The participants finished writing a sentence 

after a brief discussion. For example, one student started talking about the sentence, 

and the other person or both of them completed the sentence by editing the first 

suggested sentence. In the example below, Miki was writing the sample sentence. 

Miki read the sentence and no further editing was done. Half of the discussion 

concerned Miki writing the sentence. 

 

Miki: A gata niwa nitpicker na hito ga ooi (Many people with type A blood are 

nitpickers.) 

Haru: Aa sorede iiyo ippatsu de konkai kimatta yo (Now we have decided on a 

sentence.) 

Miki: Nitpicker na hitoga (Repeat part of the sentence) 

Haru: Na hito ga ooi (Repeat part of the sentence) 

Miki: Na hito ga ooi (Repeat part of the sentence) 

Haru: Ketsueki gata ga ichiban ooitoka arukedo A ga ooi toka aru kedo (There are 

more people with some blood types than others. I hear there are a lot of 

people with blood type A.) 

 

They talked about blood types because some Japanese believe that a 

person’s blood type influences their personality. The meaning of nitpicker 

reminded the participants of the characteristics typically associated with blood type 

A. 
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In the second type, the discussion was moderately long, but the participants 

did not discuss the ideas in depth; they only touched on the topic briefly when 

composing their original sentence. They sometimes spent several turns talking 

without saying much that was pertinent to the task. 

 

Toshi: Nihonbun (A Japanese sentence) 

Kumi: Un (That’s right.) 

Toshi: Komakai koto ni urusai (Worrying about trivial things.) 

Kumi: Un (Yeah.)  

Toshi: Uuun (Yeah.) 

Kumi: Fuun komakai toko ni urusai (Worry about trivial things.) 

Toshi: Tomakai koto ni urusai hito mawari ni iru (Are there any nitpickers around 

you?) 

Kumi: Ee iru Toshi-chan (Yes, there are some, Toshi.) 

Toshi: Ee komaikai koto ee kore are jyanai kazoku toka wa (Yes, a family member 

of mine worries about all kinds of trivial things.) 

Kumi: Un dayo ne (That’s right.) 

Toshi: Un komakai toko ni urusai aa etto uchi no okaasan hahaha. (Yeah, worrying 

about trivial things. Yeah, my mom is like that [laugh]) 

Kumi: Un (Yes.) 

Toshi: Komakai koto nitpicker dakara (Yes, trivial things, because she is a 

nitpicker.) 

Kumi: Unun (Yes, that is right.) 

Toshi: Kazoku ha unnzari shiteru (The family [we] are tired of it.) 

Kumi: Ahaha e un ([laugh] Yes.) 

Toshi: Atashi no haha ha (My family has the same situation [laugh].) Toshi started 

writing a sentence.) 

Kumi: Unn nitpicker (Ah, nitpicker.) 

Toshi: Nanode (Because…) 

Kumi: Nanode (Because…) 
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Toshi: Kazoku ha unnzari shiteru (The family members are tired of it.). 

(Toshi finished writing a sentence.) 

 

The students wrote a sentence, as the task demanded, yet the amount of 

mental effort they made was unlikely to lead to retention of the target word. 

The third type appeared to require the most cognitive processing, as in this 

case, the participants discussed the usage of the target word, possible meanings of 

the word, and the situation in which the word should be used. In some cases, the 

participants attempted to write a story to help them remember the word if the 

content interested them. They exchanged the information more intensely than on 

other occasions, so the discussion created better conditions for acquisition 

compared with the other two types. 

 

Chie: Shinyusei kangei kai de biiru wo ikkini grappu shita (At the freshmen 

welcome party, I gulped down a beer all at once.) 

Sato: Aaa (I see.) (laugh) 

Chie: Wakannai demo kore wa biiru wo nondemo ii gurup nanoka wakaru (I don’t 

know if the word gulp can be used to express drinking beer.) 

Sato: A sokka ikki ni nomihosu (I see. It said swallowing quickly.) 

Chie: Nomikonde (Swallowing.) 

Sato: Kekkou betsuno tabemono tokokamo (Other foods can be gulped.) 

Chie: Nomikonnde iino (Can it be gulped?) 

Sato: Demo sono nanka sono sa (I wonder if it’s OK.) 

Chie: Un (Yeah.) 
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Sato: Kocchi ha nomikomutte sa eat mo drink mo issho tekina desa mukowa (Can I 

use the word gulp basically the same as eat and drink?) 

Chie: Demo drink nanda yone (But, I think it’s drinking.) 

Sato: Un (Yes.)  

Chie: Jyaa biiru demo ii (Then, can I use the word beer [with gulp]) 

Sato: Un (Yes.) 

Chie: Biiru (Beer.) 

Sato: Un (Yes.) 

Chie: Ee nandaka (I wonder what to say.) 

Sato: Juusu demo ii to omou (I think juice would be OK.) 

Chie: Jya paatii de uun (Then, at the party…) 

Sato: Paathi (Party.) 

Chie: Un demo yappari beer jya nai nomikomu nowa (Yes, but I think it should be 

beer to gulp.) 

Sato: Soda ne (I agree.) 

Chie: Jya iiyo nomikomanakereba ikenai damono kore datta (When it has to be 

gulped, it should be beer.) 

Sato: Jya iiyo wakatta (Then, I understand.) 

Chie: Soo yuu (Would you say that?) 

Sato: Un (Yes.) 

Chie: Jibunde kangaeteru kedo senpai ni iwarete sakki kara amari ii reibun jyanai 

(I’m thinking about the sentence with the older students, but it’s not a good 

sentence.) 

Sato: Ne okashii ne (Look, it’s strange, isn’t it?) 

Chie: Senpai ni iwarete beer wo ikki gurup shite yotta (I gulped the beer when I was 

told to do so by an older student.) 

Sato: Shitte yokatta (I’m glad I learned the word.) 

Chie: Gurobu mitaina monoto omotta (I thought the word is like glove.) 

Sato: Are tsukwanaito ieba tsukawani (Yeah, but the word is not used often.) 

 

First, this pair produced a sample sentence, and then they thought about a 

collocation for gulp. Based on the Japanese translation of gulp, they wondered if 
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food as well as liquids can be gulped. They then made a second sentence. When 

they focused on grammatical issues too much, they were unable to determine the 

meaning of the target word, and encountered difficulty connecting the meaning and 

form of the word. 

 

Task 6 for the Low Involvement Load. The sixth task for the low 

involvement load asked the students to copy an additional sample sentence into the 

second box. Because they had written an initial sample sentence in Task 2, this was 

the second time they copied a sample sentence. In Task 2 for each graphic 

organizer, the two participants wrote a short sentence immediately after writing the 

target word. Although Task 2 and Task 6b are the same, the two tasks are designed 

for different functions. In Task 2, the participants are supposed to guess the 

meaning of the target word based on their understanding of the first sample 

sentence. In Task 6b, they confirm their understanding of the target word by 

reading a second sentence. Because the sentence in 6b is longer and contains more 

information, more opportunities exist for discussing this sentence when compared 

with the sentence in Task 2. Although the participants generally spent more time 
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processing the information in the sentence in task 6b compared with the first 

sentence in Task 2, they did not discuss it extensively in part because copying the 

sentence required effort. 

(When working on the word nimble. Toshi is writing the words Kumi reads.) 

Toshi: Her. 

Kumi: Fingers 

Toshi: Fingers 

Kumi: Look 

Toshi: Look 

Kumi: Nimble 

Toshi: Nimble 

Kumi: When she 

Toshi: When 

Kumi: She plays 

Toshi: Plays 

Kumi: The piano 

Toshi: The piano 

Kumi: Unn the piano OK (Yes, the piano. I see.) 

Toshi: Aaa subashikkoku yubi wo ugokashite iru to (Oh, I see. She moves her 

fingers quickly, doesn’t she?) 

Kumi: Unn naruhodo ne (I see.) 

 

In this case, the participants interpreted the sentence, but they did not 

appear to process the information deeply, a pattern that was typical behavior in pair 

work. Also one of them often translated the sentence before considering the 

background situation. Sometimes the participants talked extensively about the 

meaning and/or the usage of the target word. 
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(As Chie read each word and Sato copied the sentence He fretted continuously 

about the cost of living when he lived in Tokyo.) 

Chie: He 

Sato: He 

Chie: Fretted 

Sato: Fretted 

Chie: About the cost of daijyobu daijyobu (Is it all right?) 

Sato: About the cost of 

Chie: The cost of…gomenne zenzen sakibashitte yonnderu (The cost of…I’m sorry 

about reading the sentence so quickly.) 

Sato: (laugh) 

Chie: Living when 

Sato: When 

Chie: He lived in Tokyo 

Sato: He lived in Tokyo 

Chie: Kare wa (He…) 

Sato: Soka sodane. Kare wa a sooda sodane (I see. I understand the situation.) 

Chie: Tokyo ni sumu tameno kosuto wo fret shittetandane (He frets about the cost 

of living in Tokyo.) 

Sato: Un nanka yoku nai koto wo nayamu to ka (I can see the situation is not good.) 

Chie: Soso eee sugoi (Really, that’s great.) 

Sato: Nanka yokunai (The situation is not very good.) 

Chie: Ee sugei (Woo, that’s good. You understand the situation.) 

Sato: Fret 

Chie: Kekkou hisshi nanjyanai (Don’t you think he’s desperate?) 

Sato: So no tokino nayami (Yes, the word [fret] means “worry” when you were 

desperate.) 

Chie: Nayamu (Worries.) 

Sato: Ee (Yes.) 
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As in other discussions, the participants tried to interpret the meaning of the 

target word by saying that fret is used when a person is desperate. 

 

The Word Map as a Whole. The participants discussed certain words 

relatively deeply. The phrase ticket wicket, for example, elicited a spirited 

discussion in more than one task. The recorded discussion and informal interview 

indicated that the participants enjoyed the sound of ticket wicket so much that the 

meaning of the word was retained. The quantitative results showed that the word 

wicket had the second highest mean score on the immediate test; 75.2% of the 

participants who completed the high involvement load task and 59.9% of the 

participants who completed the low involvement load task answered the item 

correctly. The mean score for wicket for the low involvement load task on the 

delayed test was the highest in that category with 66.9% of the participants 

answering correctly. 

 

(After Noriko read Meet me at the ticket wicket in the first stage.) 

Noriko: Ticket wicket ticket wicket 

Sonoko: Un (yes) 

Noriko: Meet (long pause) 

Sonoko: Meet me at the ticket wicket 
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Noriko and Sonoko: Ticket wicket (Sonoko laughs) 

Noriko: Ticket wicket 

Sonoko: Are nan dakke in wo fumu (What is it? Yes, they rhyme.) 

Noriko: Aa inn wo funderu (Yes, they rhyme.) 

Sonoko: Ticket wicket 

Noriko: Are yatteru shi no jugyo toka (Are you taking that poem class?) 

Sonoko: Uun (No, I’m not.) 

Noriko: Jya wakan naika jya wakan naika (Then, you don’t understand what rhyme 

is like, I suppose.) 

Noriko: Kaisatuguchi desho kaisatsu shika omoi tsukanai ticket wicket (Ticket gate, 

I can only think of only ticket gate of a train station.) (Noriko laughs) 

Sonoko: Ato hikouki kurai dayone (I can think of the gate of the airport, only.) 

Noriko: (While writing their own sentence) Ueno eki niwa ticket wicket a ippai aru 

(There are a lot of ticket wickets at Ueno Station.) 

Sonoko: Aa iijyan (It sounds good.) 

Noriko: Ne (Yes.) 

Sonoko: Wicket dake de iindayone (We only need to write wicket.) (Sonoko laughs) 

Sonoko: Nannka ne kiniicchatteyone ticket wicket tte iine kore da setto de 

oboerarereba iiyone (I like the sound of ticket wicket. It sounds good. I 

would like to memorize the combination of ticket wicket.) 

 

In the above discussion, both the participants repeated the phrase ticket 

wicket. They included the phrase in the Japanese sentence they wrote, and Sonoko 

said that she liked the sound and she would like to learn both of the words as a 

single phrase. It seems that the pair found rhyming the two words interesting, and it 

helped them learn and retain the meaning. 
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Downpour also had a high mean score on both the immediate and delayed 

tests; its meaning seemed to be retained because the participants broke the word 

into two parts (down and pour) and discussed them separately. 

In general, the students’ discussions were superficial perhaps due to the 

kind of information and the distracters that were provided and the short amount of 

time available to complete a large number of tasks. This was shown in part by the 

small amount of output the participants produced and by the fact that they rarely 

used clarification requests and comprehension checks. 

The learners shared the work by voluntarily taking turns filling in the 

graphic organizer. Neither partner dominated the conversation and they talked in 

roughly equal amounts. During informal interviews about the pair work after the 

graphic organizer task, they said that they not only felt comfortable working with 

their friend, but they also enjoyed the interaction when completing the graphic 

organizers. Enjoyment, which is an aspect of intrinsic motivation, likely facilitated 

learning during the task. 

The participants did not communicate in English. The only time they used 

English was when reading English words, phrases, and sentences aloud. Therefore, 
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the graphic organizer vocabulary worksheet did not promote communication in 

English. Further details and interpretation of what happened in the two conditions 

and the potential of graphic organizers is discussed in Chapter 5. 

 

Differences in Learning Processes Between the Two Conditions 

Augmenting the first research question about learning processes from the 

qualitative perspective, research question 1b, the second qualitative research 

question, asked “Are there differences in learning processes between the high and 

low involvement load graphic organizer conditions?” The difference between the 

two graphic organizers existed in the last task. The participants needed more time 

for sentence writing with the high involvement load graphic organizers than with 

the low involvement load graphic organizers. In the low involvement load 

condition, the students usually translated the sentence to be copied into Japanese. 

They also tried to guess the context in which the sentence was taken from. In 

contrast, the participants stayed on task longer and talked more while engaged in 

the sentence-writing task in the high involvement load condition. However, the 

time differences were not great and the difference did not go beyond the last task, 
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as they did not refer to the previous tasks, and they did not discuss words 

associated with the target word or the sample sentence in the second task. 

Turing to a motivational aspect of the last task, the participants appeared to 

enjoy the sentence-writing task in the high involvement load condition. In the 

informal interviews, many of the participants stated that they used their imagination 

to construct the sentence. Their enjoyment was enhanced by the collaborative 

nature of the task and this also reduced their sense of anxiety. 

 

Graphic Organizers for Vocabulary Learning 

Research question 1c asked “Are graphic organizers a useful tool for 

vocabulary learning?” It is helpful to distinguish benefits that are likely to lead to 

positive learning outcomes and weaknesses in the design of the graphic organizers 

that need addressing. In this section, I explain the strengths and weaknesses of the 

graphic organizers for vocabulary learning and show the questionnaire results 

concerning the participants’ perceived usefulness and enjoyment of the two types 

of graphic organizers. 
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Cognitive and motivational benefits of the graphic organizers were 

identified. The participants seemed to enjoy working on graphic organizers and 

they were able to learn a number of target words. Several participants mentioned 

that the graphic organizers were appealing because they looked innovative. They 

also said that it was helpful to be exposed to a variety of information related to the 

target words, such as associated words and more than one sample sentence, and 

they were aware that they had a good idea about the meaning of the target word by 

the time they completed the graphic organizer. Thus, the graphic organizers were 

cognitively stimulating, motivating, and informative. 

On the other hand, there were negative points related to cognitive load and 

motivation. The low involvement graphic organizers did not place sufficient 

cognitive load on the participants. The participants sometimes filled in the graphic 

organizers without talking with each other because the correct answers were so 

easy to identify. They were also sometimes side-tracked during their discussions, 

and they lost focus on the task. This lack of task engagement might have occurred 

because the tasks were not sufficiently challenging. In terms of motivation, some 

participants felt a little uncomfortable and anxious about using the graphic 
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organizers because they had not encountered them in previous English classes. 

Presumably, such feelings diminish quickly. 

The questionnaire about the graphic organizers provided information about 

the participants’ perceived usefulness and enjoyment of the graphic organizers for 

the high and low involvement load conditions. Each rating was on a 5-point Likert 

scale ranging from Very useful to Not useful at all and from Very enjoyable to Not 

enjoyable at all. The high involvement load graphic organizer had an average 

usefulness rating of 3.98 (SD = .89) on the 5-point scale, and an enjoyment rating 

of 4.07 (SD = .90). The low involvement load graphic organizer had an average 

usefulness rating of 2.98 (SD = 1.02) and an average enjoyment rating of 2.80 (SD 

= 1.17). 

 

Research Question 2: Quantitative Differences 

Research question 2 asked, “Are there any statistically significant 

differences in vocabulary test scores between the high and low involvement load 

graphic organizer conditions? This research question was answered using a 

repeated-measures MANOVA and repeated-measure ANOVA. The independent 
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variables were task (two levels: high involvement load task and low involvement 

load task), and time (immediate and delayed tests). The tasks were the between-

subject factor while time was the within-subject factor. The dependent variables 

were the three vocabulary tests. The alpha level for all analyses was set at .05. 

Microsoft Excel was used for data input and for producing graphs, and the 

statistical results were calculated with SPSS. 

 

Previous Knowledge 

Data from the previous knowledge questionnaire for the target words was 

analyzed and descriptive statistics were produced (see Table 12). The participants 

were asked to estimate their previous knowledge of the target words after 

completing the vocabulary learning activity. In the left column are the target words 

in alphabetical order. The five numbers, 0, 1, 2, 3, and 4, in the second row indicate 

the degree of previous knowledge of the target words. The lowest degree of 

knowledge is 0 (Do not know the word at all), and the highest degree of knowledge 

is 4 (Know the word very well). The means are shown in the column to the right of 

the target words and the standard deviations of each word are listed in the next 
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column. Below the four numbers under the scale, the counts of the participants’ 

self-perceived familiarity are written. Appalling, for example, had a mean of .15 

(SD = .56) out of 4 points based on the questionnaire results gathered from 291 

participants. In the distribution of the ratings, 264 participants were unfamiliar with 

appalling, while 24 participants had some knowledge of the word, and three people 

had very good knowledge of the word. 

 

Table 12. Participants’ Previous Knowledge of the Target Words 

    Scale 

Word M SD  0 1 2 3 4 

appalling 0.15 0.56  264 17 6 1 3 

detour 0.13 0.54  268 14 5 1 3 

downpour 0.53 1.04  208 45 18 6 14 

fret 0.21 0.59  252 23 12 3 1 

gulp 0.22 0.68  254 21 10 1 5 

jittery 0.12 0.48  272 7 10 1 1 

nag 0.29 0.74  241 29 11 7 3 

nimble 0.20 0.67  262 11 12 2 4 

nitpicker 0.13 0.51  266 16 6 1 2 

robust 0.24 0.64  245 31 10 2 3 

sulk 0.16 0.55  261 20 6 2 2 

wicket 0.30 0.77  242 27 12 5 5 

Note. Word = target word. Scale = self-perceived rating of the previous knowledge; 

0 = Do not know the word at all, 1 = Know the word a little, 2 = Know the word 

somewhat, 3 = Know the word reasonably well, and 4 = Know the word very well. 
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The questionnaire results demonstrated that the participants had limited 

prior knowledge of the target words. The means ranged between .12 and .53, and 

the highest rating for each target word was 4 (know the word well). Between 208 

and 268 out of 291 participants answered that they did not know the target words at 

all. By counting the knowledge scale 0 (Do not know the word at all) and 1 (Know 

the word a little), between 253 and 283 students had either no knowledge or a little 

knowledge of the target words before the experiment, depending on the word. 

The words appalling, detour, jittery, nitpicker, and sulk were the most 

unfamiliar with mean scores between .12 and .15. In contrast, the word downpour 

had a mean of .53, and 14 participants said that they knew the word very well prior 

to the activity. 

 

Reliability 

Reliability of the Three Vocabulary Tests. The participants completed the 

translation test, the difficult multiple-choice test, and the easy multiple-choice test 

twice. The first time was immediately after doing the graphic organizer task and the 

second time was one week after the task was completed. Cronbach alpha reliability 
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estimates were calculated for the three tests using SPSS. The reliability estimate of 

each 12-item test for both occasions is shown in Table 13. 

Five of the six test administrations had reliability estimates over .70; only 

the difficult multiple-choice test was lower, at .67. The immediate tests had slightly 

higher reliabilities than the delayed tests. The six reliability estimates are somewhat 

low for the following reasons. First, there were only 12 items on each test; more 

target words would result in higher reliability. However, it was not possible to 

include more words given the time constraints. Second, because the participants 

were attending the same Japanese universities and had similar educational 

backgrounds, the variance in the data was reduced and this lowered the reliability 

estimates as well. 

 

Table 13. Reliability of the Three Vocabulary Tests 

Test Translation test 

Difficult  

multiple-choice test 

Easy  

multiple-choice test 

Immediate .77 .73 .76 

Delayed .74 .67 .72 
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Interrater Reliability. A Japanese teacher of the English language with an 

M.A. in Teaching English to the Speakers of Other Language (TESOL) from an 

American university and who is a Japanese-English bilingual and I scored the 

translation tests. We worked together when evaluating the responses. When we 

disagreed, we discussed the item until we came to an agreement. A correct answer 

was awarded a score of 2, answers demonstrating partial knowledge were scored 1, 

and wrong answers received 0. 

 

Descriptive Statistics 

The descriptive statistics for the immediate and delayed posttests are shown 

in this section. I first report the descriptive statistics of the general tendencies of the 

scores of the translation test, the difficult multiple-choice test, and the easy 

multiple-choice test, regardless of the high involvement load and the low 

involvement load. Then, the differences in the three tests between the high and low 

involvement load are described. The results of the translation test are investigated 

to compare the three levels of vocabulary knowledge (no knowledge, partial 

knowledge, full knowledge) measured by the test. 
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Scores From the Three Tests. The difficult multiple-choice test, the easy 

multiple-choice test, and the translation test were designed to measure three levels 

of lexical knowledge. The translation test required the highest knowledge because 

it is a productive test; thus, it was expected to produce the lowest scores. The 

difficult multiple-choice test was expected to produce the second lowest scores, and 

the easy multiple-choice test, which was designed to be the easiest test, was 

expected to produce the highest scores. Table 14 and Figure 7 show the comparison 

of the means of the scores for the three tests. The participants’ average score on the 

immediate and delayed difficult multiple-choice tests were approximately 1.5 times 

higher than those on the translation tests. Furthermore, the scores on the easy 

multiple-choice test were about twice those of the translation test on both the 

immediate and delayed posttests. Regardless of which task the participants engaged 

in and which time the participants took the tests, the hypothesized order of 

difficulty was confirmed. 
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Table 14. Descriptive Statistics for the Three Immediate and Delayed Vocabulary 

Tests 

 Immediate test  Delayed test 

 HIL  LIL  HIL  LIL 

Test M SD  M SD  M SD  M SD 

Tran 5.20 3.09  4.22 3.13  4.49 2.91  3.78 2.90 

DMC 7.33 3.09  7.39 2.94  7.28 3.00  7.20 2.88 

EMC 9.52 2.79  8.94 2.98  9.20 2.69  8.69 2.97 

Note. HIL = the high involvement load; LIL = the low involvement load. Tran = 

the translation test; DMC = the difficult multiple-choice test; EMC = the easy 

multiple-choice test. 

 

  

Figure 7. Comparison of four conditions in the three test scores. HIL = the high 

involvement load; LIL = the low involvement load. Tran = the translation test; 

DMC = the difficult multiple-choice test; EMC = the easy multiple-choice test. 
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Differences Between the Two Levels of the Involvement Load. Table 14 

and Figure 7 show the differences in the three test scores between the two tasks (the 

high involvement load vs. the low involvement load) and the timing of the test 

administration (the immediate test vs. the delayed test). In Figure 7, the scores on 

the x-axis are from the translation test, the difficult multiple-choice test, and the 

easy multiple-choice test. In each group, there are four scores reflecting the 

differences of the learning conditions and time the tests were given; the order of the 

tests scores are: immediate test scores for the group with the high involvement load 

task, the immediate test scores for the group with the low involvement load task, 

the delayed test scores for the high involvement load task, and the delayed test 

scores for the low involvement load. 

As hypothesized, more words were learned with the high involvement load 

task than with the low involvement load task as shown by the translation tests and 

the easy multiple-choice tests, regardless of the timing of the test. More words were 

learned with the high involvement load as indicated by the difficult multiple-choice 

test on the delayed test; however, for the immediate difficult multiple-choice test 

the scores for the high involvement load condition are lower than those on the low 
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involvement load condition. 

The descriptive statistics indicated that the difference between the two 

conditions was the largest on the translation test and second largest on the easy 

multiple-choice test. An additional finding was that the difference between the two 

conditions decreased on the delayed tests. The mean score of the high involvement 

load was 5.20 out of 12 points while that of the low involvement load was 4.22; the 

difference was .98. The difference between the two conditions on the delayed 

translation test was .71, which was smaller than that on the immediate test. The 

high involvement group scored an average of 4.49 out of 12 points, and the low 

involvement group scored 3.78. The differences in the mean scores between the 

two involvement load conditions for the easy multiple-choice tests were .58 for the 

immediate test and .51 for the delayed test. Again, there were smaller differences in 

the delayed easy multiple-choice test between the two conditions. 

The difference in the difficult multiple-choice tests between the two 

conditions was negligible. The mean score of the high involvement condition on 

the immediate tests was 7.33 out of 12 points, and that of the low involvement 

condition was 7.39. Likewise, the mean score of the higher involvement load was 
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7.28 and that of the low involvement load was 7.20 on the delayed test. Although 

the participants correctly answered approximately one third of the items, neither the 

amount of involvement load nor the timing of the test administration influenced the 

difficult multiple-choice test scores as much as they did the translation test and easy 

multiple-choice results. 

 

 Translation Test Scores. The translation scores differed from the difficult 

multiple-choice test and the easy multiple-choice test because the translation test 

was scored using three levels of vocabulary knowledge: 0 = no knowledge; 1 = 

partial knowledge; 2 = full knowledge. Tables 15 and 16 show the overall 

distributions of the three levels of knowledge, and the differences in the 

distributions across the 12 target words. Table 15 shows the general tendency on 

the immediate translation test. As shown in the mean of frequency and percentage 

in the last two rows, in terms of the high involvement load graphic organizers, the 

largest number of participants (52.8%) scored zero, the second largest group 

(39.3%) scored two, and the smallest number (7.9%) received one point. The 

participants responded similarly to the words they learned with the low 
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involvement load graphic organizers. However, more participants showed no 

knowledge and fewer indicated that they had full knowledge. Additionally, as 

shown in Table 15, the distribution of the scores differed depending on the target 

word. For instance, a relatively large number of participants gained precise 

knowledge of downpour (79.2% = full-knowledge) and wicket (75.2% = full 

knowledge) with the high involvement load graphic organizer. Accordingly, partial 

learning and zero learning for those words made up a very small percentage. On the 

contrary, only 18.8% had full knowledge of nag on the same test. The same 

tendencies were seen in the high involvement load and the low involvement load 

graphic organizers. 

Table 16 indicates the same trends on the delayed translation test. In the 

high and low involvement conditions, approximately 60% of the participants had 

acquired no knowledge of the target words, 10% gained partial knowledge, and 

approximately 30% had full knowledge. The results indicated that the levels of 

acquired knowledge differed greatly depending on the target word. The participants’ 

partial knowledge is explored below when answering research question 3.  
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Table 15. Score Distribution of Target Words in the Immediate Translation Test 

 High involvement load  Low involvement load 

Word 0 1 2  0 1 2 

appalling 
101 5 43  87 12 43 

67.8% 3.4% 28.9%  61.3% 8.5% 30.3% 

detour 
84 3 55  93 0 56 

59.2% 2.1% 38.7%  62.4% 0.0% 37.6% 

downpour 
25 6 118  28 7 107 

16.8% 4.0% 79.2%  19.7% 4.9% 75.4% 

fret 
102 4 36  111 3 35 

71.8% 2.8% 25.4%  74.5% 2.0% 23.5% 

gulp 
88 27 34  98 14 30 

59.1% 18.1% 22.8%  69.0% 9.9% 21.1% 

jittery 
93 8 41  117 6 26 

65.5% 5.6% 28.9%  78.5% 4.0% 17.4% 

nag 
94 27 28  105 25 12 

63.1% 18.1% 18.8%  73.9% 17.6% 8.5% 

nimble 
93 3 53  105 5 32 

62.4% 2.0% 35.6%  73.9% 3.5% 22.5% 

nitpicker 
72 43 27  83 38 28 

50.7% 30.3% 19.0%  55.7% 25.5% 18.8% 

robust 
57 6 79  89 6 54 

40.1% 4.2% 55.6%  59.7% 4.0% 36.2% 

sulk 
80 0 62  106 1 42 

56.3% 0.0% 43.7%  71.1% 0.7% 28.2% 

wicket 
31 6 112  47 10 85 

20.8% 4.0% 75.2%  33.1% 7.0% 59.9% 

MOF 76.67 11.50 57.33  89.08 10.58 45.83 

MOP 52.8% 7.9% 39.3%  61.1% 7.3% 31.6% 

Note. 0 = no knowledge; 1 = partial knowledge; 2 = full knowledge. MOF = mean 

of frequency; MOP = mean of percentage. 
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Table 16. Score Distribution of Target Words in the Delayed Translation Test 

 High involvement load  Low involvement load 

Word 0 1 2  0 1 2 

appalling 
106 13 30  105 13 24 

71.1% 8.7% 20.1%  73.9% 9.2% 16.9% 

detour 
78 21 43  95 13 41 

54.9% 14.8% 30.3%  63.8% 8.7% 27.5% 

downpour 
19 12 118  29 20 93 

12.8% 8.1% 79.2%  20.4% 14.1% 65.5% 

fret 
118 6 18  124 4 21 

83.1% 4.2% 12.7%  83.2% 2.7% 14.1% 

gulp 
91 27 31  91 28 23 

61.1% 18.1% 20.8%  64.1% 19.7% 16.2% 

jittery 
100 15 27  122 9 18 

70.4% 10.6% 19.0%  81.9% 6.0% 12.1% 

nag 
109 23 17  113 16 13 

73.2% 15.4% 11.4%  79.6% 11.3% 9.2% 

nimble 
99 5 45  108 2 32 

66.4% 3.4% 30.2%  76.1% 1.4% 22.5% 

nitpicker 
82 41 19  91 34 24 

57.7% 28.9% 13.4%  61.1% 22.8% 16.1% 

robust 
76 8 58  98 6 45 

53.5% 5.6% 40.8%  65.8% 4.0% 30.2% 

sulk 
89 3 50  106 0 43 

62.7% 2.1% 35.2%  71.1% 0.0% 28.9% 

wicket 
33 12 104  36 11 95 

22.1% 8.1% 69.8%  25.4% 7.7% 66.9% 

MOF 83.33 15.50 46.67  93.17 13.00 39.33 

MOP 57.8% 10.7% 31.9%  63.9% 9.0% 27.2% 

Note. 0 = no knowledge; 1 = partial knowledge; 2 = full knowledge. MOF = mean 

of frequency; MOP = mean of percentage. 
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MANOVAs and ANOVAs 

Repeated-Measures MANOVA Results. A repeated-measures MANOVA 

was performed to see if there were significant differences in the task and time 

factors. The independent variables were vocabulary learning task (the high 

involvement load task and the low involvement load task) and time (the immediate 

and the delayed posttest). The dependent variables were the scores for the three 

vocabulary tests (the translation test, the easy multiple-choice test, and the difficult 

multiple-choice test). 

The results indicated significant main effects for task, F(1, 578) = 6.44, p 

< .001, η
2
 = .048, and time, F(1, 578) = 10.08, p < .001, η

2
 = .050. There was no 

significant interaction between task and time, F(1,578) = 0.62, p > .05. The 

findings thus indicated that the high involvement load task was superior to the low 

involvement load task and that the scores on the vocabulary tests decreased 

significantly on the delayed test. For both main effects, the effect sizes were small, 

indicating that other factors contribute to explaining word retention in this study. 
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Repeated-Measures ANOVA Results. Because the MANOVA was 

significant, a mixed analysis of variance (ANOVA) was performed on the three 

dependent variables: the translation test, the difficult multiple-choice test, and the 

easy multiple-choice test. The independent variables were task (two levels) and 

time (two levels: immediate and delayed). Task type was the between-subject factor 

and time was the within-subject factor. 

Table 17 shows the effects of the high involvement load and the low 

involvement load tasks and the mixed ANOVA test results for the translation test. 

The main effect for task was significant, F(1, 580) = 14.72, p < .01, η
2
 = 0.25 as 

was the main effect for time, F(1,580) = 24.35, p < .01, η
2
 = 040. There was no 

interaction between the task and time factors, F(1, 580) = 1.42, p > .05. Therefore, 

the participants who used the graphic organizers with the high involvement load 

performed significantly better than those who used the other type of the graphic 

organizers. 

Table 18 shows the mixed ANOVA results for the difficult multiple-choice 

test. The results indicated that there was no significant difference because of task, 

F(1, 580) = 1.82, p >.05, η
2
 = 0.03, no significant difference due to time, F(1, 580) 
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= 0.89, p >.05, η
2
 = 0.04, and no significant interaction between task and time, F(1, 

580) = 1.62, p >.05. 

 

Table 17. Analysis of Variance for Vocabulary Retention in the Translation Test 

Source df SS MS F 

Between subjects 

   Task 1 208.81 208.81 14.72
** 

   Error 580 8,226.58 14.18  

Within subjects 

   Time 1 96.41 96.41 24.35
** 

   Task x Time 1 5.64 5.64 1.42 

   Error 580 2,296.45 3.96  

Note. Task = the high involvement load task and the low involvement load; Time = 

the immediate posttest and the delayed posttest. 
** 

p < .01. 

 

Table 18. Analysis of Variance for the Difficult Multiple-Choice Test 

Source df SS MS F 

Between subjects 

   Task 1 26.61 26.61 1.82
 

   Error 580 8,497.35 14.65  

Within subjects 

   Time 1 3.97 3.97 0.89
 

   Task x Time 1 7.27 7.27 1.62 

   Error 580 2,596.76 4.48  

Note. Task = the high involvement load task and the low involvement load task; 

Time = the immediate posttest and the delayed posttest. 
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Table 19 shows the results for the mixed ANOVA results for the tasks (high 

involvement load task and the low involvement load task) and time (immediate and 

delayed) for the easy multiple-choice test. There was significant main effect for 

task, F(1,580) = 7.04, p <.01, η
2
 = 0.12, and time, F(1, 580) = 5.88, p < .05, η

2
 = 

0.10. There was no significant interaction between task and time, F(1, 580) = 0.07, 

p >.05. The participants who studied the target words using the high involvement 

load graphic organizer task scored significantly higher than those who used the low 

involvement load graphic organizer task. 

 

Table 19. Analysis of Variance for the Easy Multiple-Choice Test 

Source df SS MS F 

Between subjects 

   Task 1 86.88 86.88 7.04
** 

   Error 580 7,158.19 12.34  

Within subjects 

   Time 1 23.67 23.67 5.88
* 

   Task x Time 1 0.28 0.28 0.07 

   Error 580 2,334.05 4.02  

Note. Task = the high involvement load task and the low involvement load task; 

Time = the immediate posttest and the delayed posttest. 

* 
p < .05. 

** 
p < .01. 
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Research Question 3: Three Vocabulary Tests 

The third research question asked, “To what degree do the three vocabulary 

tests measure different levels of vocabulary knowledge?” The three vocabulary 

tests were the translation test, the difficult multiple-choice test, and the easy 

multiple-choice test, which were intended to measure different levels of knowledge. 

 

Three Levels of Knowledge on the Translation Test 

The translation test results in Table 15 and Table 16 indicate the three levels 

of vocabulary knowledge (no knowledge, partial knowledge, and full knowledge) 

gained through engaging with the graphic organizer vocabulary learning tasks. The 

general trends in the immediate and delayed tests were explored previously. 

Therefore, here it is worth noting the distribution of the three levels of vocabulary 

knowledge, with the focus on the partial learning reflected in the translation test. 

Figure 8 makes it clear that little partial knowledge was measured by the 

translation tests. The distributions of the three levels of knowledge (no knowledge, 

partial knowledge, and full knowledge) indicate that the partial learning revealed in 

the translation test used for the current research was not influenced by the high and 
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low involvement load tasks or the timing of the test (immediate or delayed). As 

shown in Tables 15 and 16, partial knowledge of the target words was obtained by 

an average of 7.9% of the participants who engaged with the high involvement load 

task and 7.3% of the participants who engaged with the low involvement load task. 

Likewise, the figures indicating the acquisition of partial knowledge on the delayed 

test were small; 10.7% for the high involvement load task and 9.0% for the low 

involvement load task. 

 

Figure 8. Distribution of the three levels of knowledge in the translation test. 0 = no 

knowledge; 1 = partial knowledge; 2 = full knowledge. HIL = the high involvement 

load, LIL = the low involvement load. 
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low involvement load graphic organizer and the word sulk with the high 

involvement load graphic organizer on the immediate test and the low involvement 

load graphic organizer on the delayed posttest received partial credit. More than 

10% of the participants received partial credit on only five out of 24 cases (see 

Table 15). More participants received partial points on the delayed test. For 

example, in eight out of 24 cases, more than 10% received partial credit. However, 

the figure is still small when we think of the scores on the multiple-choice tests, 

which were also thought to measure partial knowledge (see Table 16). 

 

Combinations of Vocabulary Test Scores 

I categorized the combinations of three vocabulary test scores in order to 

divide them into expected and unexpected combinations and counted the 

frequencies to explore the general trends of the test scores. The translation test 

items were scored as: two points, one point, or zero points while those in the 

multiple-tests were either two points or one point. This results in 12 combinations 

of the three vocabulary tests. All 12 combinations were categorized into expected 

or unexpected combinations. The 12 combinations were labeled Type A to Type L. 
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Five expected combinations existed, and each was labeled Type A, Type B, 

Type C, Type D, or Type E (see Table 20). The easy multiple-choice test requires 

the least knowledge, and it should therefore receive the highest score. It should be 

followed by the difficult multiple-choice test, which required more knowledge than 

the easy multiple-choice test, and the translation test, which was hypothesized to be 

the most difficult of the three tests. 

Table 20 indicates the listing of the five expected combinations that match 

the levels of knowledge on the tests. In the first row, the three tests are listed in the 

order of anticipated easiness (the easy multiple-choice test, the difficult multiple-

choice test, and the translation test). Each row represents anticipated scores: two 

points for full knowledge, one point for partial knowledge, and zero points for no 

knowledge. For example, type A shows two points for the easy multiple-choice test, 

two points for the difficult multiple-choice test, and two points for the translation 

test. The scores are shown in the second, third, and fourth columns. The translation 

test items were scored 0 (no knowledge), 1 (partial knowledge), or 2 (full 

knowledge). The fifth column lists the hypothesized order of the three tests. 
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Table 20. Five Sets of Expected Combinations of the Three Test Scores 

Type EMC DMC Trans Condition 

A 2 2 2 EMC = DMC = Translation 

B 0 0 0 EMC = DMC = Translation 

C 2 2 0 EMC = DMC > Translation 

D 2 2 1 EMC = DMC > Translation 

E 2 0 0 EMC > DMC = Translation 

Note. EMC = the easy multiple-choice test; DMC = the difficult multiple-choice 

test; Trans = the translation test. Condition = comparison of the three test scores. 

The multiple-choice test items were scored 0 or 2. The translation test items were 

scored 0, 1, or 2. 

 

Table 21 shows the unexpected combinations for the three tests. Even when 

the participants had scores of zero on the easy multiple-choice test, they sometimes 

had either a partially correct or a correct answer on one or both of other two tests in 

Types F, G, H, I, and J. There were cases where the scores were zero on the 

difficult multiple-choice test, yet they scored one point on the translation test or 

two points on the easy multiple-choice test and the translation test as shown in 

Types K and L. 
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Table 21. Seven Sets of Unexpected Combinations of the Three Test Scores 

Type EMC DMC Tran Condition 

F 0 0 1 EMC = DMC < Translation 

G 0 0 2 EMC = DMC < Translation 

H 0 2 0 EMC = Translation < DMC 

I 0 2 1 EMC < Translation < DMC 

J 0 2 2 EMC < DMC = Translation 

K 2 0 1 DMC < Translation < EMC 

L 2 0 2 DMC < EMC = Translation 

Note. EMC = the easy multiple-choice test; DMC = the difficult multiple-choice 

test; Tran = the translation test. Condition = comparison of the three test scores. 

The multiple-choice test items were scored 0 or 2. The translation test items were 

scored 0, 1, or 2. 

 

Expected and Unexpected Counts and Percentages 

Table 22 shows the number of answers that displayed anticipated and 

unanticipated results. Although the percentage differed from each word, ten out of 

twelve words displayed the expected combinations on the immediate and delayed  

tests 80% of the time or more. The two words whose expected combinations were 

below 80% were sulk and nitpicker. Wicket had the highest percentage of expected 

results; 93.15% on the immediate test and 94.15% on the delayed test. The lowest 

number of expected combinations was found for nitpicker; 170 out of 291 (58.42%) 

on the immediate test, and 182 (62.42%) on the delayed test. 
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Table 22. Expected and Unexpected Frequencies and Percentages of the 

Combinations of the Three Tests 

 Immediate  Delayed 

 Expected  Unexpected  Expected  Unexpected 

Word CNT PCT  CNT PCT  CNT PCT  CNT PCT 

appalling 249 85.57  42 14.43  254 87.29  37 12.71 

detour 258 88.66  33 11.34  267 91.75  24 8.25 

downpour 254 87.29  37 12.71  263 90.38  28 9.62 

fret 246 84.54  45 15.46  252 86.60  39 13.40 

gulp 259 89.00  32 11.00  263 90.38  28 9.62 

jittery 235 80.76  56 19.24  245 84.19  46 15.81 

nag 248 85.22  43 14.78  242 83.16  49 16.84 

nimble 255 87.63  36 12.37  261 89.69  30 10.31 

nitpicker 170 58.42  121 41.58  182 62.54  109 37.46 

robust 239 82.13  52 17.87  251 86.25  40 13.75 

sulk 223 76.63  68 23.37  230 79.04  61 20.96 

wicket 271 93.13  20 6.87  275 94.50  16 5.50 

Note. CNT = count of the combination; PCT = percent of the combination. 

 

Figure 9 displays of the expected combinations of the three tests given 

immediately and one week after the task was completed. The x-axis lists the target 

words. The y-axis is the percentage of the frequency of expected combinations of 

target words. The proportion of the expected combination was higher on the 

delayed tests than on the immediate tests. 
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Figure 9. Percentage of expected combinations for scores on the three tests. 
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than other target words. The word wicket was easy to remember due to the sound of 

ticket wicket in a sample sentence, while the word downpour was analyzed into 

word parts (down and pour). 

 

Figure 10. Frequency for expected results in the immediate test. 
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Figure 11. Frequency for expected results in the delayed test. 

 

Figures 12 and 13 show the frequency of the types of unexpected 
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translation test when they took the tests immediately and one week after the task 

completion. The second common pattern was L pattern, where the learners scored 2 

points on the translation and the easy multiple-choice test. In the K and L pattern, 

the learners scored 0 points in the difficult multiple-choice test. This graph shows 

why the word nitpicker did not match the expected result. In 68 of 291 cases on the 

immediate tests, the easy multiple-choice test item was 2 and the difficult multiple-

choice test item was 0, but the translation test result was 1. The informal interview 

with some participants and the examination of the distracters revealed that the 

distracters on the difficult multiple-choice test were too difficult. 
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Figure 12. Frequency for unexpected results in the immediate test. 
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Figure 13. Frequency for unexpected results in the delayed test. 
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CHAPTER 5 

DISCUSSION 

In the first section of this chapter, I explore the learning processes the 

participants engaged in while using the two types of graphic organizers. Next, I 

focus on the qualitative and statistical differences for the vocabulary test scores 

between the two conditions. In the third section, I examine the measurement of 

three levels of vocabulary knowledge with the three vocabulary tests. Lastly, I 

discuss the theoretical and pedagogical implications of the findings. 

 

Learning Processes 

The first research question asked what learning processes the participants 

used when engaging in the graphic organizer tasks. The audio-recorded data were 

analyzed to determine the general processes. After discussing the participants’ 

general tendencies, L1 sentence writing with an L2 target word embedded in the L1 

sentence, the observable signs of learning, and the use of graphic organizers are 

considered from cognitive, motivational, and practical points of view. 
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General Approaches to the Graphic Organizer Task 

The graphic organizers included (a) a target word, (b) a sample sentence, (c) 

a meaning of the target word, (d) two associated words, and (e) an original sentence 

produced by the students or copying a provided sentence for the high involvement 

load task, or a second sample sentence for the low involvement load treatment. The 

graphic organizer vocabulary tasks did not trigger as much task-induced 

involvement load, deep processing, or elaboration as expected. The search index for 

the high and low involvement load tasks were moderate (search index 2) because 

the participants chose a correct meaning of a target word. The task did not require a 

significant amount of mental work for the search task because the distracters were 

obviously incorrect. 

The participants frequently consulted each other about their familiarity with 

the target word and they tried to read the word aloud. They then translated the 

sample sentences and chose the correct meaning, or correct associated English 

word from the two available choices. They filled in all the cells, yet the intention to 

encourage vocabulary learning through rich instruction did not occur. Ideally, there 

should have been situations in which the learners thought actively about the 
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meaning, usages, and relationships among the words, as this would have been 

evidence of rich, explicit instruction (Beck, McKeown, & Kucan, 2008). 

Throughout the graphic organizer activity, the participants’ discussions 

were carried out in Japanese. They took turns filling in each cell, and each partner 

contributed to the discussion equally. They completed the first two graphic 

organizers somewhat slowly, but their pace then accelerated. Sometimes, the 

students became involved in digressions, and this occasionally went on for quite 

some time before they returned to the task. 

In the discussions, the participants’ learning processes were not particularly 

deep. This was true with the high involvement load task as well as the low 

involvement task. Although they generally stayed on task, they did not talk about 

word parts, parts of speech, or sentence level grammar. The discussions were 

focused on filling in the cells rather than learning the target word and their 

discussions did not go beyond the task requirements. The participants talked most 

when engaging with the graphic organizer for the high involvement load task. This 

finding suggests that tasks that are more challenging are more beneficial because 

they require more thought and, in some cases, more interaction. Deep processing is 
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based on cognitively and motivationally stimulating tasks that present a challenge 

to the learners. 

The results of the exploration of the learning processing in the qualitative 

study raise issues concerning the measurement of depth of processing proposed in 

the levels of processing hypothesis (Craik & Lockhart, 1972; Craik & Tulving, 

1975), which posits that deeper processing brings about better memory traces. The 

difficulty involved in measuring depth of processing was one of the criticisms of 

the hypothesis (Baddeley, Eysenck, & Anderson, 2009). Because of this difficulty, 

depth of processing was assessed qualitatively in the current study; the contents of 

the pair discussions and the students’ behavior during the vocabulary learning tasks 

can indicate the depth of processing to a degree. For example, attending to a variety 

of aspects of the target vocabulary beyond filling in the cells in the graphic 

organizers was one indicator of depth of processing. 

 

Writing a Sample Sentence in the L1 with a Target Word 

Writing an original sentence in the L1 with a target word, which was one of 

the requirements in the high involvement load task, seemed to be more effective 
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both cognitively and motivationally than the L2 sentence-writing task. In this task, 

the participants wrote original sentences in Japanese and embedded the target 

English word in the sentence. As the involvement load hypothesis (Laufer & 

Hulstijn, 2001) includes cognitive and motivational aspects, both are important 

factors for optimal vocabulary learning outcomes. 

First, I discuss cognitive aspect of the L1 sentence-writing task with a target 

word. The task promoted the creation of connections between the word’s form and 

meaning because the participants could focus their attention on the meaning of the 

target word and avoid cognitive overload. The participants repeatedly stated that 

they could learn the meanings of the target words better because they did not have 

to generate grammar and additional lexis when composing the original L1 sentence. 

This might have led to a strong form-meaning connection, as the participants were 

not distracted and they were able to concentrate on the target words while 

constructing the sentences. As low proficiency learners are frequently asked to deal 

with more aspects of the L2 for L2 sentence writing tasks, their attention is 

dispersed in multiple directions, and this can cause them to pay less attention to the 

target word, which in turn reduces the likelihood of acquiring the word. 
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Despite the potential benefits of the task, writing sentences entirely in the 

target language is not necessarily feasible for low proficiency learners, especially 

those studying in EFL contexts who have few opportunities to write in the L2 and 

who are not exposed to the target language outside of the classroom. One 

interpretation of the previous studies of the involvement load hypothesis might be 

related to the problems of cognitive overload from L2 sentence writing. In 

Keating’s (2008) study, beginning learners of Spanish who wrote original sentences 

did not outperform those who did a fill-in-the blank exercise on the immediate and 

delayed passive vocabulary tests and delayed active tests. The reason for this result 

might be that L2 sentence writing was so demanding that the learners were unable 

to process the form-meaning connection while writing the L2 sentence. Folse 

(2006) also reported that ESL learners studying in an American university did not 

learn more target vocabulary by engaging in a sentence writing exercise than by 

engaging in three fill-in-blank-exercises. Even though the participants in Folse’s 

study were more advanced than those in Keating’s study and this study and they 

had regular contact with the target language, it is possible that they were 

cognitively overwhelmed by the sentence writing activity. 
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Laufer and Hulstijn (2001) and Hulstijn and Laufer (2001) assert that the 

highest evaluation index is evaluation of target words, and, therefore, it is 

hypothesized to be the most effective task among the three levels of the evaluation. 

Thus, the five previous researchers (Folse, 2006; Hulstijn & Laufer, 2001; Keating, 

2008; Kim, 2008) designed their tasks to make the participants use the target words 

in original sentences for the highest involvement load condition. On the contrary, in 

this study, it appears that sentence writing in the L2 can be so demanding that it 

might keep learners from acquiring new vocabulary words, at least in the short run. 

The use of the L1 for sentence writing with L2 target words was also more 

effective in that the participants were able to write sentences characterized by 

higher generation (Joe, 1995, 1998). For lower proficiency learners and EFL 

learners who are unaccustomed to producing sentences in the L2, the use of the L1 

allows them to produce original sentences that draw on their schema and 

conceptual system in ways that are unlikely to be matched by a sample sentence 

provided by the teacher or materials developer. This relatively strong relationship 

with the learners’ schema means that it is more likely that the target word will be 

retained in memory. Joe demonstrated this effect in her work with L2 sentence 
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writing. Writing original L2 sentences that differ considerably from sample 

sentences is difficult for low proficiency learners because the task typically requires 

knowledge of other lexis and morpho-syntactic rules. Using the L1 with the target 

language word allows learners to more easily produce sentences involving 

generative use. Sentences that the learners produced in the studies by Folse (2006), 

Keating (2008), Kim (2008), and Hulstijn and Laufer (2001) were not mentioned; 

therefore, their degree of generation is unknown. The lower proficiency learners in 

Keating’s study possibly produced L2 sentences characterized by low generation 

due to their limited language skills; it is possible that the learners in the other 

studies might have done likewise, except for those in Hulstijn and Laufer study, as 

they we at a proficiency level that allowed them to write a composition. 

As low proficiency participants are likely to feel that they cannot adequately 

handle L2 sentence-writing tasks, L1 sentence-writing task can also be beneficial in 

terms of motivation. The participants reported that they enjoyed the task, they 

thought that the task was useful for learning new words, and they felt confident in 

their ability to write sentences in the L1. Furthermore, the participants were able to 

use their imagination and have a sense of control over the language when creating 
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the sentence. The questionnaire results also indicated that the participants enjoyed 

the high involvement load task (M = 4.07) more than the low involvement load task 

(M = 2.80). Similarly, the mean of the perceived usefulness for the high 

involvement load task was 3.99, while that of the low involvement load task was 

2.98 on the 5-point scale. It is possible that the sense of enjoyment and usefulness 

the participants felt in L1 writing promoted retention of the target vocabulary. If 

they had been concerned with grammatical rules and producing other vocabulary to 

produce sentences in the L2, the task might have been less motivating. 

A practical consideration should be added to these cognitive and 

motivational issues when considering the L1 writing task. If foreign language 

learners produce original L1 sentences in which they embed an L2 target word, 

they can be more independent from the teacher and repeatedly practice and process 

the form-meaning connection. However, such students might not be confident in 

the accuracy of their original sentences, so they might need to consult with their 

teachers and receive feedback. In addition, Folse (2006) stated that writing original 

L2 sentences is time consuming and therefore it is not possible to produce as many 

sentences containing the target word in a certain amount of time compared with 
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other tasks. L1 sentence writing solves these problems and provides language 

learners with opportunities for independent vocabulary learning, from the cognitive 

and motivational dimensions, while not requiring a great deal of time. If language 

learners are exposed to the target word through listening, speaking, reading, and 

writing tasks after making a reasonably strong form-meaning connection through 

writing L2 vocabulary embedded in L1 sentences, they can continue the process of 

acquiring further knowledge about the target words. 

The involvement load hypothesis rates L2 sentence writing as producing the 

highest degree of evaluation, which leads to a high probability of vocabulary 

retention, and it has gained partial or full empirical support from studies by Keating 

(2008), Kim (2008), and Hulstijn and Laufer (2001). However, based on the current 

research, L1 sentence writing deserves more attention in terms of motivational and 

cognitive aspects of the involvement load and generative use, especially when the 

language learners are studying in an EFL environment and are not proficient in the 

target language. Such students frequently do not have sufficient contact with the 

target language and are not accustomed to writing L2 sentences. 
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Observable Signs of Learning 

One of the questions that teachers should ask is “what are the observable 

signs that learning might occur?” These observable signs of learning indicate 

necessary psychological conditions that lead to vocabulary learning (Nation, 2001). 

I classified these signs found in the current study into cognitive-oriented and 

motivational-oriented domains. The obvious observable signs of learning from the 

cognitive-oriented domain were: 

1. staying on task and focusing on the target word exclusively, 

2. developing the discussion so that several properties of the target words were 

covered. 

3. writing original sentences whose content and grammatical features differ from 

previously encountered sentences (i.e., generative use, Joe, 1995, 1998). 

These observable signs of learning can be preconditions for increasing the task-

induced involvement load. 

Unlike the signs mentioned above, the use of the L1 was an observable sign 

of learning in this study, as that is when the learners had meaningful discussions 

about the target vocabulary and engaged in the cognitive processing necessary for 
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vocabulary acquisition, This was clearest when the participants talked about 

various aspects of words, such as their grammatical properties, connotations, and 

collocations. The use of the L1 allowed the learners to talk about topics that 

required higher cognitive demands than they could handle during L2 discussion. 

On the other hand, a disadvantage of using the L1 was that it was easy to be side-

tracked during discussions in the L1, and this did not bring about learning. 

The exclusive use of the L2 fosters cognitive demands in terms of language 

use, but the learners’ oral English proficiency constrains what they can discuss in 

the L2. Exposure to and the productive use of the target language per se is not 

always the way to achieve optimal results, and in some cases, language learners can 

efficiently learn about the L2 during L1 discussions. One simple example of the 

effective use of the L1 is seen when learners translate or explain the properties of 

unfamiliar L2 words using the L1. Learning can be enhanced when properties of 

the target words are discussed, as they can easily and quickly digest the knowledge 

of the words and engage in an activity with a high evaluation index. If I had 

required the participants in the current study to discuss only in English, they would  
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have been silent or would have exchanged “telegraphic” messages in which they 

string simple lexis together with little syntax. 

A set of observable signs of learning from the motivation-oriented domain 

was the reasonably even spread of participation by the learners, and it was also 

revealed in their facial expressions and remarks. The parameters of the task played 

an important role in that it motivated the participants to engage in the task. The 

students frequently smiled and laughed, and made interesting, unexpected remarks 

about the task content; these behaviors might have been indicators of task 

engagement and constitute another observable sign of learning. The participants 

stated that they liked the graphic organizer vocabulary task during and after the task. 

The observable signs that learning might occur were closely related to 

learning processes that were investigated in the qualitative study. The observable 

signs listed previously were good indicators of task-induced involvement load. 

These can help teachers judge students’ level of task involvement. Identifying and 

recognizing observable signs do not require much preparation and time, yet when 

they form one part of in-class assessment they can benefit to teachers and learners. 

These observable signs that learning might be occurring are simple versions of 
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what is found in the qualitative data of learning processes. As long as teachers 

investigate the learning processes by closely observing what occurs during tasks 

and thereby ensure that the observable signs of learning are valid, the observable 

learning processes function as indicators of learning in the classroom. 

Observable signs of learning should be complemented with the assessment 

of learning outcomes. In the present study, observable signs of learning were not 

seen as often as hoped, and the quantitative results confirmed this. Although 

teachers can subjectively consider whether a task is effective in terms of the 

involvement load, obtaining objective measures helps them to better understand the 

reliability of their observations. 

 

The Effectiveness and Potential of Graphic Organizers 

Graphic Organizers in the Current Study 

Research question 1c asked whether graphic organizers are useful for 

vocabulary learning. First, the qualitative and quantitative data are described and 

interpreted, and then theoretical and practical considerations, which include both 

cognitive and motivational aspects, are explored. In light of these issues I looked at 
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the features of graphic organizers, deep processing, and the production of graphic 

organizers. 

The qualitative and quantitative studies did not provide unequivocal 

evidence of a high degree of the usefulness of the graphic organizers for vocabulary 

learning. They proved the effectiveness of the graphic organizers to some degree, 

but stronger support is needed to show the usefulness of the graphic organizers in 

classroom contexts. The participants did not talk about the target words from 

various perspectives or as extensively as I had expected, and the learning processes 

they engaged in were not as deep as I had intended. In addition, the mean scores of 

the immediate translation tests (5.20 and 4.20 out of 12.00 for the high and low 

involvement load conditions, respectively) indicated that the participants gained a 

limited amount of productive knowledge as a result of the treatments. 

On the contrary, the scores of the easy multiple-choice tests indicate that the 

graphic organizer tasks were reasonably effective for developing a degree of 

receptive knowledge of the target words; the immediate posttest scores were 9.52 

and 8.94 out of 12.00 and the delayed posttest scores were 9.20 and 8.69 out of 

12.00 for the high and low involvement load tasks, respectively. This means that 
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the participants answered 72.4% or more of the items correctly, regardless of the 

conditions. Considering that the time assigned to each word was 2.5 minutes, the 

participants acquired partial knowledge of the target words reasonably well. It was 

helpful to have bilingual aspects of the graphic organizers for the learners in Ayala 

(1984) and Bahr and Dansereau (2001, 2005). Similarly, in the current study the 

two languages used in the graphic organizers assisted the participants’ learning. 

Several pieces of information about the target words, associated words, and sample 

sentences seemed to promote somewhat rich instruction. 

The effectiveness of the graphic organizers can probably be enhanced if 

further refinements of the cognitive and motivational dimensions are made. The 

improvement involves making the graphic organizers more complex and more 

difficult to complete. The graphic organizer in the current experiment provided 

multiple-choice components to fill blanks with, although this is not a common 

practice for the use of graphic organizers. Asking participants to select a correct 

answer from two choices was not cognitively demanding, particularly because it 

did not require much mental effort to identify a clearly incorrect distracter. 

Therefore, it would be better to write distracters that are closer to the correct 
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answer. Unlike in an experimental situation such as this study, classroom teachers 

can provide a subsequent confirmation session. This confirmation makes it possible 

for the teacher to give closer distracters in regular classroom activities. However, 

one concern with using close distracters is that in a preliminary study, many 

participants stated that they remembered the distracters rather than the target words 

when they were very close to the correct answer. This problem probably occurred 

because the task was so demanding that they could not process the information 

effectively; a moderately demanding task might work well. 

I can suggest two ways to improve graphic organizers to bring about a 

higher level of involvement load. As Stahl and Vancil (1986) and Stahl and Clark 

(1987) demonstrated, graphic organizers are more effective when accompanied by 

discussion. I took advantage of their findings and included discussion in this study. 

However, the depth and quality of the discussion was not as good as I intended; this 

was a crucial problem, as it is the quality of the discussion that promotes the 

cognitive work necessary for vocabulary learning. During the discussion, there 

were times when the participants talked with each other without deeply processing 

the information.  
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Another method of raising the level of involvement load is to increase the 

types of information about the target words. One example is Bik Maps, which Bahr 

and Dansereau (2001) and Bahr and Dansereau (2005) investigated. Bik Maps have 

nine links describing different aspects of the target words: C (characteristic of), T 

(type), P (part of), N (next), I (influences), L (leads to), Ex (example), A (analogous 

to), and Co (comment). Another example is to use the eight techniques suggested 

by Harmon (1998): synonyms, brief descriptions, examples, non-examples, 

rephrasing, repetition, associations, and unique expressions. Using all of these 

aspects is probably not best, as Ayala (1984) recommended selecting materials 

suitable for a particular group of learners when using graphic organizers. The types 

of graphic organizers and information in the graphic organizers need to be carefully 

selected considering the need and wants of the learners from cognitive and 

motivational perspectives so that the graphic organizers can create rich instruction 

and/or deep processing (Sökmen, 1997). 
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Production and Use of Graphic Organizers for Vocabulary Instruction 

Because of the flexibility of graphic organizers themselves and the activities 

that make up graphic organizers, materials developers can provide various degrees 

of the cognitive challenge and manipulate tasks to increase their motivational value. 

The variety of potential features, flexibility, and practicality of graphic organizers 

allow users to make cognitively and motivationally supportive environments. 

The three ways of producing graphic organizers--self-provided, semi-self-

provided, or teacher-provided--support language acquisition for a number of 

reasons. The information classroom teachers provide and the amount of work 

students engage in can be easily adjusted to fit the amount of time allocated for 

graphic organizer tasks. As a result, students can deal with an appropriate amount 

of information; the degree of cognitive demand can be accommodated as needed 

for successful learning outcomes. Graphic organizers can also promote active 

learning, as language learners can play a role in making them. Students can add 

additional information to teacher-provided graphic organizers to produce semi-self-

provided graphic organizers. This feature of graphic organizers allows language 

learners to construct them without worrying about sentence-level syntax because 
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nodes or cells containing words or phrases can be connected with lines. Language 

learners can include a wealth of information about target words, such as 

associations, collocations, and word parts, bilingually or monolingually; such 

information can lead to richer instruction and deeper processing. 

Visually attractive graphic organizers can be made easily with computer 

software, such as Inspiration, Kidspiration, and MindManager. The software 

makes it easy to insert pictures and audio files demonstrating the pronunciation of 

target words, and links to Internet web sites. Varied pieces of information can be 

added to and/or deleted from the original information, and cells are easy to move. 

Thus, computerized graphic organizers can be made to function as interactive tools 

for vocabulary learning (Svenconis, 1994). 

Motivational factors associated with graphic organizers are particularly 

relevant to beginning and pre-intermediate learners, as their motivation to learn can 

be fragile. There are many kinds of graphic organizers, so students can use a variety 

of tasks that are appropriate to their particular proficiency level. For instance, 

beginning and pre-intermediate learners can work on tasks that do not require the 

production of complete sentences; they can focus on important lexical goals while 
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not being distracted by the grammar needed for sentence writing. In addition, the 

use of pictures and the L1 can facilitate learners’ task engagement. 

In sum, graphic organizers have the potential to be useful for vocabulary 

learning. However, the graphic organizer in the current study needs to 

accommodate the cognitive and motivational needs. That is to say, the graphic 

organizer needs to be made so that it is a cognitively and motivationally stimulating 

task. This is made possible due to flexible nature of graphic organizers and 

technology for drawing graphic organizers. 

 

Differences Between the Two Involvement Conditions 

Research questions 1b and 2 concern the differences between the two 

involvement load conditions. These questions were answered using both qualitative 

and quantitative approaches. The qualitative and quantitative differences between 

the two involvement load levels are discussed separately first and then the 

combined results are examined. 
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Qualitative Differences Between the Two Conditions 

Research question 1b asked whether there are differences in the learning 

processes between the high and low involvement load graphic organizers. The 

participants talked more in the high involvement load condition because it took 

more time to write an original L1 sentence with an L2 target word embedded in it. 

Writing an original sentence created generative processing, which potentially 

facilitates vocabulary learning (Joe, 1995, 1998). Although I had assumed that the 

participants would refer to the sample sentence and associated words when 

producing original sentences, that was not the case. They wrote the original 

sentences using the meanings of the target words, but they rarely referred to the 

information related to associated words and sample sentences. 

The participants also reported enjoying the high involvement load task more 

than the low involvement load task and perceived the former condition to be more 

useful for vocabulary learning. Although one motivational property, need, is 

hypothesized to positively influence lexical learning in the involvement load 

hypothesis, enjoyment and usefulness as other motivational factors were identified 

during the discussion and informal retrospective interviews. 
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Quantitative Differences Between the Two Conditions 

The second research question asked whether there were any statistically 

significant differences in vocabulary test scores between the high and low 

involvement load graphic organizer conditions. Two of the three tests provided 

evidence supporting the involvement load hypothesis. The independent variables 

were the high and low involvement load conditions and the time of the two test 

administrations, and the dependent variables were the immediate and delayed 

versions of the three vocabulary tests. The high involvement load task yielded 

significantly more word retention than the low involvement load task, as measured 

by the translation test and the easy multiple-choice test (p < .05). The differences 

between the two conditions were observed immediately and one week after the 

experiment. Differences in evaluation influenced word retention, and the results 

supported the findings of Hulstijn and Laufer (2001), Keating (2008), and Kim 

(2008), which showed that the differences between the highest evaluation index 

and the lowest evaluation index influenced the learning of words. As Folse (2006)  
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compared the strong and moderate levels of evaluation, I cannot compare his 

results with the results of the current study. 

Unlike the scores of the translation test and the easy multiple-choice test, 

those of the difficult multiple-choice test did not provide evidence supporting the 

involvement load hypothesis, as no statistically significant difference was found 

between the high and low involvement load tasks. The scores were similar to each 

other, regardless of the condition. This was probably caused by distracters that did 

not work effectively. For the target word nitpicker, one distracter, shitsukoku 

kogoto wo iu hito (people who complain/find fault with annoying persistence), and 

the correct answer, sukoshi no koto ni kuyokuyo suru hito (people who worry about 

unimportant things), were so similar that it was difficult for the participants to 

select the correct answer. The results of the difficult multiple-choice test 

contradicted the studies by Keating (2008), Kim (2008), and Hulstijn and Laufer 

(2001). Results supporting the involvement load hypothesis might have been 

obtained if the difficult multiple-choice test items had been refined. 

However, another possibility is that the participants were unable to choose 

correct answers in the difficult multiple-choice test that need more knowledge than 
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the easy multiple-choice test. Therefore, the difficult multiple-choice test was not 

sensitive to partial learning gained through the graphic organizer vocabulary 

exercise. 

 

Integrated Results From Qualitative and Quantitative Data 

Here, I turn to the integrated results of the qualitative and quantitative 

studies to answer research question 1b, which asked if there were differences in 

learning processes between the high and low involvement load graphic organizers 

condition, and research question 2, which asked to what degree the vocabulary test 

scores between the high and low involvement load graphic organizers differed. 

The qualitative and quantitative results provided results basically consistent 

with the involvement load hypothesis’ prediction that more engagement means 

more learning. The qualitative results revealed that the participants talked longer 

and more extensively during the high involvement load task, compared with the 

low involvement load task, but the difference was small. The difference between 

the two conditions appeared in both the learning processes study and in the 

vocabulary test scores, but the effect of manipulating the level of the evaluation 
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indexes did not exert a strong influence. Both the qualitative and quantitative 

methods of inquiry illuminated the involvement load hypothesis more completely 

than either would have alone; as mentioned in Creswell and Plano Clark (2011), 

this is a strength of mixed method designs. 

It is valuable to discover that the differences between the high and low 

evaluation load revealed different learning processes and different vocabulary 

learning outcomes when false beginners and immediate EFL learners learn 

vocabulary. The current research basically supports the involvement load 

hypothesis; however, the results of the current study suggest that the involvement 

load hypothesis is not universally applicable. Unlike the participants of previous 

direct investigations of the involvement load hypothesis (Hulstijn & Laufer, 2001; 

Keating, 2008; Kim, 2008), the small differences between the high and low 

involvement load graphic organizers demonstrate that the participants in the current 

study did not respond as the involvement load predicts. 

Three factors in the current study likely influenced the results, which 

contradicted the results of Hulstijn and Laufer (2001), Kim (2008), and Keating 

(2008). First, the participants of the current study were not as advanced as the 
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learners in Folse (2006), Kim, and Hulstijn and Laufer’s studies, which might be a 

reason for the small impact of the evaluation index. The participants in Hulstijn and 

Laufer’s study were advanced proficiency students. Kim and Folse’s participants 

were nearly ready to being their undergraduate university studies or university 

students. In Keating’s study, the evaluation factor was also a determinant of 

vocabulary learning outcomes when the language learners were beginning Spanish 

language learners studying in an American university, but I assume that these 

students had more advantageous language learning situations than the Japanese 

university students in the current study, as explained below. 

Second, language distance might explain the results derived from the 

participants in Keating’s (2008) study, who responded to the highest evaluation 

task well. Although beginning learners participated in Keating’s study, as in the 

current study, there is far more language distance between Japanese and English 

(genetically unrelated languages), the L1 and L2 of the participants’ in the current 

study, and English and Spanish, the L1 and L2 of the participants in Keating’s 

study; greater distance makes L2 learning more difficult as it is more cognitively 

demanding on multiple levels (e.g., orthographically, lexically, syntactically). 
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The third reason is the participants’ disadvantageous learning environment. 

The students in the present research are EFL learners, who have limited access to 

the English language and who do not use English for regular communication. 

Moreover, Japanese students do not often have chances to write English in 

classroom contexts because English classes tend to focus on receptive skills, 

especially reading skills. I accommodated the sentence writing exercises and 

required L1 sentence writing with a target word instead of L2 sentence writing so 

that the learners could complete the sentence writing task relatively quickly. 

However, the task appeared to be too difficult to exert a positive impact on word 

retention. Although the effectiveness of L2 writing should be further investigated, 

the L1 sentence-writing task as the strong evaluation task was not as effective as 

hoped. 

The small impact of the writing task as the highest value of evaluation index 

suggests that the involvement load hypothesis does not predict the efficacy of 

vocabulary tasks for all proficiency levels. Factors such as language distance, the 

learners’ language proficiency, and the language learning environment must be 

carefully considered; the predictive power of the involvement load hypothesis 
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should be considered in light of such factors. This discussion is continued in the 

theoretical implications section. 

In addition to the learning processes inquiry, the current experiment focused 

on the only one aspect of vocabulary knowledge, the primary meaning of the target 

words. Therefore, the differences between the two conditions were assessed based 

only on that variable. Nation (2001) lists nine categories of vocabulary knowledge 

(see Table 3); it is important to keep in mind that the primary meaning of a word is 

only one aspect (but arguably the primary one) of lexical knowledge. 

Because of the small differences between the two levels of involvement 

load found in this study, it is worth considering what can be done to create larger 

qualitative and quantitative differences between the high and low involvement load 

conditions. Three suggestions for increasing the differences are as follows. First, 

students can write original sentences in English, as was done in the four previous 

studies directly investigating the involvement load hypothesis (Folse, 2006; 

Hulstijn & Laufer, 2001; Keating, 2008; Kim, 2008). Although L2 sentence writing 

is not guaranteed to increase lexical acquisition, as the studies by Folse and Keating 

revealed, there is evidence from Hulstijn and Laufer (2001) that when target words 
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are used in the context of an original essay, significant amounts of learning can 

occur. It is also possible to place restrictions on the sentence-writing task. For 

instance, learners can be required to write sentences whose content is directly from 

their lives or sentences that include creative or humorous ideas in order to make 

stronger connections between the target word and the learner’s schemata. A third 

suggestion to increase cognitive engagement is to have the language learners 

explain their understanding of the meanings or other properties of the target words 

in the sentences they produce. This not only requires intensive processing, as it 

involves production, but can also shed light on any misunderstandings the students 

have concerning the target words. 

Additionally, there was evidence of partial vocabulary learning in spite of 

low levels of cognitive processing. The process of lexical acquisition is incremental 

(Schmitt, 2010), so the partial learning observed through the use of graphic 

organizers is to be expected. Even when the processes learners engage in do not 

appear to be deep, they can still gain a relatively large amount of partial vocabulary 

knowledge. This suggests that there are factors that contribute to partial vocabulary 

gains besides deep processing or engagement of the task-induced involvement load 
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and that additional or more extensive analyses of vocabulary learning tasks, beyond 

the involvement load hypothesis, are needed to explain the effects of vocabulary 

teaching tasks. 

 

Measurement of the Three Levels of Vocabulary Knowledge 

Comparison of the Three Vocabulary Test Scores 

The third research question asked whether the three vocabulary tests 

measure different depths of vocabulary knowledge. In this study, three levels of 

vocabulary knowledge were assessed. The hypothesized order of difficulty for the 

tests was, from most difficult to easiest, the translation test, the difficult multiple-

choice test, and the easy multiple-choice test. The distracters in the difficult 

multiple-choice test were all the same part of speech as the correct option, whereas 

those on the easy multiple-choice test were different parts of speech. The test scores 

reflected the hypothesized difficulty order: the translation test yielded the lowest 

scores, the difficult multiple-choice test had the same or higher scores than the 

translation test, and the easy multiple-choice test the same or higher scores than in 

the difficult multiple-choice test. Despite differences in the total scores, the 
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interviews revealed that most of the participants did not perceive a difference in 

difficulty between the two multiple-choice tests. 

 

Partial Learning Revealed in the Translation Test 

A comparison of the two multiple-choice test scores and the translation test 

scores revealed the difficulty in measuring partial learning using a translation test. 

The items on the translation test were scored 0 points for no knowledge, 1 point for 

partial knowledge, and 2 points for full knowledge. The percentage of test scores 

indicating partial knowledge on the immediate translation test was an average of 

7.6% for the immediate test and an average of 9.8% for the delayed test, whereas 

the full knowledge score was obtained by an average of 35.4% and 29.6% on the 

immediate test and delayed test, respectively, regardless of the condition. Figure 8 

indicates the low percentage of partial knowledge measured by the translation test. 

On the contrary, the participants obtained mean scores ranging from 7.20 points to 

9.52 points (maximum = 12 points) on the easy multiple-choice test. An average of 

76.9% and 74.5% received 2 points (full point) on the immediate and delayed tests, 

respectively. The multiple-choice tests were scored 0 point for no knowledge and 2 
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points for partial and full knowledge; the multiple-choice tests did not distinguish 

partial knowledge and full knowledge. Still, the amount of partial knowledge 

measured by the translation test was far lower than that measured by the easy 

multiple-choice test, although both tests were designed to measure partial 

knowledge. It was easier to recognize the Japanese definition of a target word on 

the multiple-choice tests than to recall and write a translation of an English word on 

the translation test. 

Three previous researchers (Folse, 2006; Hulstijn & Laufer, 2001; Keating, 

2008, Kim, 2008) directly investigated the involvement load hypothesis using the 

Vocabulary Knowledge Scale (Paribakht & Wesche, 1993, 1997) or a translation 

test, so they did not utilize multiple-choice tests or other testing methods to 

measure partial knowledge. It is possible that recognition tests such as multiple-

choice tests would have produced different results in previous studies because the 

VKS and translation tests require more complete knowledge of the target word to 

answer correctly. However, when Folse (2006) attempted to assess precise 

vocabulary knowledge with strict and lenient scoring using a modified version of 

the vocabulary knowledge scale (Paribakht & Wesche, 1993, 1997), minor 
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differences between the two scoring systems were found in part because of a 

restriction on recall tests; learners usually produce a correct or an incorrect 

response rather than a partially correct response. This is not the case with 

recognition tests. Whereas the test results of the difficult multiple-choice results 

clarified the difficulties involved in multiple-choice test construction, multiple-

choice tests are more sensitive to partial vocabulary knowledge than translation 

tests. Keating added an active knowledge test, in which his participants translated 

an English sentence into a Spanish sentence with a target word, yet the tested 

knowledge was still based on a form-meaning connection and did not include the 

other eight types of lexical knowledge that Nation describes (see Table 3). 

There was empirical evidence that the amount of acquisition differed for 

different target words. Tables 15 and 16 showed that some words constantly had 

higher scores than other words, regardless of whether the words were encountered 

in the high or low involvement load condition and when vocabulary acquisition 

was measured (immediately or one week after task completion). Two factors might 

account for the differences. The first is the meanings of the target words, associated 

words, and sample sentences, all of which can influence ease of acquisition 
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positively or negatively. The second factor is the properties of the target words; the 

phonology, orthography, or meanings of some words are more familiar or easier to 

process, and in some cases the words are perceived as being particularly interesting 

or useful. Thus, both cognitive and motivational factors can influence the retention 

of target vocabulary. 

Language teaching professionals should be aware that vocabulary learning 

is gradual and continuous; this is also important to keep in mind when assessing 

vocabulary knowledge. Students increase their vocabulary knowledge gradually by 

encountering the same word multiple times in different contexts (Henriksen, 1999); 

ideally, vocabulary tests should be sensitive to varying degrees of partial 

knowledge as well as the type of knowledge being acquired (e.g., collocational or 

grammatical knowledge). 

 

Theoretical Implications 

The results of the present study basically confirm and extend the empirical 

support for the involvement load hypothesis, yet there are also theoretical issues to 

consider. The involvement load hypothesis might not be entirely applicable to all 
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language learners. Language learners display individual differences such as 

learning styles, aptitude, and general motivation toward language learning. The low 

proficiency EFL learners in the present study might not be as influenced by the 

difference in the evaluation index as higher proficiency learners or learners 

studying in an ESL environment. However, I shall exclude these issues and focus 

on the cognitive and motivational aspects of the involvement load hypothesis. I first 

examine the cognitive perspective by introducing Nation’s (2009) analysis and then 

address motivational issues. 

 

The Cognitive Components of the Involvement Load Hypothesis 

In this section I explore theoretical features of cognition, as they bear on the 

involvement load hypothesis using Nation’s (2009) analytical approach to 

vocabulary teaching techniques. The motivational component in the involvement 

load hypothesis is mentioned here as Nation includes it, and it is discussed more 

extensively in the following section. 

Nation (2009) proposed an alternative formula for analyzing and designing 

vocabulary learning techniques (see Appendix L for the checklist for technique 
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feature analysis) in order to improve the involvement hypothesis. Nation proposed 

“…a. Increasing the number of components, b. Increasing the number of response 

categories for each component, c. Providing explicit anchoring labels for each 

category” (p. 153). The primary value of Nation’s formula is that well-accepted 

findings from previous research are taken into account and the three components in 

the involvement load hypothesis are included as part of Nation’s eight components: 

normal use, motivation, retrieval, generation, imaging, useful focus, new learning, 

and non-interference (see Table 23 for an explanation of the components and the 

rating scale). An additional strength is that Nation quantified the rating of each 

category at two, three, or four levels, and, thus, the total number of levels of mental 

work (minimum = 0, maximum = 16) from each category to indicates the 

hypothesized effectiveness of the vocabulary teaching technique. 

Table 24 shows how I analyzed the two conditions used in this study 

according to Nation’s (2009) system of analysis. The total point for the high 

involvement load task was 11 points, and that for the low involvement load 

condition was 8 points (maximum = 16 points). Motivation was assessed as 1 point 

for the high involvement load because the participants showed interest in learning 
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the target words when using this condition. The score for the high and low 

involvement conditions is 1 point for receptive retrieval for choosing a correct 

meaning out of two choices. The score for generative use for the high involvement 

load task is 4 points because the L1 sentence-writing task required productive 

generative use and the sentences produced by the participants differed from the 

original sentence (generative use = 1, productive = 1, degree of generation = 2). 

The score for generative use for the low involvement load condition is 2 points 

because it required the participants to read a second sample sentence after 

comprehending the meaning of the target word with the first sentence (generative 

use = 1, receptive = 0, degree of generative use = 1). 

The use of the L1 required the participants to write sentences that differed 

from the original sample sentences. For the new learning and no interference 

criteria, the scores for the low involvement load were the same as those for the high 

involvement load. The participants encountered almost all the target words for the 

first time and none of the target words interfered with one another; therefore, a 

score of 2 points was awarded for both conditions. The target words were not
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Table 23. The Explanations of the Factors in Nation’s (2009) Analysis 

Factor  Explanation 

Normal use 

(0, or 1) 

Typical language use for communication such as 

comprehending and producing the language. Examples: 

listening, reading, speaking, writing. 

Non-example: choosing one answer in a multiple-choice item. 

Motivation 

(0, 1, or 2) 

Attention to the word due to interest. Activity is interesting (1 

point). Determination to engage in an activity due to interest (2 

points). Examples: engagement in interesting activity such as 

crossword puzzles. Non-example: engagement in activity 

instructed by the teacher (moderate need, index 1, according to 

the involvement load hypothesis). 

Retrieval 

(0, 1, 2, or 3) 

Retrieving the word (1 point). Receptive Retrieval (add 0 

point). Productive retrieval (add 1 point). Recognition (add 0 

point). Recall (add 1 point). Examples: matching, word cards. 

Generation 

(0, 1, 2, 3, or 

4) 

Being exposed to the word in a way that the learner was not 

previously exposed to (1 point). Receptive generation (add 0 

point). Productive generation (add 1 point). Low generation 

(add 1 point). Reasonable generation (add 2 points). 

Imaging 

(0, 1, or 2) 

Seeing an actual situation of the word used (1 point). Imaging 

an instance where the word is used (2 points).  

Useful focus 

(0, or 1) 

Learning efficiently due to the focus on the word. 

New learning 

(0, 1, or 2) 

Learning new aspect of the word exposed before (1 point). 

Learning a new word (2 points). 

No 

interference 

(0, 1) 

Learning words which are not close in meanings.  

Non-example: learning semantic sets. 

Note. The information from Nation (2009) is summarized. The figures in the 

parentheses are total possible ratings. The total scores range from 0 to 16. 
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semantically related, so 1 point was given to both conditions. The scores of the 

graphic organizers of the two levels differed in two criteria of motivation and 

generation. 

The analysis of the two graphic organizer tasks showed the theoretical 

perspectives of the involvement load hypothesis from a cognitive viewpoint. First, 

the simplicity of the involvement load hypothesis seems to sacrifice important 

aspects of vocabulary learning tasks. It was problematic that the involvement load 

hypothesis did not include factors that can contribute to vocabulary learning based 

on empirical research. In order to further consider the theoretical perspective of the 

involvement load hypothesis, I would like to examine four components in Nation’s 

(2009) analysis: avoidance of interference, new learning, generation, and 

motivation. Then, the system for quantifying the eight components is considered. 

Avoidance of interference is one component the involvement load 

hypothesis does not include, even though it is a potentially essential criterion of 

task effectiveness. Even if learners engage in effective vocabulary learning tasks, 

their learning will be slowed down and they might experience confusion if they   
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Table 24. Scores of Two Conditions Based on Nation’s (2009) Analysis 

Criteria Score for the HIL Score for the LIL 

Normal use 0 0 

Motivation 1 0 

Retrieval 1 1 

Generation 4 2 

Imaging 0 0 

Useful focus 2 2 

New learning 2 2 

No interference 1 1 

Total 11 8 

HIL = High involvement load condition; LIL = Low involvement load condition. 

According to the involvement load hypothesis, the high involvement load condition 

had a need index of 1, search index of 1, evaluation index of 2, total index of 4, 

while the low involvement load condition had a need index of 1, search index of 1, 

evaluation index of 0, and total index of 2. 

 

attempt to learn a group of words that are closely semantically related (Nation, 

2009). I selected target words that are not close in meaning when I planned the 

current study, but it is not unusual to teach semantically related words together. 

This important concept should be considered by those who evaluate and design 

vocabulary teaching activities. 

Like the avoidance of interference, new learning should be another criterion 

for assessing the effectiveness of vocabulary learning activities. The involvement 
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load hypothesis concerns learning unfamiliar words, while Nation’s (2009) 

analytical approach distinguishes new learning (2 points) and learning a new aspect 

of a word that was met previously (1 point). Vocabulary learning is not a 

dichotomous process; this component allow those who evaluate vocabulary tasks to 

account for the different degree of mental work involved in the process, and it 

encourages multiple exposures to words that have been partially learned. 

I next turn to components the involvement load hypothesis and Nation’s 

(2009) analysis share. The concept of generation in Nation’s analysis is called the 

evaluation component in the involvement load hypothesis. Nation provides a more 

precise and clear approach to analyzing generation, which is described as “meeting 

a word used in a new way (receptive generative use) and using it in a way that the 

learner has not met before (productive generative use)” (Nation, 2009, p. 157). 

Rating the two involvement load conditions made me realize that it is easier to 

analyze vocabulary activities using the notion of generation due to its conceptual 

clarity and quantification system than using the notion of evaluation. Laufer and 

Hulstijn (2001) explain that evaluation involves assessing appropriateness and this 

makes it difficult to distinguish it from the search component, which is defined as 
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finding the meaning (moderate search) or form (strong search) of a word. Moreover, 

choosing a correct meaning from two choices in the current research can be 

interpreted as evaluation. Similarly, when language learners look up an unfamiliar 

word in a dictionary and select an appropriate meaning while reading a reading 

passage, both search and evaluation seem to occur. In such cases, raters might 

encounter problems accurately assessing the evaluation criteria. On the contrary, in 

Nation’s analysis, raters can easily rate the generation component by answering the 

questions in Nation’s feature analysis (see Table 23 and Appendix L). 

It is also possible to compare need, the motivational component in the 

involvement load hypothesis, with the notion of motivation in Nation’s (2009) 

analysis to clarify theoretical issues in the motivational component in the 

involvement load hypothesis. The need index is 0 (moderate) for any task the 

teacher tells students to engage in, and 2 (strong) for tasks the learner decides to 

engage in. Thus, both the high and low involvement graphic organizer tasks as a 

classroom activity had a need index of 1. However, this classification approach 

ignores the learners’ degree of interest in classroom tasks. On the other hand, 

Nation explains motivation from a different angle, although he states that it is 
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similar to the need factor in the involvement load hypothesis. In fact, he asserts that 

classroom tasks required by the teacher are worth 0 points in his scoring system; 

they are thus hypothesized not to affect vocabulary learning. In contrast, Laufer and 

Hulstijn (2001) rate this as moderate need (1 point). Nation included the 

importance of interest or enjoyment to attend to target words. He awards 1 point 

(maximum = 2) to a motivating activity, such as a crossword puzzle, and 2 points to 

activities in which the learners attend to a word due to high interest. By following 

Nation’s approach, I rated the high involvement load task 1 point and the low 

involvement task 0 points. As the learner’s interest level influences the learning of 

vocabulary, Nation’s slightly more nuanced approach to quantifying motivation is 

preferable to the need factor in the involvement load hypothesis. 

The second issue concerns the quantification of each factor, the total 

cognitive load of each task, and the weight assigned to each component. The 

highest score produced by the three categories (need, search, and evaluation) that 

make up the involvement load hypothesis is 9 points, while the highest score 

produced by Nation’s analysis is 16 based on eight categories. According to the 

involvement load hypothesis, the total involvement load for the high involvement 
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task was 4 points (need = 1, search = 1, evaluation = 2) and that for the low 

involvement load was 2 points (need = 1, search = 1, evaluation = 0). The 

difference between the two conditions was 2 points where the maximum is 6 points. 

Nation’s analysis introduced different proportions. The highest involvement 

graphic organizer task is 11 points, whereas the low involvement graphic organizer 

is 8 points (maximum score = 16 points). Considering the maximum scores of the 

two systems, the differences between the two conditions are smaller in Nation’s 

system than in the involvement load hypothesis. The small qualitative and 

quantitative differences between the two conditions used in this study can be 

explained better by Nation’s system, which suggests that improvements to the 

involvement load hypothesis are already available. 

Third, assessing the arguable impact of each factor is more precise in 

Nation’s analysis (2009), which suggests that the involvement load hypothesis 

should assign different weights to components to indicate their magnitudes. Some 

components exert more influence than others in determining the effectiveness of 

vocabulary tasks, so assigning the same numerical weights to each component, as is 

done in the involvement load hypothesis, is not appropriate when raw scores are 
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used. The stronger the impact a component has on vocabulary learning, the higher 

the maximum scores should be. Take generation in Nation’s analysis for example. 

This component is hypothesized to be the most influential and as such it can 

receive the highest score among all the components. Based on the involvement load 

hypothesis, the evaluation component shares the same types of mental processing, 

and the qualitative results revealed that evaluation is a better indicator of the 

effectiveness of vocabulary tasks than search in the involvement load hypothesis. 

However, both evaluation and search are assigned the same weight. With the use of 

Nation’s five levels of mental work in generation, teachers can analyze vocabulary 

learning tasks more accurately than they would with the scaling of the involvement 

load hypothesis. 

Fourth, Nation’s (2009) analysis has a useful and concise list of factors to 

contribute to vocabulary learning; the involvement load hypothesis sacrifices 

precise evaluation for its simplicity. Nation’s checklist suggests important factors 

that should be accounted for when evaluating the high and low graphic organizer 

vocabulary tasks, as the list is based on empirically supported ideas. Indeed,  
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Nation’s criteria are useful for evaluating task effectiveness, and they provide ideas 

for adapting vocabulary teaching tasks to make them more effective. 

Lastly, the involvement load hypothesis and Nation’s (2009) analytical 

scale agree that the more cognitive load a task requires, the more likely words are 

retained. However, this position might not be correct in all situations. Too much 

cognitive load, especially for low proficiency learners, might result in less learning 

than expected because they are unable to focus their attention sufficiently on the 

target vocabulary. In Keating’s (2008) study, a cognitively more complex task was 

less effective for Spanish language learners studying in an American university. 

The implication is that teachers, especially those working with EFL learners, 

should consider optimal cognitive load. 

 

Motivational Components of the Involvement Load Hypothesis 

The motivational component in the involvement load hypothesis also needs 

to be modified because of the existence of additional motivational factors. Laufer 

and Hulstijn (2001) suggested the need factor as the only motivational factor 

influencing vocabulary learning outcomes. It is true that the need to learn 
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vocabulary words is an important factor in encouraging learners to attend to the 

target words. However, the qualitative results in the current study indicated that 

there are two motivational components in addition to need: perceived usefulness 

and task enjoyment. The participants stated that they found the L1 writing with a 

target word and the graphic organizer vocabulary-learning task useful and 

enjoyable. 

Another potentially important motivational concept is situation-specific and 

task-specific motivation. According to Julkunen (2001), situation-specific 

motivation is a “motivational state in a given situation” (p. 30); cooperative, 

competitive, and individualistic situations are examples of situation-specific 

motivation. The term task motivation refers to task characteristics that influence 

motivation (Julkunen, 2001), one of which is interest. Hidi (2001) explored the 

effects of interest and found that text segments, topics, and themes with high 

interest had a positive influence not only on comprehension and learning among 

children and college students but also on the types of learning. 

As noted above, enjoyment and perceived usefulness of particular 

vocabulary are also important motivating factors. For example, some participants 
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found the word gulp useful and felt that they could use it to describe their own 

actions. Some of the participants liked the sound of wicket, so they showed interest 

in the word and enjoyed learning it. 

The ability of the involvement load hypothesis to predict learning outcomes 

should be investigated from cognitive and motivational perspectives, and in a 

variety of learning contexts, such as EFL and ESL contexts, and with learners at 

various proficiency levels. This would result in a more complex hypothesis, but one 

that more accurately explains the effectiveness of vocabulary teaching activities. 

 

Pedagogical Implications 

The results of this study suggest six implications for facilitating vocabulary 

learning: applying the involvement load hypothesis, learning processes, levels of 

vocabulary knowledge and their measurement, the use of graphic organizers for 

vocabulary learning, the use of the L1, and meaningful discussions. 

A number of researchers have shown that the involvement load hypothesis 

predicts the retention of target vocabulary; thus, the hypothesis deserves the 

attention of curriculum developers and language teachers. When teachers develop 
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courses, this hypothesis can help them estimate cognitive load and task 

effectiveness using the three perspectives of need, search, and evaluation. Based on 

the analysis, they can choose the best tasks for their particular pedagogical context. 

That is to say, teachers should choose high involvement load tasks for important 

words (e.g., high frequency words) and less involvement load task for less 

important words (e.g., low frequency words). The evaluation of vocabulary 

learning tasks needs to be rated by more than one rater due to the difficulties in 

rating mentioned in the theoretical implications section. 

Language teachers should examine their students’ learning processes using 

direct observation, interviews, questionnaires, and vocabulary tests. Teachers 

should make tasks as engaging as possible, as motivation is an essential part of 

vocabulary learning, and they should examine the learning processes the students 

engage in by listening to their interactions. They should identify observable signs 

of learning and use them along with vocabulary test scores to assess task 

effectiveness. 

Language teachers should attempt to measure the depth of word knowledge 

(how well each vocabulary item is known) in addition to vocabulary size (how 
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many words are known) (Schmitt, 2010). As shown in Table 3, Nation (2001) 

classifies nine types of vocabulary knowledge in three main categories, and each 

type is divided into receptive and productive knowledge. After language learners 

are exposed to new words and initial vocabulary gains (e.g., recognizing the 

phonology, orthography, or one meaning of a word) occur, the quality of 

vocabulary knowledge increases gradually. In order to measure gains in word 

knowledge through the graphic organizer worksheets, two multiple-choice tests and 

one translation test were used in this study. As in Keating’s (2008) study, in which 

passive and active recall posttests were used, I employed the translation test for 

recall and the multiple-choice tests for assessing receptive knowledge. Because 

different levels of vocabulary knowledge exist, teachers should use vocabulary 

assessment tools that are as sensitive as possible so they can measure partial 

learning. 

Theoretical and empirical evidence suggests that language teachers can 

profitably use graphic organizers. Classroom teachers can optimize graphic 

organizers to increase their effectiveness in ways that are most appropriate for the 

learners and learning situation because graphic organizers are flexible. For example, 
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when learners are to learn a word, the target word, its translation, and one sample 

sentence can be included in a graphic organizer. If more time is available for the 

task or the word is difficult to learn, associated words, other sample sentences, and 

collocations can be provided. Learners can also draw pictures related to the words 

in the graphic organizers. If the graphic organizers are drawn using computer 

software, cells can be color-coded and/or they can be connected to web sites. A 

variety of graphic organizers can be produced given their inherent flexibility. 

Rich instruction can also be a part of graphic organizers. In addition to the 

definitions and usages of a target word, associated words, visual information, such 

as pictures and symbols, pronunciation, or visuals showing the context in which the 

target word is used can be provided. Teaching the pronunciation of target words 

can be especially useful because Svenconis (1994) found that acquiring the 

phonology of target words helps word retention. 

Teachers in EFL contexts should consider how the L1 can be used to 

promote vocabulary learning for meaningful discussion and sentence writing with 

target words. Although the participants in this study should have discussed the 

target words in greater detail, it would have been even harder for them to have 
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cognitively rich discussions in the L2. L1 sentence writing with a target word 

supported the learning of unfamiliar words from cognitive and motivational 

perspectives. The meaning-form connection of the target words occurred in part 

because the participants were able to generate L1 sentences with the target word, 

using content and grammar that differed from the sample sentences while not 

worrying about L2 grammar or the properties of other words. The use of the L1 

needs to be limited, but it can serve as a tool to lighten learners’ cognitive load on 

some tasks. 

Meaningful discussion should be incorporated into vocabulary learning 

tasks to promote deep processing and greater mental effort. The learning process 

study revealed that the Japanese participants were side-tracked more often than 

expected by this, but they discussed the target words in both pair and group work 

and felt that they stimulated each other. Discussions create an effective learning 

environment for meaningfully and communicatively processing the meaning and 

form of words. 
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CHAPTER 6 

CONCLUSION 

 

Summary of Findings 

This study produced three main findings. First, there was a statistically 

significant difference between the high involvement load task and the low 

involvement load task with respect to the scores on the translation test and the easy 

multiple-choice test. Significant differences were also found between the 

immediate and delayed translation and easy multiple-choice posttests. In general, 

the higher involvement led to more retention of target words, as the involvement 

load hypothesis predicted. 

The second main finding, which was based on data collected from audio-

recordings of five pairs of students, supported the findings of the quantitative study. 

The participants spent more time talking when completing the high involvement 

load worksheet and writing original sentences using a target word compared with 

the low involvement load worksheet. The high involvement load graphic organizers 

brought about more task-induced involvement load, and thus deeper processing, 
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than the low involvement load graphic organizers. The differences were not as 

dramatic as expected but noteworthy nonetheless. 

The third finding concerned the hypothesized difficulty of the translation 

test, the difficult multiple-choice test, and the easy multiple-choice test; each test 

was designed to be sensitive to different levels of lexical knowledge for each target 

word. The participants generally responded to the vocabulary test items as 

expected; for most items, the translation test was the most difficult, it was followed 

by the difficult multiple-choice test, and the easiest test was the easy multiple-

choice test. The difference in scores indicated that the three tests measured three 

levels of vocabulary knowledge. It was important to assess vocabulary knowledge 

in this manner, rather than use only one kind of vocabulary test, in order to measure 

different levels of partial knowledge gained through the vocabulary learning tasks. 

It is true that the translation test measured partial knowledge as well as full 

knowledge, but it was not as sensitive as the multiple-choice tests in this respect. 

Therefore, the multiple-choice test complemented the translation test. 
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Limitations 

Five limitations exist in this study: time-on-task differences, the lack of a 

control group, the measurement of one aspect of vocabulary knowledge, the 

selection and grouping of the target words, and the measurement of prior lexical 

knowledge. The first two issues are directly related to testing the involvement load 

hypothesis, while the last three concern the target words. 

The difference in time-on-task between the high and low involvement load 

tasks is the first limitation. It took less time for the participants to finish the low 

involvement load worksheets than the high involvement load worksheets because 

of differences in the number and complexity of the tasks on the two worksheets. In 

addition, while they were waiting for permission to proceed to the next part of the 

low involvement load worksheet, they appeared distracted and talked about topics 

other than the target word. The qualitative data confirmed this perception. Because 

the amount of the time spent engaging with a word is plausibly related to 

vocabulary retention, it would have been better to have had one more task in the 

low involvement load condition to equalize the amount of time needed to complete 

both tasks. 
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The second limitation concerns the lack of a control group. The two 

experimental conditions required the participants to use graphic organizers that had 

been manipulated to reflect different levels of the involvement load hypothesis. 

This aspect of the design could have been enhanced by the inclusion of a control 

group, as it would have provided a baseline measure against which the 

experimental groups could have been compared, and presumably could be designed 

to act as yet one more (low) level of the involvement load hypothesis. 

The third limitation comes from measuring receptive knowledge of the 

target words. Therefore, the results are based only on learning the meanings of the 

target words. A variety of vocabulary knowledge exits (Nation, 2001), and learning 

outcomes should be based not on one aspect of lexical knowledge, such as primary 

meaning, but on multiple perspectives. With the measurement of other aspects of 

vocabulary knowledge, the evaluation of the involvement load hypothesis could 

have differed. 

The choice and grouping for the target words was the fourth limitation. 

Target words were selected using the results of a yes-no test as guidance, yet some 

of the target words were known to some participants. While a minor issue, it would 
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have been ideal to have used words that were unknown to all of the participants at 

the outset of the study. An additional concern involved the unbalanced grouping of 

word group A and word group B. The self-perceived previous knowledge 

questionnaire results and the three vocabulary tests indicated that the word groups 

were not equally difficult, so this introduced a small amount of bias into the results. 

A final problem as that there were only six words in each group, so the influence of 

each word was quite large in terms of its effect on the mean test scores. 

The fifth limitation was a concern that a different measure of prior lexical 

knowledge might have worked more effectively, given that self-reports of prior 

vocabulary knowledge can suffer from validity problems. There were also 

vocabulary test items in which the combination of distracters and correct answers 

did not function well, so they lowered the reliability of the test and the 

measurement of lexical acquisition in this study. 

 

Suggestions for Future Research 

Further research possibilities exist in the following areas: the components 

and indexes of the involvement load hypothesis, the analysis of vocabulary 
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teaching techniques, motivational components, graphic organizers, cooperative 

learning, vocabulary measurement, and the use of mixed method design. 

Future researchers can improve on current research efforts by manipulating 

the full range of components in the involvement load hypothesis. All previous 

research examining the involvement load hypothesis (Folse, 2006; Hulstijn & 

Laufer, 2001; Keating, 2008; Kim, 2008) controlled the total involvement load 

index by altering levels of the evaluation index, and the current study is not an 

exception. Thus, further light can be shed on the hypothesis if it is assessed in a 

more comprehensive manner by testing the effects of manipulating the levels of all 

three factors. 

Linked with comprehensive research on the involvement load hypothesis, 

an alternative vocabulary teaching technique analysis as proposed by Nation (2009), 

deserves further research. His approach parallels the thinking underlying the 

involvement load hypothesis in that it is an attempt to predict vocabulary learning 

based on various empirically derived principles for promoting lexical acquisition. 

Nation’s checklist contains features that the involvement load hypothesis does not 

include and a more sophisticated indexing system for assessing cognitive load. 
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Nation’s checklist is more complex than the involvement load hypothesis, and as 

such, might reveal new characteristics of learning tasks that contribute to 

acquisition. Further analyses of vocabulary teaching tasks and the reasons why they 

are and are not effective will be a great boon both practically and theoretically. 

The motivational component, one component of the involvement load 

hypothesis, should be studied further. The involvement load hypothesis focuses on 

motivations that encourage learners to pay attention to target words (i.e., a 

classroom assignment as in need index 1), and engage in productive behaviors (that 

is, motivating learners to do a task); however, some tasks make learners motivated 

to learn because they are more enjoyable and useful tasks than others. Similarly, 

some are more motivating to study than others. Indeed, learners’ motivation is an 

important factor that determines the amount of type of learning that occurs. 

Researchers need to explore task motivation and word motivation—the motivation 

related to and generated by a target word—to further develop the involvement load 

hypothesis. 

Researchers need to continue to examine the effectiveness of graphic 

organizers as well as other vocabulary learning tasks in the light of the involvement 
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load hypothesis. The current study indicated that graphic organizers produced 

moderate amounts of vocabulary learning; however, by changing the tasks in the 

graphic organizers, they might prove to be even more effective. In addition, the 

flexibility inherent in graphic organizers means that researchers can easily change 

the levels of search and evaluation in future studies. Similarly, researchers should 

further investigate classroom protocols for sentence writing in the L1 utilizing 

target L2 words. Lower proficiency language learners, especially those studying in 

EFL environments, can make form-meaning connections using such tasks, and the 

tasks can allow them to take advantage of their common L1 and avoid cognitive 

overload. 

Yet another area in need of further research is the effect of cooperative 

learning tasks on vocabulary acquisition. Because of the widespread use of pair 

work and small group work in foreign language classrooms, incorporating 

cooperative learning tasks, many of which have been heavily researched in both L1 

and L2 contexts, as part of a vocabulary learning syllabus might provide learning 

benefits. Research connecting established approaches to vocabulary learning and 

effective ways of organizing students in groups through the use of cooperative 
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learning techniques might provide better results than using either one alone. 

Measuring vocabulary learning deserves more attention, particularly in 

terms of assessing different levels of vocabulary acquisition, retention, and 

assessing the type(s) of lexical knowledge that has been acquired. In order to 

further investigate the involvement load hypothesis, researchers should research 

how different levels of involvement load affect the acquisition of the aspects of 

lexical knowledge that the current research did not deal with. Tests measuring such 

aspects of lexical knowledge sensitively will help researchers better understand the 

effects of particular learning tasks and illuminate possible acquisitional orders 

where lexis is concerned. 

The use of mixed-methods designs in which researchers gather both 

quantitative and qualitative data should be used more frequently by second 

language vocabulary researchers, as both approaches can illuminate particular 

aspects of lexical acquisition. The present study benefitted from examining the 

participants’ learning processes as shown in their discussions. It is unwise to make 

assumptions about participants’ cognitive processes or affective responses by only 

analyzing quantitative data, as qualitative data can shed direct light on such issues. 
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Researchers who utilize think-aloud protocols, interviews, and observations can 

obtain relatively rich and revealing findings about how words are learned as well as 

the types of lexical knowledge that are acquired and retained over time. 

 

Final Conclusions 

The involvement load hypothesis was proposed by Laufer and Hulstijn 

(2001) to predict the efficiency of vocabulary learning tasks. They suggested that 

the mental effort needed to complete tasks, referred to as (task-induced) 

involvement load, is determined by three components, and more mental effort is 

more likely to lead to the retention of new words. In spite of the importance of the 

hypothesis, relatively little research has been conducted and the results are as yet 

inconclusive. This study investigated the hypothesis by comparing two degrees of 

the task-induced involvement load when using graphic organizer vocabulary 

worksheets in a small group learning environment. The retention of the target 

words was then measured using a translation test, a difficult multiple-choice test, 

and an easy multiple-choice test. 

The results indicated that the degree of involvement load should be 
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considered when selecting tasks. Teachers should provide students with tasks that 

require more mental effort, as effortful processing appears to underlie acquisition. 

Because class time is limited, it is important that teachers optimize task 

effectiveness by using tasks with a high involvement load. Teachers should also 

carefully observe whether students appear to be making a mental effort as they 

engage with learning tasks. 

The involvement load hypothesis presents researchers and foreign language 

teachers with a comprehensive approach to analyzing learning tasks. To date five 

studies, including the current study framed by Nation’s (2009) work, have been 

conducted to test the hypothesis. This work has illuminated the effectiveness of a 

variety of vocabulary learning tasks. Hopefully researchers and teachers will 

expand and develop the involvement load hypothesis, and thereby evaluate 

vocabulary tasks efficiently and produce more effective vocabulary tasks. The 

investigation of the involvement load hypothesis is still in a developmental stage. 

In order to take full advantage of the hypothesis to comprehensively predict and 

explain the effectiveness of tasks, the roles of cognition and motivation need to be 

added and its quantification clarified as Nation (2009) suggests. 
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The involvement load hypothesis helped bring vocabulary learning under 

greater scrutiny and has provided researchers a platform to build on. I hope that the 

hypothesis becomes better defined and more comprehensive, as this type of 

analytical approach can be used to gauge the effectiveness of tasks for all four 

major skill areas of reading, writing, speaking, and listening. 
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APPENDIX A 

CONSENT FORM 

研究参加に対する参加同意書 

 

これは、あなたがこの研究に参加してくださるかどうか、決めていただくための説明です。 

 

本研究の目的は、英語を母語としない英語学習者の語彙学習に関する関与負荷仮説

（the Involvement Load Hypothesis）という仮説について調査することです。これは、ニー

ズ(need)、探索(search)、評価(evaluation)の３つの要素が語彙習得の成否に影響を与え

るという仮説です。この研究の結果により日本の英語教育に寄与することを望んでいます。

実際には、参加者は２人１組で語彙を学習していただくこととなります。 

 

本研究に対する参加は任意であり、参加しない人が不利益を被ることはありません。また、

参加なさった方がリスクを負うことはありません。 

 

本研究のデータおよび分析結果は私が安全に管理し、研究目的以外に使われることは

ありません。研究学会で発表や研究論文で結果を発表する可能性が高いですが、その

際プライバシーを厳格に守り、大学名、個人名など個人を特定する情報を公開することは

一切ありません。 

 

本研究についての質問にはお答えし、納得なさるまで説明いたします。 

 

連絡先 

椿 まゆみ 

文京学院短期大学 

東京都文京区向丘 1-19-1 

電話: 03-3814-1661 ファックス: 03-5684-8494 

E-mail: m-tsubaki@ell.u-bunkyo.ac.jp 
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私は本状の条件を承諾し、この研究に参加します。 

 

日本語の署名  ＿＿＿＿＿＿＿＿＿＿＿＿＿＿＿＿＿＿ 

 

英語の署名   ＿＿＿＿＿＿＿＿＿＿＿＿＿＿＿＿＿＿ 

日付          年    月    日 

 

email アドレス ＿＿＿＿＿＿＿＿＿＿＿＿＿＿＿＿＿＿ （可能でしたらお願いしま

す） 

 

電話番号    ＿＿＿＿＿＿＿＿＿＿＿＿＿＿＿＿＿＿ （可能でしたらお願いしま

す） 

 

研究者の署名  ＿＿＿＿＿＿＿＿＿＿＿＿＿＿＿＿＿＿  

日付          年    月    日 
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Translation of the consent form 

 

Agreement for Research Participation 

 

This form asks you if are willing to participate in this study. 

 

The purpose of the current study is to conduct research concerning the involvement load 

hypothesis, a model of vocabulary learning for English as a foreign language. The 

hypothesis posits that need, search, and evaluation affect the success of vocabulary 

learning. This research will contribute to English education in Japan and during the activity, 

participants will learn vocabulary in pair and group work.  

 

You are free to choose to participate, or not. There will be no ramifications either way. 

 

The researcher will keep the data and results obtained from the current research secure, and 

they will not be used for purposes other than research. The results may be presented at 

conferences or otherwise in publication, however participants’ identity will be kept strictly 

confidential. 

 

The researcher will be glad to answer questions about this study and explain the process of 

the study and the uses of the data to your full satisfaction upon request.  

 

I consent to the conditions on this form and will participate in this study. 

 

Japanese Signature ___________________________________ 

English Signature ___________________________________ 

Date: 

Email Address ________________________________ 

             (Requested, but not required.) 

Telephone Number _____________________________ 

                 (Requested, but not required.) 

Signature of the Researcher _____________________________ 

Date: 
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APPENDIX B 

BACKGROUND QUESTIONNAIRE 

大学： 

専攻： 

 

１．学内では、１週間に何クラスの英語のクラスがありますか。 

 

２．学内では、授業以外で英語を使う機会がありますか。 

   はい       いいえ 

  答えがはいの場合はどこで英語を使いますか。 

 

３．学外では、英語を使う機会がありますか。 

   はい       いいえ 

  答えがはいの場合はどこで英語を使いますか。 

 

４．英語圏に４週間以上滞在したことがありますか。 

   はい       いいえ 

  答えがはいの場合はどこにいつごろ行っていたか記入してください。 

   

国  

（例 シンガポール） 

期間 

（例 3 ヵ月） 

具体的にいつか   

（例 2000年 4月から 6月） 
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Translation of the background questionnaire 

University: 

Major area: 

1. How many classes a week are you taking at your school? 

 

2. Do you have an opportunity to use English at your school? 

     Yes        No 

  If yes, where do you use English? 

 

3. Do you have an opportunity to use English outside of your school? 

     Yes       No 

  If yes, where do you use English? 

 

4. Have you lived in (an) English speaking country(ies)? 

     Yes      No 

  If yes, please write where and when you went to those countries? 

country  

example: Singapore 

length of time from when to when 

example: April to June 

2000 
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APPENDIX C 

CHECKLIST OF PARTICIPANTS’ PRIOR VOCABULARY KNOWLEDGE 

 

知らない単語の右側にチェックマークを入れてください。 

Please mark a check mark (☑) to the right of the word you do not know.  

addict   boat   crosswalk   fabulous   

addicted   boom box   cunning   Fade   

address   box office   custodian   Fake   

adjacent   brisk   decade   Fare   

adolescent   brittle   definite   Feast   

adore   broom   denounce   fellowship   

affluent   browse   destroy   Filthy   

aisle   bruise   detergent   flashlight   

ambulance   buck   detour   Flashy   

ample   buddy   dialect   Flimsy   

apologize   bully   dig   Flood   

appalling   calculate   diminish   Floor   

applaud   cane   dirt   Flyer   

appreciate   chuckle   dismal   freak   

assignment   clumsy   dizzy   freezing   

awesome   commence   dorm    fret   

bald   compliment   dormitory   furious   

banner   condo   downpour   garbage   

basement   condominium   dubious   garden   

battery   conductor   dummy   giggle   

behave   country   dump   gloomy   

beverages   crack   dwell   grace   

bewildered   cram   earth   gracious   

billboard   creep   elect   graffiti   

boast   crockery   envy   grand   
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gratitude   knock   nag   rabbit   

greasy   lag   narrow   rag   

greedy   lament   naughty   receive   

grocery   laptop   neat   recite   

grumble   laundromat   nimble   recurrent   

gulp   laundry   nitpicker   refund   

hallway   lavish   numb   renowned   

hate   leaflet   obey   responsible   

history   leave   odd   resume   

horoscope   leftovers   often   riddle   

horrendous   lengthy   ominous   roam   

horrific   litter   paint   robust   

idiot   loom   particular   ruthless   

increase   lottery   pathetic   scar   

indifferent   lunatic   pedestrian   scatter    

instrument   lung   persistent   scheme   

intricate   lurk   plump   scrape   

irritate   malicious   poke   scratch   

jammed   manage   porridge   semester   

jet lag   marry   pot   sentence   

jittery   mighty   praise   shabby   

jolly   mischief   prank   shoulder   

joy   mock   prudent   shrewd   

just   mold   pushpin   shrine   

keep   mumble   quiet   sibling   
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sidewalk   subsidy   vicious   

sing   sulk   victory   

sinister   swell   village   

sip   tablet   wait   

sitcom   tardy   weary   

slam   tart   weep   

slap   tavern   weird   

sling   tease   whine   

slippery   temperature   wicked   

sloppy   tentative   wicket   

sneeze   think   wine   

snore   thumbtack   wretched   

sob   tramp   wrinkle   

sober   transient   yellow   

soothing   transparent   young   

spouse   trash   zero   

stain   tremble     

startle   trivial     

stiff   tuition     

stink   tumble     

strings   turnout     

stubborn   umbrella     

stunning   understand     

sturdy   vibrant     

submit   vicinity     
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APPENDIX D 

PRIOR KNOWLEDGE QUESTIONNAIRE 

 

単語の知識アンケート 

 
日付 

 
年 月 日 

 

 
学籍番号 

     

 
名前 

     

 
今回のWord Mapで単語を学ぶ前の単語の知識についてお答えください。 

 
0(全く知らなかった)、1(少し知っていた)、2(まあまあ知っていた)、 

 
3(けっこう知ってた）、4(よく知っていた)のうち、1つを選んで丸をつけてください。 

1 appalling 0 1 2 3 4 

2 detour 0 1 2 3 4 

3 downpour 0 1 2 3 4 

4 fret 0 1 2 3 4 

5 gulp 0 1 2 3 4 

6 jittery 0 1 2 3 4 

7 nag 0 1 2 3 4 

8 nimble 0 1 2 3 4 

9 nitpicker 0 1 2 3 4 

10 robust 0 1 2 3 4 

11 sulk 0 1 2 3 4 

12 wicket 0 1 2 3 4 

Translation of the prior knowledge questionnaire 
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Questionnaire of the word knowledge prior to this task 

 Date  Year Month Date  

 Student ID    

 Name     

 Circle one to indicate your knowledge out of these choices. 

 0 (Do not know the word at all), 1 (Know the word a little), 2 (Know the word 

somewhat), 3 (Know the word reasonably well), 4 (Know the word very well) 

       

1 appalling 0 1 2 3 4 

2 detour 0 1 2 3 4 

3 downpour 0 1 2 3 4 

4 fret 0 1 2 3 4 

5 gulp 0 1 2 3 4 

6 jittery 0 1 2 3 4 

7 nag 0 1 2 3 4 

8 nimble 0 1 2 3 4 

9 nitpicker 0 1 2 3 4 

10 robust 0 1 2 3 4 

11 sulk 0 1 2 3 4 

12 wicket 0 1 2 3 4 
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APPENDIX E 

GRAPHIC ORGANIZERS FOR THE HIGH INVOLVEMENT LOAD 

CONDITION 

 

HIL-A-1 

1. ここで学ぶ単語をこのまま 1に書いてください。sulk 

2. この例文を 2に書いてください。 

He and his brother often cry and sulk. 

3. 1の単語の意味を 1つ選んで 3に書いてください。 

すねる OR ぴかっと光る 

4. 1の単語に関係ある英語の語句を 1つ選んで 4に書いてください。 

quiet place OR bad mood 

5. 1の単語に関係ある英語の語句を 1つ選んで 5に書いてください。 

lovely OR angry 

6. 1の単語を日本文の中に入れて文を作って 6に書いてください。 
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HIL-A-2 

1. ここで学ぶ単語をこのまま 1に書いてください。fret 

2. この例文を 2に書いてください。 

High school students often fret about their tests. 

3. 1の単語の意味を 1つ選んで 3に書いてください。 

走りまくる OR 悩む 

4. 1の単語に関係ある英語の語句を 1つ選んで 4に書いてください。 

walk OR cry 

5. 1の単語に関係ある英語の語句を 1つ選んで 5に書いてください。 

the moon OR your future 

6. 1の単語を日本文の中に入れて文を作って 6に書いてください。 
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HIL-A-3 

1. ここで学ぶ単語をこのまま 1に書いてください。detour 

2. この例文を 2に書いてください。 

There was a detour because of the accident. 

3. 1の単語の意味を 1つ選んで 3に書いてください。 

回り道 OR 無駄遣い 

4. 1の単語に関係ある英語の語句を 1つ選んで 4に書いてください。 

sign OR newspaper 

5. 1の単語に関係ある英語の語句を 1つ選んで 5に書いてください。 

late OR fun 

6. 1の単語を日本文の中に入れて文を作って 6に書いてください。 
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HIL-A-4 

1. ここで学ぶ単語をこのまま 1に書いてください。nitpicker 

2. この例文を 2に書いてください。 

He is a nitpicker, so he is slow to write letters. 

3. 1の単語の意味を 1つ選んで 3に書いてください。 

いつも元気な人 OR 細かいことにうるさい人 

4. 1の単語に関係ある英語の語句を 1つ選んで 4に書いてください。 

little mistake OR big problem 

5. 1の単語に関係ある英語の語句を 1つ選んで 5に書いてください。 

expensive OR not important 

6. 1の単語を日本文の中に入れて文を作って 6に書いてください。 
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HIL-A-5 

1. ここで学ぶ単語をこのまま 1に書いてください。robust 

2. この例文を 2に書いてください。 

He is a robust young man. 

3. 1の単語の意味を 1つ選んで 3に書いてください。 

濃い緑の OR がんじょうな 

4. 1の単語に関係ある英語の語句を 1つ選んで 4に書いてください。 

clever OR strong 

5. 1の単語に関係ある英語の語句を 1つ選んで 5に書いてください。 

powerful OR cheap 

6. 1の単語を日本文の中に入れて文を作って 6に書いてください。 
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HIL-A-6 

1. ここで学ぶ単語をこのまま 1に書いてください。jittery 

2. この例文を 2に書いてください。 

Sometimes people are jittery at job interviews. 

3. 1の単語の意味を 1つ選んで 3に書いてください。 

ずっと踊っている OR 神経過敏な 

4. 1の単語に関係ある英語の語句を 1つ選んで 4に書いてください。 

cannot sit quietly OR walk slowly 

5. 1の単語に関係ある英語の語句を 1つ選んで 5に書いてください。 

test OR movie 

6. 1の単語を日本文の中に入れて文を作って 6に書いてください。 
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HIL-B-1 

1. ここで学ぶ単語をこのまま 1に書いてください。nag 

2. この例文を 2に書いてください。 

She nagged her husband about money constantly. 

3. 1の単語の意味を 1つ選んで 3に書いてください。 

一緒に遊ぶ OR くちうるさく文句を言う 

4. 1の単語に関係ある英語の語句を 1つ選んで 4に書いてください。 

in the early evening OR so many times 

5. 1の単語に関係ある英語の語句を 1つ選んで 5に書いてください。 

shout OR smile 

6. 1の単語を日本文の中に入れて文を作って 6に書いてください。 
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HIL-B-2 

1. ここで学ぶ単語をこのまま 1に書いてください。gulp 

2. この例文を 2に書いてください。 

She gulped down her coffee and left in a hurry. 

3. 1の単語の意味を 1つ選んで 3に書いてください。 

話をする OR いっきに飲み込む 

4. 1の単語に関係ある英語の語句を 1つ選んで 4に書いてください。 

drink OR write 

5. 1の単語に関係ある英語の語句を 1つ選んで 5に書いてください。 

quick OR easy 

6. 1の単語を日本文の中に入れて文を作って 6に書いてください。 
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HIL-B-3 

1. ここで学ぶ単語をこのまま 1に書いてください。wicket 

2. この例文を 2に書いてください。 

Meet me at the ticket wicket. 

3. 1の単語の意味を 1つ選んで 3に書いてください。 

馬小屋 OR 改札口 

4. 1の単語に関係ある英語の語句を 1つ選んで 4に書いてください。 

bathroom OR gate 

5. 1の単語に関係ある英語の語句を 1つ選んで 5に書いてください。 

train OR taxi 

6. 1の単語を日本文の中に入れて文を作って 6に書いてください。 
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HIL-B-4 

1. ここで学ぶ単語をこのまま 1に書いてください。downpour 

2. この例文を 2に書いてください。 

The train stopped because of the downpour. 

3. 1の単語の意味を 1つ選んで 3に書いてください。 

大笑い OR どしゃ降り 

4. 1の単語に関係ある英語の語句を 1つ選んで 4に書いてください。 

wet OR sunshine 

5. 1の単語に関係ある英語の語句を 1つ選んで 5に書いてください。 

warm OR rain 

6. 1の単語を日本文の中に入れて文を作って 6に書いてください。 
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HIL-B-5 

1. ここで学ぶ単語をこのまま 1に書いてください。nimble 

2. この例文を 2に書いてください。 

He is as nimble as a cat. 

3. 1の単語の意味を 1つ選んで 3に書いてください。 

動きがすばしっこい OR 大雨の 

4. 1の単語に関係ある英語の語句を 1つ選んで 4に書いてください。 

sleep OR run 

5. 1の単語に関係ある英語の語句を 1つ選んで 5に書いてください。 

playing tennis OR playing chess 

6. 1の単語を日本文の中に入れて文を作って 6に書いてください。 
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HIL-B-6 

1. ここで学ぶ単語をこのまま 1に書いてください。appalling 

2. この例文を 2に書いてください。 

His new haircut was appalling. 

3. 1の単語の意味を 1つ選んで 3に書いてください。 

まあまあな味である OR 驚くほどひどい 

4. 1の単語に関係ある英語の語句を 1つ選んで 4に書いてください。 

dry OR bad 

5. 1の単語に関係ある英語の語句を 1つ選んで 5に書いてください。 

beautiful OR shocking 

6. 1の単語を日本文の中に入れて文を作って 6に書いてください。 
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APPENDIX F 

GRAPHIC ORGANIZERS FOR THE LOW INVOLVEMENT LOAD 

CONDITION 

 

LIL-A-1 

1. ここで学ぶ単語をこのまま 1に書いてください。sulk 

2. この例文を 2に書いてください。 

He and his brother often cry and sulk. 

3. 1の単語の意味を 1つ選んで 3に書いてください。 

すねる OR ぴかっと光る 

4. 1の単語に関係ある英語の語句を 1つ選んで 4に書いてください。 

quiet place OR bad mood 

5. 1の単語に関係ある英語の語句を 1つ選んで 5に書いてください。 

lovely OR angry 

6. 1の単語を使った以下の例文を 6に書いてください。 

Don’t sulk there by yourself when you should be enjoying yourself. 
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LIL-A-2 

1. ここで学ぶ単語をこのまま 1に書いてください。fret 

2. この例文を 2に書いてください。 

High school students often fret about their tests. 

3. 1の単語の意味を 1つ選んで 3に書いてください。 

走りまくる OR 悩む 

4. 1の単語に関係ある英語の語句を 1つ選んで 4に書いてください。 

walk OR cry 

5. 1の単語に関係ある英語の語句を 1つ選んで 5に書いてください。 

the moon OR your future 

6. 1の単語を使った以下の例文を 6に書いてください。 

He fretted about the cost of living when he lived in Tokyo. 
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LIL-A-3 

1. ここで学ぶ単語をこのまま 1に書いてください。detour 

2. この例文を 2に書いてください。 

There was a detour because of the accident. 

3. 1の単語の意味を 1つ選んで 3に書いてください。 

回り道 OR 無駄遣い 

4. 1の単語に関係ある英語の語句を 1つ選んで 4に書いてください。 

sign OR newspaper 

5. 1の単語に関係ある英語の語句を 1つ選んで 5に書いてください。 

late OR fun 

6. 1の単語を使った以下の例文を 6に書いてください。 

The ferry boat was not running, so we had to take a long detour around the lake. 
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LIL-A-4 

1. ここで学ぶ単語をこのまま 1に書いてください。nitpicker 

2. この例文を 2に書いてください。 

He is a nitpicker, so he is slow to write letters. 

3. 1の単語の意味を 1つ選んで 3に書いてください。 

いつも元気な人 OR 細かいことにうるさい人 

4. 1の単語に関係ある英語の語句を 1つ選んで 4に書いてください。 

little mistake OR big problem 

5. 1の単語に関係ある英語の語句を 1つ選んで 5に書いてください。 

expensive OR not important 

6. 1の単語を使った以下の例文を 6に書いてください。 

She is such a nitpicker and she always wants everything perfect. 
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LIL-A-5 

1. ここで学ぶ単語をこのまま 1に書いてください。robust 

2. この例文を 2に書いてください。 

He is a robust young man. 

3. 1の単語の意味を 1つ選んで 3に書いてください。 

濃い緑の OR がんじょうな 

4. 1の単語に関係ある英語の語句を 1つ選んで 4に書いてください。 

clever OR strong 

5. 1の単語に関係ある英語の語句を 1つ選んで 5に書いてください。 

powerful OR cheap 

6. 1の単語を使った以下の例文を 6に書いてください。 

The computer she used was robust and it recovered itself quickly. 
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LIL-A-6 

1. ここで学ぶ単語をこのまま 1に書いてください。jittery 

2. この例文を 2に書いてください。 

Sometimes people are jittery at job interviews. 

3. 1の単語の意味を 1つ選んで 3に書いてください。 

ずっと踊っている OR 神経過敏な 

4. 1の単語に関係ある英語の語句を 1つ選んで 4に書いてください。 

cannot sit quietly OR walk slowly 

5. 1の単語に関係ある英語の語句を 1つ選んで 5に書いてください。 

test OR movie 

6. 1の単語を使った以下の例文を 6に書いてください。 

The horses were jittery before the race and they were jumping around in the starting 

gates. 
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LIL-B-1 

1. ここで学ぶ単語をこのまま 1に書いてください。nag 

2. この例文を 2に書いてください。 

She nagged her husband about money constantly. 

3. 1の単語の意味を 1つ選んで 3に書いてください。 

一緒に遊ぶ OR くちうるさく文句を言う 

4. 1の単語に関係ある英語の語句を 1つ選んで 4に書いてください。 

in the early evening OR so many times 

5. 1の単語に関係ある英語の語句を 1つ選んで 5に書いてください。 

shout OR smile 

6. 1の単語を使った以下の例文を 6に書いてください。 

I’ll take out the garbage if you do not nag me about it. 
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LIL-B-2 

1. ここで学ぶ単語をこのまま 1に書いてください。gulp 

2. この例文を 2に書いてください。 

She gulped down her coffee and left in a hurry. 

3. 1の単語の意味を 1つ選んで 3に書いてください。 

話をする OR いっきに飲み込む 

4. 1の単語に関係ある英語の語句を 1つ選んで 4に書いてください。 

drink OR write 

5. 1の単語に関係ある英語の語句を 1つ選んで 5に書いてください。 

quick OR easy 

6. 1の単語を使った以下の例文を 6に書いてください。 

The baby birds gulped the worms their mother brought, and they asked for more. 
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LIL-B-3 

1. ここで学ぶ単語をこのまま 1に書いてください。wicket 

2. この例文を 2に書いてください。 

Meet me at the ticket wicket. 

3. 1の単語の意味を 1つ選んで 3に書いてください。 

馬小屋 OR 改札口 

4. 1の単語に関係ある英語の語句を 1つ選んで 4に書いてください。 

bathroom OR gate 

5. 1の単語に関係ある英語の語句を 1つ選んで 5に書いてください。 

train OR taxi 

6. 1の単語を使った以下の例文を 6に書いてください。 

You have to put your ticket in the wicket when you enter and when you leave the 

station. 
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LIL-B-4 

1. ここで学ぶ単語をこのまま 1に書いてください。downpour 

2. この例文を 2に書いてください。 

The train stopped because of the downpour. 

3. 1の単語の意味を 1つ選んで 3に書いてください。 

大笑い OR どしゃ降り 

4. 1の単語に関係ある英語の語句を 1つ選んで 4に書いてください。 

wet OR sunshine 

5. 1の単語に関係ある英語の語句を 1つ選んで 5に書いてください。 

warm OR rain 

6. 1の単語を使った以下の例文を 6に書いてください。 

We got caught in the downpour and now our shoes are full of water. 
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LIL-B-5 

1. ここで学ぶ単語をこのまま 1に書いてください。nimble 

2. この例文を 2に書いてください。 

He is as nimble as a cat. 

3. 1の単語の意味を 1つ選んで 3に書いてください。 

動きがすばしっこい OR 大雨の 

4. 1の単語に関係ある英語の語句を 1つ選んで 4に書いてください。 

sleep OR run 

5. 1の単語に関係ある英語の語句を 1つ選んで 5に書いてください。 

playing tennis OR playing chess 

6. 1の単語を使った以下の例文を 6に書いてください。 

Her fingers look nimble when she plays the piano. 
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LIL-B-6 

1. ここで学ぶ単語をこのまま 1に書いてください。appalling 

2. この例文を 2に書いてください。 

His new haircut was appalling. 

3. 1の単語の意味を 1つ選んで 3に書いてください。 

まあまあな味である OR 驚くほどひどい 

4. 1の単語に関係ある英語の語句を 1つ選んで 4に書いてください。 

dry OR bad 

5. 1の単語に関係ある英語の語句を 1つ選んで 5に書いてください。 

beautiful OR shocking 

6. 1の単語を使った以下の例文を 6に書いてください。 

He said the most appalling things to her, and she never spoke to him again. 
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APPENDIX G 

MANUAL FOR THE WORD MAP LEARNING TASK AND THE 

TRAINING SESSION 

 

Word mapを使った学習活動に関してのマニュアル 及び  

トレイングセッション 

 

これは word mapを使った learning activityに関するマニュアルです。以下を読み、指示

に従ってください。 

 

1. これから pair work で単語を学習します。誰と pair work をするかは、自分達で決め

てください。 

2. word mapでの学習中は、ペア以外の学生と話したりしないでください。 

3. 単語の意味等を調べるために辞書を使わないでください。word map にある情報を

使って話し合い、分からないことは推測してください。 

4. 机の上には、以下の物以外は置かないでください。 

このマニュアル及びトレイニングセッションの用紙 

pair workのための word map一式 

筆記用具（消しゴム、ペン、鉛筆など） 

5. それぞれの pair に word map の１セットをお渡しします。それで 12 個の単語を学ぶ

ことになっています。単語を学ぶ順番は、pairによって違います。 

6. word map は 2 種類ありますが、それを交互にやっていきます。1 つを A もう 1 つを

B とすると、最初は A 次は B その次は A というようにやっていきます。1 つの word 

mapに関して 2分半の持ち時間があります。ペアによって、Aから始めるペアも Bか

ら始まるペアもあります。 

7. word map の書くところは 1 から 6 まであります。指定された時間内に取り組む限り、

どこから始めても一度やった番号に戻っても構いません。やりやすいようにやってみ

てください。 

8. 発音等に関しては作業の最中に教員が教えることはありませんので、自分達で推量

してください。 

9. 書き込む際には、指示通りに下記のうち 1つ行ってください。 

①そのまま語句または文を書き写す。 

②2 つの選択肢のうちから 1 つ語句を選び、選んだものをそのまま書き写す。この場

合、理由があれば、どちらを選んでもかまいません。 
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③学習すべき単語を使い、日本語で文を作る。学習単語のみ英語で書く。 

 

英語を入れた日本語の例文は以下のとおりです。 

例 学習単語が walk (歩く) 

 私の大学の友人の 1 人は健康のために毎日 walk している。そして気が向けば

ジョギングも楽しんでいる。 

 昨日はいい天気だったので、公園や近所を 1時間ほど walk した。 

 

  学習単語が beautiful (きれいな 美しい) 

 私の家には beautifulな絵があるが、姉はその絵があまり好きではないらしい。 

 先日見た映画の最後のシーンは本当に beautiful だったので、友人に推薦した。 

 

  学習単語が election (選挙) 

 明日は electionがあるので、早く起きて投票に行く。 

 来週は忙しいが、electionに行くと思う。 

 electionが近づいている。しかし、今のところ私はあまり興味をもっていない。 

 

以下の単語を使ってパートナーと文を作ってみましょう。 

     regret 後悔する 

 

     certain 確かな 

 

     ordinary 平凡な 

 

10. 作業中、学習する単語を覚えるためにその単語について少しでも多く partner と話

しあってください。 

11. 1つの word mapの中が終わっても、指示があるまで次の word mapに行かないでく

ださい。次の単語に行くまでの時間は、word map完成後もその単語について話して

いてください。 

12. 質問があれば、手をあげてください。 
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Translation of the manual for the word map learning task and the training section 

 

Manual for the word map learning task and the training section 

 

Following is the manual for word learning activity. Please read it and follow the direction. 

 

1. You are going to learn words in pairs. Please decide who you will work with. 

2. Please talk to your partner only and do not talk with others. 

3. Please do not look up a word in a dictionary. Discuss the words based on the 

information in the word map and guess what you do not understand. 

4. Please do not leave anything except what is listed below on the desk:  

 this manual and the paper for the training session 

 word maps for pair work 

5. Each pair will be given one booklet with word maps in order to learn 12 words. The 

order of words to be learned differs from one pair to another. 

6. There are two types of word maps, and you are going to work on them alternatively. 

Let’s label the two types A and B. The first one is A type, the next one is B type, and 

the third one is A type. Some pairs start with type A and the others start with type B. 

7. There are six places to be filled in on the graphic organizer. As long as you work 

during the designated time, you can start at any place, and you can return to what you 

worked on before. Work at your convenience. 

8. The teacher in the classroom will not teach you how to pronounce the word, so please 

try to guess the pronunciation. 

9. When writing in the information, please do one of the following as instructed. 

① Copy a word or phrase, or a sentence. 

② Where two choices are provided, choose one and write it in the way it is. If you 

have a reason, you can choose either one. 

③ Write a Japanese sentence with the word to be learned. Then, write the word only 

in English.  
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Following are examples of Japanese sentences. 

  Examples:   

the word to be learned: walk (aruku: the translation of walk) 

 Watashi no daigaku no yuujin no hiroti wa kenkou no tame ni mainichi 

walk shiteiru. Soshite ki ga mukeba joggingu mo tanoshinndeiru. 

(One of my friends from university walks for her health everyday, and she 

also enjoys jogging when she feels like it.) 

 Sakujitsu wa ii tenki datta node, kouen ya kinjyo wo ichijikan hodo walk 

shita. 

(The weather was nice yesterday, so I walked in the park and the 

neighborhood about one hour.) 

 

the word to learned: beautiful (kireina utsukushii: the translation of beautiful) 

 Watashi no ie niwa beaufiful na e ga aru ga, ane wa sono e ga amari suki 

dewa nai rashi. 

(There is a beautiful picture at my house, but my sister does not seem to 

like it.) 

 Senjitu mita eiga no saigo no shiin wa honntou ni beautiful data node 

yuujin ni suisen shita. 

(The last scene of the movie that I saw the other day was so beautiful that I 

recommended it to friends of mine.) 

 

the word to be learned: election (senkyo: the translation of election) 

 Asu wa election ga aru node, hayaku okite touhyou ni iku. 

(Because the election will be held tomorrow, I will get up early to go to 

vote.) 

 Raishu wa isogashii ga, election ni iku to omou. 

(Although I will be busy, I will take part in the election.) 

 Election ga chikazuite iru. Shikashi, imano tokoro watashi wa amari 

kyoumi wo motte inai. 

(The day of the election is getting closer, yet I am not very interested in it at 

this moment.) 
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Please make a sentence with a partner using the following words. 

    regret (the translation of regret) 

 

 

    certain (the translation of certain) 

 

 

    ordinary (the translation of ordinary) 

 

10. During your work, please discuss the word as much as possible to promote your 

learning. 

 

11. Even after completing a word map, do not go to the next map until you are told to. 

Please talk about the word even after completion of the word map. 

 

12. Raise your hand if you have a question. 
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APPENDIX H 

USEFULNESS AND ENJOYMENT QUESTIONNAIRE 

 

 Word Map アンケ-ト 

 日付  年 月 日  

 学籍番号  

 名前        

 以下の質問はみなさんが今日使った2種類のword mapに関するものです。Aは最後に単語

を入れて日本語で文を作ったほうです。Bは最後に英語の文を書き写したほうです。 

1 A(英語の単語を入れて日本語の文を作ったほうのword map）は単語を学ぶのに役に立つと

思いますか。 

 全く役に立たない   かなり役に立つ   

 1 2 3 4 5    

         

2 B(英語の文をそのまま書き写したほうのword map)で単語を学ぶのは役に立つと思います

か。 

 全く役に立たない   かなり役に立つ   

 1 2 3 4 5    

         

3 A(英語の単語を入れて日本語の文を作ったword map）で単語を学ぶのは楽しかったです

か。 

 全然楽しくなかった   かなり楽しかった   

 1 2 3 4 5    

         

4 B(英語の文をそのまま書き写したほうのword map)で単語を学ぶのは楽しかったですか。 

 全然楽しくなかった   かなり楽しかった   

 1 2 3 4 5    
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Translation of usefulness and enjoyment questionnaire 

 

This questionnaire concerns the two types of word maps you used today. A refers to the 

one where you wrote your original sentence in Japanese in the end while B is the one 

where you copied a sentence in the end.  

Do you think A (the one in which you wrote your original sentence) is useful for learning 

words? 

 

Not useful at all                           Very useful 

1 2 3 4 5 

 

Do you think B (the one in which you copied a sentence) is useful for learning words? 

 

Not useful at all                           Very useful 

1 2 3 4 5 

 

Did you enjoy A? 

Not enjoyable at all                         Very enjoyable 

1 2 3 4 5 

 

Did you enjoy B? 

Not enjoyable at all                          Very enjoyable 

1 2 3 4 5 
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APPENDIX I 

TRANSLATION TEST 

  

 日付       年     月     日 

 大学  

 学籍番号  

 名前  

 次の単語の意味を日本語で書いてください。 

1 appalling [                                     ] 

2 detour [                                     ] 

3 downpour [                                     ] 

4 fret [                                     ] 

5 gulp [                                     ] 

6 jittery [                                     ] 

7 nag [                                     ] 

8 nimble [                                     ] 

9 nitpicker [                                     ] 

10 robust [                                     ] 

11 sulk [                                     ] 

12 wicket [                                     ] 
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Translation: 

  

 Date       Year     Month     Date 

 University  

 Student ID  

 Name  

 Please write the meaning of the following words in Japanese. 

1 appalling [                                     ] 

2 detour [                                     ] 

3 downpour [                                     ] 

4 fret [                                     ] 

5 gulp [                                     ] 

6 jittery [                                     ] 

7 nag [                                     ] 

8 nimble [                                     ] 

9 nitpicker [                                     ] 

10 robust [                                     ] 

11 sulk [                                     ] 

12 wicket [                                     ] 
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APPENDIX J 

DIFFICULT MULTIPLE-CHOICE TEST 

 

Multiple-Choice Test 1 
  

日付             年   月    日   

学籍番号         

名前          

次の単語の意味に 1番近いものを選び、マークシートに記入してください。

(Please choose the Japanese phrase with the closest meaning to the English word.) 

   

Q1 jittery 1 びくびくした気持ちの   

  2 元気がいっぱいの   

  3 愉快な気持ちの   

  4 ぞっとするほどいやな   

  5 無関心の   

      

Q2 robust 1 遠回りの   

  2 熟した   

  3 うるさい   

  4 貧弱な   

  5 がっしりとした   

      

Q3 nimble 1 びくびくした気持ちの   

  2 すばやい   

  3 愚かな   

  4 わずかな   

  5 がっしりとした   

      

Q4 nitpicker 1 しつこく小言を言う人   

  2 気分が急に落ち込む人   

  3 物を拾う人   

  4 少しのことでくよくよする人   

  5 飲み物を勢いよく飲む人   
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Q5 wicket 1 いつも通る近道   

  2 回って行く遠い方の道   

  3 人の集まる通り   

  4 待ち合わせ場所   

  5 駅の改札口   

      

Q6 fret 1 びくびくした気持ちになる   

  2 恐れる   

  3 かなしい気持ちになる   

  4 ごくごくと飲む   

  5 無用の心配をする   

      

Q7 appalling 1 やさしい心の   

  2 ぞっとするほどいやな   

  3 すばやい   

  4 かなり高価な   

  5 元気がいっぱいの   

      

Q8 downpour 1 液体を注ぐこと   

  2 雪が積もり前が見えなくなること   

  3 短時間にたくさん雨が降ること   

  4 回って行く遠い方の道   

  5 少しのことで気分が急に落ち込むこと   

 

Q9 gulp 1 すねる   

  2 ゆっくり食べる   

  3 くどくど繰り返して言う   

  4 ごくごくと飲む   

  5 よく噛む   
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Q10 nag 1 大声で伝える   

  2 静かに話をする   

  3 くどくど繰り返していう   

  4 ごくごくと飲む   

  5 無用の心配をする   

      

Q11 sulk 1 なだめる   

  2 無用の心配をする   

  3 くどくど繰り返していう   

  4 すねる   

  5 お願いする   

      

Q12 detour 1 回って行く遠い方の道   

  2 目的地   

  3 早い歩き方   

  4 駅の改札口   

  5 人通りの多い通路   
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APPENDIX K 

EASY MULTIPLE-CHOICE TEST 

 

Multiple-Choice Test 2 
  

日付             年    月    日   

学籍番号         

名前          

次の単語の意味に 1番近いものを選び、マークシートに記入してください。

(Please choose the Japanese phrase with the closest meaning to the English word.) 

   

Q13 downpour 1 不機嫌である   

  2 激しく多量に降る雨   

  3 巧妙に   

  4 もろい   

  5 動きの速い   

      

Q14 sulk 1 かなり悪い   

  2 不機嫌である   

  3 騒音   

  4 馬鹿な   

  5 もろい   

      

Q15 wicket 1 単純な   

  2 都市特有の   

  3 改札のための出入り口   

  4 やきもきする   

  5 イライラした   

      

Q16 nitpicker 1 飲み込む   

  2 明るくなる   

  3 頑固な   

  4 ささいなことにこだわる人   

  5 強い   
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Q17 nag 1 うたた寝   

  2 激しく多量に降る雨   

  3 批判する   

  4 単純な   

  5 たまに   

      

Q18 gulp 1 ぶらぶらして   

  2 満足   

  3 動きの早い   

  4 強い   

  5 飲みこむ   

      

Q19 fret 1 楽しみ   

  2 改札のための出入り口   

  3 ごちゃごちゃ飾り立てた   

  4 やきもきする   

  5 徐々に   

      

Q20 detour 1 遠回りの道   

  2 やきもきする   

  3 徹底的に   

  4 だらしない   

  5 批判する   

 

Q21 robust 1 騒音   

  2 どなりちらす   

  3 遠回りの道   

  4 我慢する   

  5 強い   
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Q22 nimble 1 動きの速い   

  2 競争   

  3 公式に   

  4 嫌いになる   

  5 遠回りの道   

      

Q23 jittery 1 満足   

  2 猛スピードで進む   

  3 穏やかに   

  4 イライラした   

  5 飲みこむ   

      

Q24 appalling 1 かなり悪い   

  2 懇願する   

  3 魅了する   

  4 近くの場所   

  5 ささいなことにこだわる人   
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APPENDIX L 

NATION’S FEATURE ANALYSIS 

 

Criteria Score 

Does it involve normal language use? 0 1  

Does each activity set up useful conditions for vocabulary 

teaching? 
   

  Does the activity motivate the learners to pay attention? 0 1 2 

  Does the activity involve retrieval? 0 1  

      Receptive (0) or productive (1)? 0 1  

      Recognition (0) or recall (1)? 0 1  

  Does the activity involve generative use? 0 1  

      Receptive (0) or productive (1)? 0 1  

      What degree of generation? 0 1 2 

  Does the activity involve instantiation (1) or imaging (2)? 0 1 2 

Does the activity involve a useful focus of effort? 0 1  

Does the activity result in new learning? 0 1 2 

Does the activity avoid interference? 0 1  

Total Possible      16 

(Nation, 2009, p. 156)  

 

 

 

 

 


